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A B S T R A C T
Triple Graph Grammars (TGGs) are a rule-based technique with a
formal background for specifying bidirectional model transformation
and, hence, can be applied to transform a given model into another
and vice versa. In practice, models are either created from scratch by
using a single input model, or incrementally synchronized by propa-
gating changes between integrated models.
The outstanding property of incremental model synchronization is
that in average only small portions of the whole model have to be
retransformed as mostly only a subset of a model has been changed.
Hence, we have the opportunity to (i) improve efficiency of model
transformations and (ii) to retain as much information as possible.
Regarding information preserving capabilities, this offers the chance
to qualitatively improve the results of model transformations. This is
because additional model content (e.g., model elements or user spe-
cific decision during the actual transformation process), which is not
covered by the model transformation itself, will be mostly retained.
In practical scenarios, unidirectional rules for incremental forward
and incremental backward transformation are automatically derived
from the specified TGG rules, and the overall transformation process
is governed by a control algorithm. Current incremental approaches
either have a runtime complexity that depends on the size of related
models and not on the number of changes and their affected elements,
or do not pursue formalization to give reliable predictions regarding
the expected results, or impose such restrictions on the language of
TGGs that the remaining expressiveness is not capable of certain real-
world scenarios.
For these reasons, the aim of this thesis is to develop a novel ap-
proach to incremental model synchronization with TGGs that (i) is
efficient regarding the number of changes, (ii) retains as much infor-
mation as possible, (iii) complies with important formal properties,
and (iv) is expressive enough for real-world scenarios.
Therefore, we introduce an incremental model synchronization al-
gorithm for TGGs, which employs a static analysis on TGG specifica-
tions to efficiently determine the range of influence of model changes
at runtime and, thus, to regard only these elements for synchroniza-
tion.
Together with further improvements and critical discussions we
will be able to show that this approach is a suitable means for com-
plex model synchronization tasks.
Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G
Tripelgraphgrammatiken (TGGen) sind ein regelbasierter und formal
fundierter Modelltransformationsansatz. Im praktischen Einsatz wer-
den Modelle typischerweise entweder vollständig aus einem Eingabe-
modell abgeleitet oder Änderungen werden inkrementell in ein an-
deres Modell propagiert.
Die herausragende Eigenschaft der inkrementellen Modellsynchro-
nisation ist, dass im Durchschnitt nur ein Teil des gesamten Modells
bei der Transformation betrachtet werden muss.
Konsequenzen hieraus sind, dass zum einen Modelltransformatio-
nen effizienter werden und zweitens, dass so viele Informationen wie
möglich erhalten bleiben. Der Erhalt von Informationen verbessert
Modelltransformationen qualitativ, da zusätzlicher Modellinhalt, der
nicht durch die angewandte Modelltransformation abgedeckt wird,
erhalten bleiben kann. Dies können zum einen zusätzliche Model-
lelemente sein, oder zum anderen nutzerspezifische Entscheidungen
während des Transformationsprozesses, die ohne Informationserhalt
wieder manuell eingebracht werden müssen.
In der Praxis werden unidirektionale Regeln zur inkrementellen
Vorwärts- bzw. Rückwärtspropagierung automatisch aus der TGG-
Spezifikation abgeleitet und von einem sog. Kontrollalgorithmus ver-
wendet. Aktuelle TGG-Ansätze haben teilweise schon eine Laufzeit-
komplexität, die nur von der Anzahl der geänderten und deren ab-
hängigen Elemente beeinflusst wird, sind aber nicht oder nur teil-
weise formalisiert, oder schränken die Ausdrucksmächtigkeit so ein,
dass realistische Szenarios zum Teil nicht mehr abdeckbar sind.
Deshalb verfolgt diese Arbeit das Ziel einen neuen Ansatz für die
inkrementelle Modellsynchronisation mit TGGen zu etablieren. An-
forderungen an diesen Ansatz sind, dass er (i) effizient arbeitet (Kom-
plexität abhängig von der Anzahl der Änderungen und deren Ab-
hängigkeiten), (ii) so viele Informationen wie möglich während der
Transformation erhält, (iii) wichtige formale Eigenschaften erfüllt und
(iv) ausreichend Ausdrucksmächtigkeit besitzt, um auch für kom-
plexe Szenarien anwendbar zu sein.
Es wird ein inkrementeller Kontrollalgorithmus präsentiert, der die
Ergebnisse einer statischen Analyse von TGG-Spezifikationen nutzt,
um den Einflussbereich von Modelländerungen zu erkennen und da-
rauf aufbauend nur diese Elemente während der Synchronisierung
zu betrachten. Mit weiteren Verbesserungsvorschlägen und kritischen
Diskussionen wird sich zeigen, dass der hier vorgestellte Ansatz ein
passendendes Mittel ist, um Modelle inkrementell zu synchronisieren.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
Software engineering has never been an easy task [Wir08] since the
dawn of scientific computation machines [FF03] and modern com-
puters. Briefly, software is a generic description of how a system, re-
garding its physical possibilities should behave. Software, therefore,
is an input to the machine and, it additionally defines how to process
data and return an appropriate output. Developing software systems
requires major knowledge about the desired functionality, runtime
environment, customer expectations and many more. Software de-
velopment [Bal00, LL06, Som07] is a hand-crafting discipline which
started to evolve within the last century very rapidly and nowadays
influences our daily life nearly everywhere.1 Literally no daily task in
our western world is independent from engineered software systems.
As software affects nearly every aspect of our daily life, software can-
not be developed without explicit rules of creating, testing and deliv-
ering. As [Bal00, LL06, Som07] describe, this should be true for all
kinds of software.
Software Engineering
Software engineering has established itself as the hand-crafting art of
building software. Hence, software engineering stands in one line
with other engineering disciplines such as electrical or mechanical
engineering. Software engineering covers the whole range of the soft-
ware development process, starting from requirements engineering
over coding guidelines and best practices to software maintenance.
A complex software systems is not built from different components
only, but also from various libraries programmed in different lan-
guages by a number of software engineers. To cope with this high
amount of interdependencies, a number of approaches has been de-
veloped which formulate best practices for software systems engineer-
ing. Typically, these approaches start with a more or less informal
system description that will be used throughout the whole further
engineering process as a reference for how the final result should
look like and behave. As an example, consider the common V-Model
XT [HH08, FHKS09, BdBfI10] which is often used in Germany to de-
velop software systems, as shown in Fig. 1.
1 As a reference, interested readers are referred to the so-called Software Atlas [Lei10,
LW11] and Software Monitor [KL10] provided by the Fraunhofer ISI, which monitor
the production of software in Germany.
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Figure 1: Overall process of the V-model XT [BdBfI10]
The process starts with developing so-called design documents
such as requirements analysis and feature descriptions. Inherently,
such descriptions are hard to understand as long as they are not for-
mal and, therefore, allow for different interpretations. Consequently,
there is a risk to develop incompatible software components based
on the erroneous assumption that all engineers interpreted informal
specifications in the same manner.
Model-Driven Software Development
To emphasize on such formal and concise specifications, model-driven
software development (MDSD) has been developed where models (i.e.,
system specifications) play the central role throughout the overall soft-
ware engineering process. The idea behind model-driven approaches
is to stepwise refine and concretize structural and behavioral proper-
ties until the final product (e.g., a Java program) is created. Such ar-
chitectural and behavioral data shall be retained in a so-called model.
A model in this regard reflects existing facts of the real-world while
abstracting from certain aspects and being utilized for a certain pur-
pose.
MDSD is also referenced to as Model-Driven Software Engineering
(MDSE) or Model-Driven Architecture (MDA). Based on common stan-
dards for expressing the design and architecture of a software system
so-called modeling languages [ISO86, OMG11, OMG12] have been in-
troduced, which provide means to design the structure and the be-
havior of a software, and how it interacts with users (and many more
aspects). The probably best known representative of a modeling lan-
guage is the Unified Modeling Language™ (UML) [OMG11] developed
by the Object Management Group (OMG).
According to Stachowiak [Sta73] via [LL06], models are distinguish-
ed between being descriptive or prescriptive. The first describes some-
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thing that can be found in the real-world (e.g., photographies of a
building) while the latter describes something that has to be created
according to the model (e.g., blueprints of a building). Hence, a model
always (a) reflects an existing fact of the real-world, (b) abstracts from
certain aspects, and (c) is used for a certain purpose. These properties
are depicted in Fig. 2.
real world attributes
modeled attributes
mapping
Original
Model
Figure 2: Model properties according to [Sta73] via [LL06]
Furthermore, Ludewig and Lichter [LL06] differentiate between
models that describe artifacts produced in an engineering process
and such models, which describe the engineering process itself. For
the rest of this thesis, models in our sense refer to artifacts of engi-
neering processes.
The model-driven software development process starts with speci-
fying informal text documents, use cases and many more before for-
mal models are created manually from this information. In a next
step, these models are stepwise automatically refined (generated) to
contain more platform specific information. Finally, it should be pos-
sible to generate from such platform specific models (PSM) program
code that represents the desired product. The overall model-driven
process is depicted in Fig. 3.
Computation 
Independent 
Model (CIM)
Platform 
Independent 
Model (PIM)
Platform 
Specific Model 
(PSM)
Source Code
informal descriptions 
such as texts, use cases, 
etc.
manual process
automatic process
code generation
Figure 3: MDA process of building a software product according to [MM03]
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Example
As an example, consider the development of an object-oriented Java
program. At first, informal design specifications are created, which
reflect the users’ needs and expectations. This step coincides with the
very first step of the V-Modell XT (cf. Fig. 1). As a further refinement
step, UML class diagrams are developed, which reflect basic architec-
tural aspects of the informal specification documents. Step by step,
these design documents are enriched with additional information in
the next phase of the V-Modell XT (e.g., aspects and interfaces of the
to be used middleware framework) and, finally, actual program arti-
facts (i.e., Java code) are produced.
The set of legal models is described with a metamodel which de-
fines the concepts (and their relationships) in a given domain. The
prefix meta originates from Ancient Greek and stands for beyond or,
according to the Oxford English Dictionary, for about. Hence, a meta-
model describes a language in which models are legal instances and,
therefore, speaks about models.
Example
Furthermore, it is possible to define a set of legal metamodels with
a meta-metamodel and so forth. In the previously mentioned MDA,
a four-layer metadata architecture has been introduced [MM03]. Fig-
ure 4 depicts the four layer architecture using terms from our Java
development example. On the lowest layer M0, called information
layer, instances of real-world objects are placed. The depicted objects
represent Java objects at runtime. These objects are instances of pro-
grammed classes of the next layer M1, the so-called model layer. The
metamodel layer M2 defines the modeling language concepts such as
Java classes and associations. Finally, the fourth layer M3 describes
generic concepts on a even higher level of abstraction.
MOF 2.0
Class Association
ClassA ClassB
b
ai:ClassA b1:ClassB b2:ClassB...
...
...
... M0
M1
M2
M3
Figure 4: Exemplary four layer metadata architecture
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Briefly, an element on layer Mn−1 is an instance of an element on
layer Mn. As a consequence a (meta-)model on layer Mn defines all
models on layer Mn−1 precisely. The single metamodel on layer M3
is an instance of itself, thereby avoiding the construction of an infi-
nite hierarchy of metamodels. It is called Meta Object Facility (MOF)
2.0 [OMG06] and represents a modeling language for the definition of
modeling languages. Other approaches for defining meta-modeling
languages are reviewed by Voelter [VSC06] and one specific approach
(the de-facto standard approach) is Ecore [Gro09, SBPM09], which is
a light-weight derivative of basic MOF concepts implemented in the
Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF).
Model Transformations
The vision of model-driven approaches is to manipulate models with
model transformation techniques and, for example, automatically gen-
erate artifacts from models in a reliable process (depicted in Fig. 5).
same level 
of abstractionDesign Specification
Runnable Software 
Artifacts
Java Source Code
UML Classdiagrams
model 
transformation
model 
transformation
same level 
of abstraction
Figure 5: Condensed process of MDA aligned with the example of develop-
ing a Java program
A model transformation (short: transformation) is the process of tak-
ing one model as input, analyzing its content and producing an ap-
propriate output. In this sense code artifacts are also treated as a
(domain-specific) model.2 Typically, transformations are characteriz-
ed by numerous properties [CH06]. Such exemplary properties are:
• Model manipulation: Inplace transformations change the input
model, which will also be returned, while outplace transforma-
tions read only from the input model and generate a new output
model.
• Transformation type: Transformations can either be unidirectional
or bidirectional. A unidirectional transformation is, for example,
able to accept a UML class diagram and produce the correspond-
ing Java source code artifacts. In addition, a bidirectional trans-
2 In theory, m-to-n model transformations are possible, but this thesis focuses on
model transformations, which process one input and one output model only.
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8 introduction
formation may additionally accept Java source code as input and
produce the appropriate UML class diagram as output from the
same specification.3
• Application mode: Model transformations can either be perform-
ed in a batch or incremental manner. Batch model transforma-
tions accept an input model and produce the appropriate output
model always from scratch, while incremental model transforma-
tions accept both input and output model and a set of changes
and are able to synchronize the models accordingly. Synchroniza-
tion stands for the process of propagating changes of one model
into appropriate adjustments of the opposite model.
Altogether, an actual model transformation is always a mixture of
these (and other) properties. Using model transformations in the con-
text of model-driven software development seems to be a promising
means for increasing efficiency and the quality of the output. At the
same time, questions concerning the relationship between input and
output models, or the applicability of such instruments (e.g., which
models can be efficiently processed?) have to be answered.
Range of Influences of Model Changes
A particular challenge of model synchronization (i.e., incremental
model transformations) in general is to determine precedences between
elements correctly. Therefore, a precedence denotes a relationship be-
tween pairs of model elements stating that one element has to be
processed before another.
Consider an inheritance relationship between two classes of our ex-
ample has been changed. Potentially, all attributes within the class di-
agram may be influenced by this model change. Actually, only those
attributes of the changed class and its subclasses are affected on this
model change. In practice, it is not a trivial task to differentiate be-
tween actually affected elements and potentially affected elements.
Actually affected elements are those elements in a model that have to
be processed in order to propagate the applied changes appropriately
to the corresponding elements in the opposite model to regain consis-
tency. Furthermore, the set of directly modified elements is a subset of all
potentially affected elements. The latter elements are also referenced as
3 Bidirectional transformations can be applied in forward and backward direction. Con-
sider a specified bidirectional transformation between two arbitrary models A and
B. A forward transformation would accept an instance of model A as input and pro-
duce an appropriate instance of B and vice versa. As we typically read from left to
right, the left-hand side model of a transformation is also called the source model,
while the right-hand side model is referred to as the target model. For bidirectional
transformations this may cause some confusion, as in the backward transformation
case the target model is the input model and the source model is the produced
output model.
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dependent elements. Hence, we know that directly modified elements
⊆ potentially affected elements ⊇ actually affected elements.
Therefore, certain heuristics have to be established to guarantee
that (i) a set of all actually affected elements has been identified and
(ii) this set contains as few as possible potentially affected elements
that are not actually affected. Figure 6 depicts this situation graphi-
cally: The overall dependencies are implied by the triangular shape
of the model. Inside the model, one change has occurred inducing a
subtree of influence of all actually affected elements (shaded). A first
assumption may estimate that all elements within the dotted area are
affected, but this is an overestimation and, hence, the dotted area de-
notes the set of potentially affected elements. It is important for two
reasons to to determine the set of (potentially) affected elements as
close as possible compared to the actual range of influence: (i) Effi-
ciency can be improved when less elements have to be processed and
(ii) more information can be preserved that is either an additional
model element or attribute value not covered by the transformation
specification or reflects a rule selection during the transformation to
process a node. In practice, such information is for example annota-
tions or comments or specific (manual or heuristic) design decisions
during a transformation run.
root of all 
dependencies
model 
change
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actu
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Figure 6: Model change dependencies with actually affected (shaded) and
potentially affected (dotted) elements
Vertical and Horizontal Model Transformations
Model-driven software development typically utilizes vertical unidi-
rectional transformations, as specifications are step-wise refined in a
top-down manner until source code artifacts are produced. Unfortu-
nately, in some scenarios this may not be sufficient. Such a scenario
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is, for example, the development of a product which consists of parts
that altogether form the final product. Due to this interleaving, the
models used to build the parts have to be compliant to each other.
Example
Consider a Java program has to be developed, whose runtime data
will be persisted in a relational database. Furthermore, consider the
database development is achieved via a similar step-wise refinement
starting from a database schema and producing SQL queries to access
and maintain the designed database. Altogether, two processes with
vertical transformations are established. New challenges arise when it
becomes obvious that the models of both development processes have
to be compliant to each other. The vision at this point is to introduce
horizontal and bidirectional model transformations in order to ensure
consistency between both domains as depicted in Fig. 7.
Java Source Code
UML 
Classdiagrams
SQL Queries
Database Schema
horizontal transformations
ve
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Figure 7: Parallel development of a Java program and a relational database
utilizing vertical and horizontal model transformations
Consistency between models denotes a state where neither struc-
tural nor behavioral contradictions exist.4
In this thesis, the main foci are the application and theory of bidi-
rectional model transformations and, more specific, bidirectional, in-
cremental model synchronization.
challenges of bidirectional model synchronization
As bidirectional model synchronization shall be achieved between ar-
bitrary models, it is necessary to be aware of the challenges which are
connected to this task.
• Consistent specification: Models have to be synchronized in for-
ward as well as in backward direction. Hence, rules for both
4 Of course, models may contain additional (unrelated or even contradictory) data,
which has been added manually besides the actual model transformation process.
Nevertheless, regarding the model transformation itself, such models are still con-
sidered consistent.
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forward and backward transformations have to be consistently
specified.
• Efficiency: Model synchronization is an essential part of model-
driven development. Therefore, it seems reasonable that mod-
els will be synchronized quite frequently. Efficiency is a crucial
point to provide a useable approach and, hence, a synchroniza-
tion should perform as fast as possible.
• Non-determinism: A transformation specification may allow a
set of consistent results for the very same input due to specific
rule selections based on heuristic data or user interaction during
a transformation run.
• Information preservation: Users may introduce during the life
time of a model additional information such as model elements,
attribute values, or decisions regarding the application of rules
during the actual transformation process that are not covered by
the transformation specification. Such information shall be pre-
served in order to qualitatively improve the result of model syn-
chronization and, therefore, reduce the amount of manual (un-
necessary) user interaction after or during the synchronization
process.
• Expressiveness: The favored model synchronization approach
has to be applicable to practical real-world integration scenarios.
Hence, the chosen transformation language must have enough
expressive power in order to allow for complex rules.
• Formal properties: Finally, model synchronization must behave
according to reliable and predictable rules. This can be achieved
by complying to formal properties. Essential properties are (i) to
create only consistent models and (ii) to be able to process all
these models.
The vision and aim of this thesis is to improve an existing bidirec-
tional model transformation approach in order to allow for consistent,
efficient and information preserving model synchronization.
In order to achieve this, we will use a bidirectional graph transfor-
mation approach named Triple Graph Grammar (TGG) [Sch95]. TGG
is used to declaratively specify structural consistency relationships
between two models. As the term “triple” foreshadows, a third so-
called correspondence model comes into play that represents explicit
traceability links that connect elements of both models.
The TGG approach is founded on algebraic graph transformation
theory [EEPT06]. Furthermore, using TGGs guarantees formal prop-
erties, such as “only consistent models are produced” or “consistent
models can be processed”. Besides a specification of the structure of
the integration TGGs consist also of a set of TGG rules that declara-
tively express how a consistent graph triple is composed.
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Such rules are used by an additional TGG control algorithm that
operates on the provided input either in batch mode or incrementally.
This control algorithm has to fulfill two tasks at runtime:
(i) Determine an appropriate processing order of the input model
elements.
(ii) Select the appropriate rule for the transformation of the selected
input model elements into output model elements.
In this thesis we rely on previous research of [KLKS10] that tackled
task (ii) of selecting an appropriate rule sufficiently and assume that
this algorithm always selects the appropriate rule (automatically or
via user selection). Therefore, we put all efforts into solving task (i)
sufficiently especially with having the described challenge in mind to
determine the range of influence for incremental model transforma-
tions appropriately.
If we consider TGG approaches from various research groups, then
more or less all challenges are already solved but mostly on their
own. Regarding incremental TGG approaches, they either guarantee
formal properties [HEO+11], but are inefficient or too restrictive re-
garding the supported expressiveness, or are efficient (and to some
extent information preserving) [GH09, GPR11], but do not consider
formal aspects.
Consequently, this thesis proposes a novel TGG dialect to show
that both worlds can be brought together and, therefore, formal prop-
erties and efficient model synchronization can be unified in a single
approach.
contributions of this thesis
Hypothesis
The aim of this thesis is to show that incremental model synchro-
nization can be achieved with TGGs efficiently, while retaining
as much information as possible. Furthermore, this solution has
to be efficient and to guarantee the formal properties introduced
in [Sch95, SK08].
Concrete contributions of this thesis are as follows:
• We introduce a so-called precedence analysis in Chap. 6 which
builds the fundament of efficient and information preserving
model synchronization. In addition, this analysis comes with
static specification failure detection capabilities.
• Based upon the precedence analysis, we develop the core batch
transformation algorithm in Chap. 7. This algorithm utilizes in-
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formation from the precedence analysis to determine an appro-
priate traversal order through the input model.
• Before extending the batch algorithm with incremental capabili-
ties, we discuss formal aspects of propagating deletions and ex-
tend the TGG theory regarding the rules with a novel concept,
namely inverse rules, which revoke the results of earlier rule
applications (cf. Chap. 9).
• The heart of this thesis is the incremental model synchroniza-
tion algorithm proposed in Chap. 10 that uses all the previously
introduced concepts.
• As no approach is perfect right from the start, we present in
Chaps. 12–14 different extensions to improve efficiency, informa-
tion preserving capabilities, and expressiveness even further.
In summary, the bidirectional model synchronization control algo-
rithm presented in this thesis, is capable of detecting potentially af-
fected elements due to model changes and, hence, deduce a traver-
sal order to propagate these changes appropriately. This algorithm
will work in three phases, which are (i) propagating deletions, (ii)
preparing affected elements of additions, and (iii) transforming all
unprocessed model elements. Finally, it will be shown that the mod-
ifications and optimizations of the TGG approach introduced in this
thesis preserve all formal properties of the original TGG approach as
presented in [Sch95, SK08].
Structure of this Thesis
The organization of this thesis is visualized in Fig. 8.
Part i The need for incremental bidirectional model transformation
is motivated with an industrial use case scenario, TGGs are
introduced from a formal point of view and it will be dis-
cussed how other approaches are or could be used to incre-
mentally synchronize models.
Part ii Introduction of the precedence analysis and the batch control
algorithm as the foundation of our incremental approach.
Part iii As incremental model synchronization requires to revoke the
effects of former rule applications, TGG theory is extended
with an appropriate concept and, finally, the incremental con-
trol algorithm is presented.
Part iv Various extension points are discussed to further improve the
precedence-driven approach.
Part v This part provides a discussion of implementation details of
our TGG approach together with an evaluation.
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i Introduction
3 Triple Graph 
Grammars
4 Algorithm 
Concepts
5 Related Work
6 Precedence 
Sorting
7 Control 
Algorithm
9 Model 
Changes
10 Control 
Algorithm
iv Extensions
12 Path 
Considerations
13 Rule 
Dependencies
14 Static 
Analysis
v Implementation
8 Evaluation
ii Batch
iii Incremental
11 Evaluation
Figure 8: Dependencies between the contents of the different parts
Part vi The thesis is concluded with a summary and outlook of how
to extend and improve the proposed approach even further.
Parts ii–iv are completed with an evaluation to highlight the bene-
fits and drawbacks of the details presented in each part.
For all parts, the same conventions are used to support readers in
understanding and extracting the core concepts, important aspects
and ideas:
• Italics are used to highlight the first occurrence and the definition
of an important term.
• In addition, an index is provided in the end of this document
that helps readers to easily find explanations and definitions of
referenced terms.
• Every term written as term refers to an element of a diagram,
figure, or source code fragment.
• The thesis is written in “mixed-mode”, which means definitions
and running examples are intertwined. This style of presenta-
tion is considered to ease access to complicated definitions and,
hence, readers may understand definitions and underlying con-
cepts more easily.
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This chapter illustrates how real-world application scenarios may ben-
efit from bidirectional and incremental model transformation approa-
ches. Although this example will not accompany us throughout the
thesis, it is able to highlight numerous requirements for model trans-
formations and provides us with an additional feeling regarding chal-
lenges in this field.
We start with a short overview on systems engineering, before dis-
cussing a complex case study from an industrial research cooperation
which motivates the demand for model synchronization in an indus-
trial context.
2.1 systems engineering
According to [Wei06, SR09], a system is a collection of components
which are designed to achieve a common goal, which could not be
accomplished from individual components on their own.
Typical examples for systems are air planes, plants, space crafts,
or robots. Obviously, each system is built of numerous components,
which offer their functionality to the overall system. Consider a space
craft for example, where complex maneuvering engines have to be
developed. Such engines have to be powerful and reliable enough to
navigate the space craft along its designated track. But without so-
phisticated and well-tested software, the sensor input cannot reliably
be interpreted as an input for computing necessary maneuvering pa-
rameters.
Both components, the engines and the control software, have been
developed according to appropriate process models such as the pre-
viously described V-Modell XT for software engineering. In addition,
systems engineering has to govern the overall process of how to in-
tegrate the distinct components to the final product. Therefore, sys-
tems engineering describes the process of building products, which
consist of various hardware and/or software components. Systems
engineering is a complex task that involves a number of different en-
gineering disciplines to be coordinated while creating collaboratively
a product. By definition, systems engineering integrates all involved
disciplines [Wei06] into building the final product.
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2.2 model-driven automation engineering
In a research cooperation with Siemens Industry Automation we in-
vestigated between November 2008 and October 2010 model-driven
techniques to support engineering of complex plants and machinery
(i.e., automation engineering). As described previously, engineering
plants and machinery belongs to the field of systems engineering. Be-
yond prototypical implementations [LSRS10], we elaborated different
requirements such as relying on formally founded approaches or nec-
essary language features for model transformation definitions.
This section subsumes the elaborated results and describes which
requirements are to be met by model-driven technologies, and espe-
cially by incremental model synchronization, to be applicable in real-
world application scenarios such as automation engineering. There-
fore, this section originates from the ideas and concepts developed
for publications [SRS09, LSRS10, SLRS10, RLSS11] in this context.
2.2.1 Automation Engineering Scenario
The development of automation systems for machines and plants de-
pends on information from an increasing number of engineering tools
like mechanical CAD, automation device configuration or control
logic engineering. Automation engineering of programmable logic
controllers (PLCs) requires for example information about the devices
used for machine automation, their characteristics, and their interac-
tion with other machine modules from other engineering tools like
electrical engineering or mechanical engineering software.
Since information exchange between these tools and design mod-
els is mostly based on design documents and meetings, there is a
strong requirement for a tighter integration of PLC engineering mod-
els to increase design efficiency. Automation system providers like
machine builders drive the integration of PLC engineering by the es-
tablishment of mechatronic development processes which shall inte-
grate mechanical engineering, electrical engineering and automation
engineering [VDI04a]. Automation system users like automotive com-
panies investigate how to realize the digital factory [VDI04b] with
engineering models available for designing, commissioning and op-
erating production sites.
Model-Driven Automation Engineering (MDAE) [RLSS11] addres-
ses the requirement for the integration of PLC engineering with other
disciplines and establishes a bidirectional synchronization between
the design models used for the development of automation systems.
In this context, the term PLC refers to both hardware and software
technologies and not only to a special hardware architecture (e.g., in
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contrast to PC-based soft logic controllers). The software technology
of PLC controllers is defined by the standard IEC 61131 [IEC03].
Machine development is based on an established development pro-
cess of machine builders in an existing tool environment. Therefore,
the introduction of an environment with model exchange between
these engineering tools is usually an a-posteriori integration of exist-
ing tools and tool interfaces. As an automation application example,
we look at the automation of a storage and retrieval machine of a
high-bay warehouse system based on the tools Comos ET [Sie12] and
Simatic Step7 [Sie10]. The storage and retrieval machine runs within a
warehouse aisle (see Fig. 9 right-hand side) and picks or places goods
from the storage shelf.
Figure 9: High-Bay Warehouse [LSRS10]
The overview in Fig. 10 shows the automation devices used in such
a high-bay warehouse system example: a Siemens Simatic CPU 317T-2
DP controller with integrated motion control functions, distributed
I/O (input/output) modules with Siemens Simatic ET 200S and mo-
tor control by a Siemens Sinamics drive system. Complex components
like data matrix systems (e.g., for identification of goods at the com-
missioning, left-hand side of Fig. 10) or handling robots are connected
by fieldbus communication.
PROFInet CBA / S7-Protocol
Figure 10: Exemplary hardware of a storage and retrieval machine [LSRS10]
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2.2.2 Change Propagation Workflow Example
The detailed integration workflow used in this scenario is shown in
Fig. 11. The previously described information is stored in our scenario
in two different models: (i) the location-oriented structure represents
the physical composition of a specific plant and (ii) hardware config-
urations describe the logical interconnections between these compo-
nents.
The location-oriented structure has been specified in the IEC stan-
dard 61346 [IEC96] and its successor IEC 81346 [IEC09]. Hence, the
plant is decomposed into different components which may contain
each other or may be physically wired via ports. This information
is modeled in the tool Comos ET (left-hand sides of Figs. 11(a) and
(b)). The right-hand side of Fig. 11(a) and (b) depict screenshots of the
Simatic Step7 tool. Within this tool, hardware centric information (i.e.,
a hardware configuration) is modeled which is further used to pro-
gram a PLC. Such a model contains abstract information e.g., regard-
ing the type of a processor or communication model while neglecting
actual physical details such as the actual size or weight. Furthermore,
these modules may communicate via logical connections which do
not necessarily reflect the actual physical wirings as described in the
location-oriented model.
The purpose is to synchronize location-oriented structures with
hardware configurations. Hence, the initial location-oriented struc-
ture of a new machine is created in the tool Comos ET. This data shall
be propagated to the tool Simatic Step7 (Step 1 in Fig. 11(a)). For this
propagation step the model of the location-oriented structure is the
source model (input model) of the data propagation.
The data propagation can be implemented with a model transfor-
mation because information in the source model (i.e., the location-
oriented structure) has to be transformed into adequate information
of the target model (i.e., the Step7 hardware configuration). Since no
Step7 project exists yet, an initial Step7 project is created with the
single PLC visible in the hardware configuration. This batch transfor-
mation decreases the effort of initiating a project.
With that project at hand, the automation engineer starts devel-
oping the hardware configuration. In our application scenario, the
automation engineer adds for example an additional I/O module.
Therefore, this additional I/O module is added to the hardware con-
figuration of Step7 (Step 2 in Fig. 11(a)). Next, as the changes in-
duce an inconsistent state between the two integrated models, these
changes have to be propagated into the appropriate location-oriented
model in Comos ET. Hence, an additional I/O module is also created
in the Comos ET project (Step 3 in Fig. 11(a)). In this synchroniza-
tion step, the roles of source and target models are swapped: the
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1
2
3
Location-oriented structure Hardware configuration
(a) Sequential Integration Workflow [LSRS10]
1
2b
3
Location-oriented structure Hardware configuration
2a
(b) Parallel Integration Workflow
Figure 11: Integration workflows between location-oriented structures in Co-
mos ET (left) and hardware configurations in Step7 (right)
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automation engineering model is the source model of the data prop-
agation and the model of the location-oriented structure is the target
model. This will be achieved with an incremental model synchroniza-
tion technique.
Another typical workflow is depicted in Fig. 11(b). Again, the lo-
cation-oriented structure is created in the Comos ET tool and after-
wards all necessary information is propagated to the Step7 tool. In
contrast to the previous use case, now both models evolve in parallel
(Steps 2a and 2b in Fig. 11(b)). Finally, both models have to be up-
dated to a consistent state. This has to be achieved by an incremental
change-aware model synchronization technique, that allows for con-
current modifications (Step 3 in Fig. 11(b)).
In both scenarios, the transformation process has to regard the spe-
cific dependencies in these models to determine an appropriate prop-
agation sequence in order to ensure that all changes are propagated
efficiently and, secondly, that information is preserved as much as
possible.
2.3 requirements of a mdae model synchronization
Using model transformation techniques in order to cope with the
synchronization task in the field of MDAE induces various require-
ments which have to be fulfilled by an appropriate transformation
approach. The described requirements are partially adapted and ex-
tended from [LSRS10].
In the development process of such a high-bay warehouse system,
the configuration of the Simatic I/O modules (shown in the automa-
tion structure in Fig. 10) changes if an engineer adjusts the wiring
of the devices built in electrical cabinets. In the opposite direction,
changes of I/O modules in Step7 due to programming requirements
must be reflected within the location-oriented structure as well. This
engineering workflow is a basic use case of MDAE. Both incremental
change propagation and batch transformation are useful, as not only
existing models must be updated consistently in an incremental man-
ner, but also newly created projects could be used to create models
with a batch transformation to decrease the initial efforts in setting
up a model (cf. Sect. 2.2.2).
Depending on the responsibilities in an engineering organization,
automatic change propagation might not be allowed due to legal
or organizational restrictions. Instead notifications about inconsisten-
cies between the engineering models should be generated. Resolving
these inconsistencies remains within the responsibilities of the engi-
neers of each discipline. The implementation of consistency checks is
usually easier than change propagation, since the actions required for
reconciliation need no implementation.
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Both change propagation and consistency checks may use traceabil-
ity links between related elements of different engineering models.
Traceability in this regard stands for specific information that encodes
which elements in the two models are related. Thus, traceability links
constitute a specific model (i.e., trace or correspondence model) that
explicitly relates elements of integrated models. With such an addi-
tional trace model at hand it is possible to identify related elements,
e.g., the hardware component for which a specific I/O module is used
for and, hence, identify the source for (potential) model changes.
As a non-functional requirement, the model synchronization ap-
proaches, should be usable from within an existing engineering tool
environment and should not presume the introduction of new engi-
neering tools. Usually machine builders have an existing tool environ-
ment as described in Sect. 2.2.2 but with manual data exchange be-
tween these tools or hand-crafted unidirectional batch data exchange
solutions [Hof11].
List of Requirements
As we have seen, real-world transformation scenarios such as in
the domain of MDAE have complex preconditions and expectations.
The following list summarizes the requirements in alphabetical order
with a (short) description for each requirement.
• Bidirectionality: A model transformation specification can be uni-
directional or bidirectional. While unidirectional transformation
specifications always own a designated direction (e.g., transfor-
mations are only possible from a location-oriented structure to
a hardware configuration but not in the other direction), bidirec-
tional transformation specifications define implicitly both direc-
tions. Regarding our usage scenario, transformations in both di-
rections are needed. Bidirectionality is important due to the fact
that engineering processes are typically not sequential. Therefore,
it is of vital interest that decisions and changes can be propagated
in both directions.
• Concurrency: Integrated models may evolve in parallel to addi-
tionally speed-up the production phase. Typically, this may in-
duce contradictory model changes that have be consistently syn-
chronized either automatically or with user guidance. Neverthe-
less, a fully-fledged transformation framework should support
concurrent model changes.
• Declarative specifications: A model-to-model transformation speci-
fication can be expressed in an imperative or a declarative man-
ner. An imperative specification describes the complete model
manipulation process of the actual transformation. In contrast, by
using declarative means, the result of a transformation is speci-
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fied and not the way how to get there. The engineers specify-
ing such transformations describe how a fully integrated model
looks like and can rely on underlying formal techniques that this
specification can cope with any kind of valid input. Declarative
specification saves time and space because most imperative in-
formation can be directly derived. Instead of describing the evo-
lution of a model in all facets (e.g., creating new elements or
propagate attribute value changes), only consistent models have
to be described.
• Efficiency: Any applied model transformation technique should
be able to fulfill its task within acceptable ranges of time and re-
source consumption. Regarding systems with restricted memory
resources, the transformation technique must be able to stick to
these limits. Regarding the interaction with users, the transforma-
tion technique should deliver a result in an appropriate amount
of time as this is a basic feature of usability [Nie94].
• Incrementality: Changes in models have to be recognized and
appropriate actions must be triggered. Incremental model syn-
chronization is one of the major demands in real-world applica-
tions: It is widely known that models do not live without any
changes; in contrast, models develop in complex scenarios. Es-
pecially when large model have to be integrated and/or models
with user-specific changes that cannot be re-created, it is of major
importance that the corresponding model can be updated with
the appropriate set of changes instead of being re-computed from
scratch.
• Information preservation: Whenever a model change has to be syn-
chronized with the opposite model, only actually affected ele-
ments should be considered. This requirement coincides with the
requirement of efficiency but adds additional properties: Consid-
ering a model synchronization, a naïve control algorithm could
remove the whole target model and create a new model from
scratch. The result would be consistently integrated models. Typ-
ically, users introduce additional information to their models
which would have been dropped in this case. Such information
is for example some parts of a model that are not covered by
the specified transformation. Another type of such information
is explicit decisions during a transformation process regarding
which rule should be applied for processing a certain element
(see requirement “non-determinism” below). In both cases such
information shall be retained to reduce the amount of informa-
tion that has to be manually re-introduced during or after the
synchronization and, therefore, directly decrease the workload
of the synchronization user.
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• Non-determinism: In practical scenarios it is often necessary to in-
troduce a certain degree of freedom in the model transformation
specification to reflect specific design decisions. Consider for ex-
ample a CPU in the location-oriented structure which may be used
in the hardware configuration to operate as a single processor or
as a backup processor. At runtime, a control algorithm could re-
trieve additional input from the user or use a predefined heuristic
to decide how to process an actual CPU. Such a transformation
specification is called non-deterministic as a variety of consistent
pairs of models are possible. In combination with information
preservation (see above), such decisions should be preserved in
order to avoid unnecessary re-calculation or user queries.
• Traceability: Reliability and responsibility are major aspects of
any processes building a deliverable system. Since many differ-
ent models, modeling activities and engineering domains are in-
volved in building a system it is of major importance that at any
point in time specific properties of a model can be traced to their
origins. In order to produce reliable and trustworthy systems it is
mandatory that any decision in the process is traceable. Regard-
ing the application example with traceability links between cor-
responding physical wirings and logical connections, engineers
are enabled to understand why certain logical or physical con-
nections have been established. If such connections have to be
adjusted due to any reasons, it is easily possible to determine all
affected wirings or connections in the other model and update
them appropriately.
• Validation: We demand that integration approaches do not only
“work on a paper base” but in real systems. The model synchro-
nization technique should be used successfully in different do-
mains and, therefore, empirically show its capabilities for real-
world application scenarios.
• Verification: The purpose of model-to-model transformation ap-
proaches is to create and modify model data. In order to ensure
that such modifications are always correctly applied and never
in a harmful manner (e.g., turning a correct model into an in-
correct model), the application logic and semantics of transfor-
mation rules must be verified. Formal verification proves certain
concepts and aspects of the integration technique.
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The previous chapters revealed basic requirements, ideas and con-
cepts to tackle the task of bidirectionally synchronizing models. We
investigated these demands and prerequisites using a real-world in-
dustrial application example from an industrial cooperation [SRS09,
LSRS10, SLRS10, RLSS11]. Next to this, other applications in this area
seem to profit from bidirectional model synchronization [KLS+12,
SK12] as well.
Nevertheless, without having discussed the actual implementations
of these examples, it became obvious that such scenarios are not us-
able as an easy-to-handle running example for two reasons:
• The size of the actual transformation is too large. This may cause
unreadable specifications which are in addition hard to remem-
ber throughout the rest of this thesis.
• The concepts used in the actual transformation are quite homoge-
neous, which means that typically one element is extended with
a new subtree of new elements.
In order to describe the introduced concepts, benefits and draw-
backs, an example is required that is (1) small regarding the size of
the specification and (2) heterogenous regarding the structure of the
specification. Finally, the application scenarios of Chap. 2 massively
rely on attribute comparisons. As attribute comparisons were out-of-
scope for this thesis,1 we decided to restrict our running example to
structural aspects only.
3.1 graphs and type graphs
The formal concepts described in this chapter are adapted from Ehrig
et al. [EEPT06], in which fundamental approaches of graph transfor-
mation theory are formalized, and from Klar et al. [KLKS10], in which
basic concepts for TGGs have been revisited, refined and extended
(compared to the original publication of Schürr [Sch95]).
Example
The running example used throughout the rest of this thesis is an
imaginary integration between a Company (structure) and an IT
1 Note that this research topic was successfully tackled in [AVS12] and, thus, is part
of our recent TGG implementation.
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(infrastructure) (short: IT). The idea is to assign each Employee
of a Company either a desktop computer (PC) or a mobile computer
(Laptop). Furthermore, Admins take care for Routers and Networks.
A concrete example is depicted in Fig. 12, where a small Company is
controlled by a CEO who hired one Admin and two Employees.
es
andy
mariustony
ingo
has1
worksFor1employs1
employs2
Figure 12: Concrete instance of a Company named es
Each Employee receives either a PC or a Laptop to fulfill his desig-
nated tasks. In addition, these computers must be connected via an
internal Network controlled by a Router. The appropriate infrastruc-
ture is depicted in Fig. 13.
pc1 laptop1
router1
network1
routes1
hasPC1 hasLaptop1
es-it
owns1 contains1
Figure 13: Concrete instance of an IT structure named es-it
Obviously, these two concrete instances of a Company and an IT
consist of elements that belong together: it takes an Admin to maintain
the Router and the Network, while the Laptop and PC are likely to be
used by an Employee. These relationships are depicted in Fig. 14.
Figure 14 gives us an impression, which elements should be consis-
tently integrated. As, for example, an Employee needs a PC or Laptop
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es
andy
mariustony
ingo
has1
worksFor1employs1
employs2
pc1 laptop1
router1
network1
routes1
hasPC1 hasLaptop1
es-it
owns1 contains1
Figure 14: Concrete instance of an integrated Company and IT
to start his or her tasks, the corresponding transformation specifica-
tion should reflect this appropriately. The actual application of such
a specification will be referred to as forward transformation because it
goes from the source model (left-hand side) to the target model (right-
hand side). Another possible use case is that it has been decided to
introduce an additional Router and, therefore, equip the IT with an
extra Network. This directly leads to the requirement that the Company
needs to find a suitable administrator to maintain the network. Such
a process denotes a backward transformation.
At first, we define graphs and type graphs. The concept of graphs
will be used to describe actual models while the concept type graphs
denotes the type system of models and, therefore, is the metamodel
of a model (cf. Chap. 1).
Definition 1 (Graphs and Graph Morphisms)
A graph G = (V ,E, s, t) consists of finite sets V of nodes, and E of edges,
and two functions s, t : E→ V that map each edge to its source and target
node. A graph morphism h : G → G ′, with G ′ = (V ′,E ′, s ′, t ′), is a
pair of functions h := (hV ,hE) where hV : V → V ′, hE : E → E ′ and
∀e ∈ E : hV(s(e)) = s ′(hE(e)) ∧ hV(t(e)) = t ′(hE(e)).
Example
Considering our running example from Fig. 12, we see a graph with
the following sets:
• V = {es, andy, ingo, tony, marius}
• E = {has1, employs1, employs2, worksFor1}
Thus, the functions s, t are defined as follows:
• s(has1) = es, t(has1) = andy
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• s(employs1) = andy, t(employs1) = tony
• s(employs2) = andy, t(employs2) = marius
• s(worksFor1) = ingo, t(worksFor1) = andy
Next, metamodels are formalized as type graphs and models as
typed graphs:
Definition 2 (Typed Graphs and Typed Graph Morphisms)
A type graph is a graph TG = (VTG,ETG, sTG, tTG).
A typed graph (G, type) consists of a graph G together with a graph
morphism type: G→ TG.
Given typed graphs (G, type) and (G ′, type ′), g : G → G ′ is a typed
graph morphism iff the following diagram commutes:
G G`
TG
g
type`type
Thus, the set L(TG) denotes all correctly typed graphs G over TG.
Example
Figure 15 depicts the company structure G of our running example
together with its type information in concrete and abstract syntax.
Note that from now on we are switching from so-called concrete syn-
tax to abstract syntax. This syntax normalizes all future figures and
presents in a compact manner instance and type information. Names
of model elements are written in lower case separated by a colon from
their type in upper case. Additionally, concrete model elements are
underlined. Note that edges in typed graphs are not underlined, and
edge types are also written in lower case to improve readability.
es
andy
mariustony
ingo
has1
worksFor1employs1
employs2
(a) Concrete syntax
es:Company
andy:CEO
ingo:Admin
marius:Employeetony:Employee
has1:has
worksFor1:worksFor
employs2:employsemploys1:employs
(b) Abstract syntax
Figure 15: Exemplary Company structure in concrete and abstract syntax
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Formally, the type graph (i.e., metamodel) TGComp for a Company
consists of the following sets:
• VTGComp = {Company, CEO, Employee, Admin}
• ETGComp = {has, employs, worksFor}
Hence, the functions sTGComp , tTGComp are defined as follows:
• sTGComp(has) = Company, tTGComp(has) = CEO
• sTGComp(employs) = CEO, tTGComp(employs) = Employee
• sTGComp(worksFor) = Admin, tTGComp(worksFor) = CEO
Finally, the morphism typeG : G → TGComp consists of two func-
tions typeG := (typeGV , typeGE), where typeGV encodes the typing
for nodes (i.e., vertices) and typeGE encodes the typing for edges as
follows:
• typeGV (es) = Company
• typeGV (andy) = CEO
• typeGV (ingo) = Admin
• typeGV (tony) = Employee
• typeGV (marius) = Employee
• typeGE(has1) = has
• typeGE(employs1) = employs
• typeGE(employs2) = employs
• typeGE(worksFor1) = worksFor
3.2 graph grammars
Model transformation can be realized with graph grammars because
models can be treated as graphs. Graph grammar approaches use
declarative rule specifications to express the evolution of graphs. This
concept seems to be quite natural and has been already widely used
in string grammar definitions (e.g., EBNF). A rule specification r con-
sists of two graphs named left-hand side (L) and right-hand side (R) and
is denoted as r := (L,R).
Example
Considering the running example, rule addNewLaptop expresses that
a concrete Network must exist in order to add a new Laptop instance
(depicted in Fig. 16).
Applying such a rule to a concrete model has to regard the actual
model appropriately. Consider two or more Networks exist already:
which network should be extended? The rule as depicted above only
states that a Network must exist in order to append a Laptop.
A category theoretic approach named double pushout (DPO) has
been established to formalize model transformation appropriately. A
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it:IT
rou:Router
net:Network
o:owns
r:routes
c:contains
LHS (L)
it:IT
rou:Router
net:Network
o:owns
r:routes
c:contains
RHS (R)
lap:Laptop
h:hasLaptop
Figure 16: Informal rule to extend a Network with a Laptop
pushout describes which elements of a graph shall be matched and
extended. Furthermore, the double pushout formally introduces the
concept of a gluing graph K which is identified inside an actual model
and relatively from this gluing graph elements are deleted or added
(cf. Def. 4). This is achieved via morphisms (i.e., structure-preserving
mappings) that map each element of a rule to a suitable element of
an actual graph. When a match (i.e., a concrete subgraph in a model
that complies with the pattern specified by L) is found, the DPO ap-
proach ensures that elements are added or removed to/from suitable
remaining elements only. Formally, rules are defined as follows:
Definition 3 (Production Rules)
A typed graph production rule := (L l← K r→ R) consists of typed graphs
L, K, and R, called the left-hand side, gluing graph, and the right-hand side
respectively, and two injective typed graph morphisms l and r.
Example
Considering our running example from above, our rule addNewLaptop
is defined as depicted in Fig. 17.
it:IT
rou:Router
net:Network
o:owns
r:routes
c:contains
L
it:IT
rou:Router
net:Network
o:owns
r:routes
c:contains
lap:Laptop
h:hasLaptop
it:IT
rou:Router
net:Network
o:owns
r:routes
c:contains
K R
l r
Figure 17: Formal definition L,K,R of rule addNewLaptop
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Furthermore, the application of a rule is defined via pushouts as
follows:
Definition 4 (Rule Applications)
Given a (typed) graph production rule = (L l← K r→ R) and a (typed)
graph G with a (typed) graph morphism m : L → G, called the match. A
direct rule application G r@m H from G to a (typed) graph H is given by
the double-pushout (DPO) diagram depicted below, where (1) and (2) are
pushouts.
G
L K
D
R
H
(2)(1)
l r
f g
m k n
Note that this rule is only applicable to G iff the gluing condi-
tion [EEPT06] is satisfied. This condition demands that after deleting el-
ements from G no dangling edges may exist. A dangling edge denotes an
edge e in G without a source and target node, or with a source or target
node only.
Example
Considering our running example, a graph transformation, i.e., ap-
plying rule addNewLaptop on a graph G, works as follows:
1. Find a match m that represents a subgraph in G which complies
with L.
2. Find the appropriate match k in G.
3. Remove all elements in G that are not in the intersection of both
matches to retrieve D.
4. Extend D with additional elements such that afterwards a match
n can be found.
Figure 18 depicts the whole process graphically.
Finally, we define the concept of a graph grammar which subsumes
the concepts of typed graphs and rules.
Definition 5 (Graph Grammars and Their Languages)
A graph grammar GG := (TG,R) is defined by a type graph and a set of
typed rules R. The graph grammar language L(GG) is the set of all graphs
Gi typed over TG that can be derived by applying rules rj ∈ R.
Formally, L(GG) := {G ∈ L(TG)|G0 r1@m1 G1 r2@m2 . . . rn@mn Gn},
where G0 = ∅ denotes the empty starting graph.
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it:IT
rou:Router
net:Network
o:owns
r:routes
c:contains
it:IT
rou:Router
net:Network
o:owns
r:routes
c:contains
lap:Laptop
h:hasLaptop
it:IT
rou:Router
net:Network
o:owns
r:routes
c:contains
l r
m k n
it1:IT
router1:Router router2:Router
net1:Network net2:Network
pc1:PC pc2:PC pc3:PC
c1:contains c2:containso1:owns o2:owns
r1:routes r2:routes
hPC1:hasPC hPC2:hasPC hPC3:hasPC
G :=
it1:IT
router2:Router
net2:Network
c2:contains
o2:owns
r2:routes
it1:IT
router2:Router
net2:Network
c2:contains
o2:owns
r2:routes
it1:IT
router2:Router
net2:Network
c2:containso2:owns
r2:routes lap1:Laptop
hL1:hasLaptop
f g
it1:IT
router1:Router router2:Router
net1:Network net2:Network
pc1:PC pc2:PC pc3:PC
c1:contains c2:containso1:owns o2:owns
r1:routes r2:routes
hPC1:hasPC hPC2:hasPC hPC3:hasPC
=: H
lap1:Laptop
hL1:hasLaptop
rule level
instance 
level
Figure 18: Application of rule addNewLaptop to a concrete graph G
3.3 triple graph grammars
As an extension of Pratt’s pair grammars [Pra71], TGGs have been
introduced in 1994 by Schürr [Sch95]. The aim was to connect two
source and target graphs via a third so-called correspondence graph in
between. Of course this could also be achieved by introducing addi-
tional edges between source and target graphs, but would lead to the
requirement to adjust the corresponding type graphs of them. As this
is not always suitable (due to legal, organizational, or technical restric-
tions), the correspondence graph allows for a light-weight means to
achieve this goal. This also meets the requirement of having explicit
traceability links between models (cf. requirements of real-world ap-
plications in Chap. 2).
A graph triple consists of three graphs. Each graph is in the set
of graphs of a particular language, i.e., conforms to a graph schema
denoted by a certain type graph. In addition, two morphisms hS and
hT relate elements of the correspondence graph with elements of the
source and target graph.
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Definition 6 (Typed Graph Triples)
Given the languages L(TGS), L(TGT ), and L(TGC) for the source, target
and correspondence domain respectively.
A graph triple GT := GS
hS← GC hT→ GT is properly typed iff (1) GS ∈
L(TGS), (2) GT ∈ L(TGT ), (3) GC ∈ L(TGC), (4) hS : GC → GS, and
(5) hT : GC → GT . Note that hS and hT are morphisms between typed
graphs.
Example
Considering our running example, Fig. 19 depicts the typed graph
triple with source, correspondence and target elements expressing
the relationships as described in the beginning of this chapter. Note
that previously omitted correspondence elements are now depicted
explicitly.
es:Company
andy:CEO
ingo:Admin
marius:Employee
tony:Employee
has1:has
worksFor1:worksFor
employs2:employsemploys1:employs
es-it:IT
router1:Router
net1:Network
pc1:PC
c1:containso1:owns
r1:routes
hasPC1:hasPC
lap1:Laptop
hasLaptop1:hasLaptop
c2i1:C2I
a2r1:A2R
e2l1:E2L
e2p1:E2P
source domain correspondence domain target domain
Figure 19: Typed graph triple of our running example
Furthermore, the type graph triple is depicted in Fig. 20. Our run-
ning example specifies the integration of company structures and cor-
responding IT structures. The TGG schema is the type graph triple
for our running example. The source domain is described by a type
graph for company structures: A Company consists of a CEO, Employees
and Admins. In the target domain, an IT provides PCs and Laptops in
Networks controlled by a Router. The correspondence domain (center)
specifies links between elements in the different domains. Note that
the edges from the correspondence to the source and target domains
denote morphisms and not instances of specified edge types. Hence,
these edges are displayed without names and types.
According to Def. 2, we have to define what a type preserving
graph triple morphism is:
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Company
CEO
Admin
Employee
has
worksForemploys
IT
Router
Network
PC
containsowns
routes
hasPC
Laptop
hasLaptop
C2I
A2R
E2L
E2P
source domain correspondence domain target domain
Figure 20: Type graph triple, also know as TGG Schema
Definition 7 (Type Preserving Graph Triple Morphism)
A typed graph triple (GT , type) consists of a graph triple GT to-
gether with three morphisms type := (typeS, typeC, typeT ), where
typeS : GS → TGS, typeC : GC → TGC, and typeT : GT → TGT
such that GT type→ TGT and TGT := TGS hST← TGC hTT→ TGT . A graph
triple morphism (gS,gC,gT ) with gS : GS → G ′S, gC : GC → G ′C, and
gT : GT → G ′T is type preserving iff the following diagram commutes:
GS GS`
TGS
gS
typeS`
typeS
GC GC`
TGC
gC
typeC`
typeC
GT GT`
TGT
gT
typeT`typeT
hT hT`
hS`
hS
hST
hTT
Hence, L(TGT) denotes the set of all correctly typed graph triples GT over
TGT .
We have now defined triple graph morphisms. The next step is to
specify how a triple rule is applied.
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Definition 8 (Triple Graph Production Rules)
A typed triple graph production rule rule := (L l← K r→ R) consists of
typed graph triplesa L,K, and R, and two injective type preserving graph
triple morphisms such that the following diagram holds:
L K R
l r
= ==
LT KT RT
lT rT
LC KC RC
lC rC
LS KS RS
lS rS
hTL hTK hTR
hSL hSK hSR
a Note that L,K,R are from now on representing triples of graph.
As TGGs are monotonous regarding the specification of rules, it is
prohibited to delete elements in a declarative rule. Monotonicity in
this sense means that rules may only add new elements.2 Therefore, L
and K are identical for any TGG rule r, which means that no elements
are deleted when applying this rule. Hence, the definition of rules can
be simplified which is achieved in Def. 10.
Elements in L denote the precondition of a rule and are referred to
as context elements, while elements in R \ L are referred to as created
elements.
Example
Together, with our TGG schema (cf., Fig. 20) we can now specify the
actual triple graph rules for our running example. The rules depicted
in Fig. 21 build up an integrated company and IT structure simultane-
ously. Rule (a) creates the root elements of the models (a Company with
a CEO and a corresponding IT), while Rule (b) appends additional el-
ements (an Admin and a corresponding Router with the controlled
Network). Rules (c) and (d) extend the models with an Employee, who
can choose a PC or a Laptop. We use a concise notation by merging
L and R of a rule, depicting context elements in black without any
markup, and created elements in green with a “++” markup.
2 At a first glance it may seem inappropriate that TGG rules are only allowed to add
elements as a synchronization algorithm also has to cope with deletions. In practice,
this is no problem as these rules are not actually applied but used for deriving so-
called operational rules, which also cope with the deletion of elements. This will be
explained later in this chapter.
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c:Company
ceo:CEO
h:has
it:ITc2i:C2I
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
Rule (a)
c:Company
a:Admin
h:has
w:worksFor
r:Router
n:Network
c:containso:owns
r:routes
c2i:C2I
a2r:A2R++ ++
++
++++
++
++
++
++
++
ceo:CEO
it:IT
Rule (b)
c:Company
e:Employee
h:has
e:employs
it:IT
p:PC
c:contains
h:hasPC
c2i:C2I
e2p:E2P
++
++
++ ++
++
++
++
ceo:CEO n:Network
Rule (c)
c:Company
e:Employee
h:has
e:employs
it:IT
l:Laptop
c:contains
h:hasLaptop
c2i:C2I
e2l:E2L
++
++
++ ++
++
++
++
ceo:CEO n:Network
Rule (d)
Figure 21: Complete set of TGG rules of our running example
Definition 9 (Triple Graph Rule Applications)
Given a typed triple graph production rule r = (L l← K r→ R) and a
typed graph triple GT = (S hS←− C hT−→ T) with a typed graph triple mor-
phism m : L→ GT , called the match, a direct typed graph transformation
GT
r@m GT ′ from GT to a typed graph triple GT ′ is given by the pushout
diagram depicted below.
L K R
l r
= ==
LT KT RT
lT rT
LC KC RC
lC rC
LS KS RS
lS rS
hTL hTK hTR
hSL hSK hSR
T DT T`
fTl gTr
C DC C`
fCl gCr
S DS S`
fSl gSr
hT hDT hT`
hS hDS hS`
mS
mC
mT
kS
kC
kT
nS
nC
nT
= =
GT GT`
Remark: Obviously, the only difference between triple graph trans-
formations and standard graph transformations is that all compo-
nents of a rule and match are extended to triples. Hence, whenever
possible we omit the complete drawing (i.e., extend every component
to triples) and favor a short-hand notation.
To further improve readability, we define monotonic creating rules
that reduce TGG rules to their necessary minimum:
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Definition 10 (Monotonic Creating Rules)
A monotonic creating rule r := (L = K,R), is a pair of typed graph
triples s.t. L ⊆ R. A rule r rewrites (via adding elements) a graph triple
G into a graph triple G ′ via a match m : L→ G, denoted as G r@m G ′, iff
n : R → G ′ can be defined by building the pushout G ′ as denoted in the
diagram.
K
R
   
L
id
D
G`
   

G
id
m
m
n
PO
This definition shows, that a TGG rule is a condensed standard
graph transformation rule, as L and K are identical.
We are now ready to define what a TGG consists of.
Definition 11 (Triple Graph Grammar)
A triple graph grammar TGG := (TG,R) consists of a type graph triple
TG (also known as TGG schema) and a finite set R of monotonic creat-
ing rules. The generated language (G∅ denotes the empty graph triple) is
L(TGG) := {G | ∃ r1, r2, . . . , rn ∈ R : G∅ r1@m1 G1 r2@m2 ... rn@mn 
Gn = G}.
Example
In our running example, the set R consists of the rules depicted in
Fig. 21, and the TGG type graph depicted in Fig. 20.
Finally, we define consistency between related graphs:
Definition 12 (Consistent Integration) Given two typed graph GS ∈
L(TGS) and GT ∈ L(TGT ). GS and GT are consistent w.r.t. a given
TGG iff ∃GC ∈ L(TGC): (GS,GC,GT ) ∈ L(TGG).
Hence, consistency denotes the state where two integrated graphs fit
properly together regarding a specific TGG.
Furthermore, a graph GS (GT ) is schema-compliant if it is correctly
typed over its type graph and, furthermore, could be derived with
the source (target) domain component of the TGG rules.3
3 Note that schema-compliance is defined differently in cases where negative applica-
tion conditions and other graph constraints are taken into account [AST12].
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T G G C O N T R O L A L G O R I T H M C O N C E P T S
So far, concepts of graph transformations, graph grammars and TGGs
have been introduced. TGGs provide a declarative, rule-based means
of specifying the consistency of source and target models in their re-
spective domains, and tracking inter-domain relationships between
model elements explicitly by automatically maintaining a correspon-
dence model.
Although TGGs describe how triples consisting of source, corre-
spondence, and target models are simultaneously derived, most prac-
tical software engineering scenarios require that source or target mod-
els already exist and that the models in the correspondence and the
opposite domain are consistently constructed by a unidirectional for-
ward or backward transformation. As a consequence, TGG tools that
support bidirectional model transformation rely on unidirectional for-
ward and backward operational rules, automatically derived from a
single TGG specification as basic transformation steps, and use an
control algorithm that decides which rule is to be applied on which
part of the input graph.
Such an algorithm accepts a set of transformation rules and an
actual graph to be transformed. To actually transform an input model,
the algorithm has to fulfill two tasks:
(i) The algorithm has to find an appropriate traversal order through
the input model.
(ii) To process a model element the algorithm has to choose the right
rule in cases where more than one rule is applicable.
This chapter is organized as follows:
1. As TGG rules describe the evolution of all three domains at once,
so-called operational rules have to be derived to allow for unidi-
rectional forward or backward transformations. These operational
rules will then be used by a control algorithm.
2. Variation points for TGG approaches and their control algorithm
implementations are presented.
3. Formal properties of TGG control algorithms are discussed.
4. Concrete strategies of such algorithms are discussed.
5. The control algorithm of [KLKS10] is briefly reviewed as we will
rely later on the rule selection capabilities of this approach.
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4.1 operational rule derivation
As we aim at transferring information from one model to another and,
in addition, to propagate changes between models, we need again
unidirectional transformation rules as TGG rules are not applicable.
Such rules must be capable of accepting all possible input scenarios.
In our context, such scenarios are for example to accept an existing
model as input and create the appropriate opposite model or cope
with the deletion of elements in one model and remove related oppo-
site elements as well.
The declarative TGG rules describe the simultaneous evolution of
all three domains, which means that these rules describe the set of
consistent graphs. This knowledge is now used to derive so-called
operational rules which are unidirectional. Hence, so-called forward
rules are used to transfer data from the source to the correspondence
and target domain, while so-called backward rules apply analogous
changes in the opposite direction. The overall rule application pro-
cess will be governed by a so-called control algorithm.
As shown in [Sch95, EEE+07], a sequence of TGG rules, which de-
scribes a simultaneous evolution, can be uniquely decomposed into
(and conversely composed from) a sequence of source rules that only
evolve the source model and forward rules that retain the source
model and evolve the correspondence and target models.1
Definition 13 (Derived Operational Rules)
Given a TGG = (TG,R) and a rule r = (L,R) ∈ R, a source rule
rS = (SL,SR) and a forward rule rF = (FL, FR) can be derived according
to the following diagram:
LC
RC
γ
LT
RT
   τ
Lτ
Rτ
LS
RS
σ
Lσ
Rσ
L
R

=
=
source rule rS TGG rule r forward rule rF
LS
RS
σ
ε
SL
SR

=
=
ε
ε
ε
ε ε

 
 LC
RC
γ
LT
RT
τ
Rτ
RS
RS
id
Rσ
FL
FR

=
=
LτLσσ
Although forward rules retain all source elements, a control algo-
rithm has to keep track of which source elements are transformed
by a rule application. This can be done by introducing marking at-
tributes [HEO+11], or maintaining a bookkeeping data structure in
the control algorithm [GHL10]. In concrete syntax, we equip every
1 All arguments and definitions are symmetrically usable, which means although we
always speak of forward transformations and forward rules, statements analogously
hold for the backward direction.
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transformed element with a checked box, and every untransformed ele-
ment with an unchecked box as introduced in [KLKS10].
Example
From Rule (c) of our running example (Fig. 21), the operational rules
rS and rF depicted in Fig. 22 can be derived. The source rule ex-
tends the source graph by adding an Employee to an existing Company,
while the forward rule rF transforms (denoted as 2 → 2) an exist-
ing Employee by creating a new E2P link and PC in the corresponding
Network.
c:Company
e:Employee
h:has
e:employs
it:IT
p:PC
c:contains
h:hasPC
c2i:C2I
e2p:E2P
++ ++
++ ++
++
++
++
ceo:CEO n:Network
c:Company
e:Employee
h:has
e:employs++ ++
ceo:CEO
c:Company
h:has
e:employs
it:IT
p:PC
c:contains
h:hasPC
c2i:C2I
e2p:E2P++ ++
++
++
++
ceo:CEO n:Network
e:Employee
source rule rS TGG rule r forward rule rF
Figure 22: Source and forward rules derived from Rule (c) (cf. Fig. 21)
Regarding the forward rule, all elements in the source domain must
exist. Hence, the additional checked and unchecked boxes depict,
which elements will be transformed (i.e., 2 → 2) by applying this
rule, or will be used as context (i.e., 2→ 2).
Additionally, it is also possible to derive other operational rules.
Non-modifying rules, for example, may check whether an existing
integration is consistent regarding the specified TGG. Another deriv-
able operational rule could for example create traceability links be-
tween existing source and target models.
4.2 variation points of tgg control algorithms
To understand the challenge of traversing an input model and select-
ing the appropriate rules, we discuss how existing algorithms handle
the source graph of our example triple (Fig. 19) in a batch transforma-
tion. Processing an input graph requires certain decisions to be done
by the control algorithm:
(i) First, the algorithm has to select an element to be processed and,
if more than one element is available, choose an appropriate
element.
(ii) Secondly, the algorithm has to decide which rule is to be applied
in order transform the currently selected element. If more than
one rule is applicable, the algorithm has to choose one.
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In general, algorithms and their related TGG dialect can differ in
three variation points: (i) properties of rules, (ii) strategies of finding
an appropriate element traversal order, and (iii) strategies of selecting
an appropriate rule for a single element.
(i) Strategies of finding a model element traversal order: This can
be achieved in a bottom-up or a top-down manner.
Bottom-up strategies typically select one element to be pro-
cessed randomly and process necessary context elements on de-
mand. Hence, if the transformation of a certain element requires
that another element was processed in advance, this element will
be transformed on demand.
In contrast, top-down approaches try to find a processing
order first (e.g., by analyzing the input model) and process the
input in this specific order which guarantees that all precondi-
tions for transforming a certain element are fulfilled.
(ii) Rule properties: We distinguish between unrestricted, (local) con-
fluent, functional, and local complete TGGs.
Local confluence poses a restriction on TGG rules which re-
quires that rules may not interfere with each other and, hence,
may produce different results (i.e., TGGs must be globally deter-
ministic). Nevertheless, local confluent TGGs cannot guarantee
terminating transformation sequences.
Demanding functionality strengthens this restriction, as, ad-
ditionally to local confluence, termination must be guaranteed
(see Sect. 3.4.4 in [EEPT06]).
Orthogonally, local completeness ensures efficiency (no need
for backtracking which results in an exponential worst case run-
time complexity) for non-functional TGGs, i.e., non-determinism
regarding possible results for the same input is allowed.
(iii) Rule selection strategies: One option is to completely prohibit
a situation where more than one rule is applicable to the same
model element. Another option is to require additional user in-
put or to decide due to some externally provided heuristics. Nev-
ertheless, considering such strategies is out-of scope for this the-
sis.
4.3 formal properties of tgg control algorithms
Regardless of the chosen strategies and restrictions, transformation
control algorithms should fulfill certain formal properties in order
to produce reliable and trustworthy results. This directly reflects the
requirement of verification from real-world application scenarios (cf.
Chap. 2). Certain properties of general graph transformation systems
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have been defined by Stevens in [Ste08b]. For example, every control
algorithm should terminate its processing at a certain point. Other-
wise, a transformation may last for such a long time, which cannot be
distinguished from a transformation process that ran into an infinite
loop.
For TGG control algorithms, Schürr and Klar stated in [SK08] three
major properties that should be met by any TGG implementation: cor-
rectness, completeness, and efficiency. In the following, these proper-
ties are defined only for forward rule applications. All properties can
be analogously defined for backward rule applications.
4.3.1 Correctness
Correctness is the quality of an algorithm to either terminate with a
(meaningful) exception (e.g., if the input graph is not correctly typed)
or to return a graph triple GT that complies with the defined lan-
guage of the TGG (i.e., GT ∈ L(TGG)).
Definition 14 (Correctness)
Given a source graph GS, the transformation algorithm is correct if it
either terminates with an exception or produces a consistent graph triple
G = GS ← GC → GT ∈ L(TGG).
4.3.2 Completeness
Completeness means that for a given graph triple that has already
been produced with the transformation algorithm it is possible to
derive the same or another triple again, starting with the source or
target graph as input. In other words: if a consistent graph triple
G = GS
hS← GC hT→ GT exists and we start a batch or incremental
transformation with GS as input, the algorithm will find a consistent
graph triple G ′ = GS ← G ′C → G ′T or terminate with an appropri-
ate exception if the given TGG and input violate some restrictions
imposed by the selected control algorithm.
Definition 15 (Completeness)
For all triples GS
hS← GC hT→ GT ∈ L(TGG), the transformation algorithm
is complete if it produces a consistent triple G ′ = GS ← G ′C → G ′T ∈
L(TGG) for the input source graph GS or terminates with an exception.
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4.3.3 Efficiency
In our context, an algorithm is considered efficient, if its execution
time is polynomial in the number of elements in the input graph
or, in the incremental case, in the number of changes and affected
elements. In the incremental case, additions are retained in the set
∆+ while deletions are stored in the set ∆−.
Definition 16 (Efficiency)
According to [SK08], a TGG batch transformation algorithm is efficient if
its runtime complexity class is O(nk), where n is the number of nodes in
the source graph to be transformed and k is the largest number of elements
to be matched by any rule r of the given TGG.
In the incremental case, the algorithm is efficient if the synchronization
runtime effort is polynomial in the number of changes (|∆−|+ |∆+|), their
(potentially) dependenta and their direct context elements. This set of ele-
ments is denoted as nδ. Hence, the incremental algorithm is efficient if it
performs in the order of O(nkδ).
a Note that different interpretations of dependent elements exist as already men-
tioned in Chap. 1.
From our point of view, a control algorithm should always be prov-
able comply to all three formal properties. Hence, when introducing
new algorithm approaches in Parts ii and iii we will always have to
prove that these algorithms are correct, complete, and efficient.
4.4 bottom-up, context-driven and recursive
Regarding the variation points introduced in Sect. 4.2, we will discuss
how concrete setups would look like.
An established strategy is to transform elements in a bottom-up
context-driven manner, i.e., to start with a random node and check if
all context nodes (dependencies) are already transformed before the
selected initial node can be transformed. If a context node is not
yet transformed, the algorithm transforms it, by recursively check-
ing and transforming its context. Context-driven algorithms always
start their transformation process with an arbitrarily selected node,
without knowing if this was a good choice, i.e., if the node can be
transformed immediately or if the input model as a whole is even
incorrect. Such algorithms are correct, but, in general, have problems
with completeness due to wrong local decisions as it cannot be guar-
anteed in general that it is the right choice to process a certain element
right now and not to postpone its processing.
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The term “bottom-up” refers to the strategy of deciding on demand
which element will be processed.
4.4.1 Unrestricted
In order not to restrict the expressiveness of TGGs that can be han-
dled by the transformation algorithm, a simple backtracking strat-
egy could be employed to cope with wrong local decisions. Such a
strategy tries to find a suitable transformation sequence to produce
an appropriate result and, therefore, test in the worst-case all possi-
ble transformation sequences. If a backtracking algorithm returns no
consistent graph triple, then it is clear that such a triple does not exist
and, hence, the input graph is not part of the specified language.
Example
For our example, a first iteration over all nodes would determine
that only ES together with Andy can be transformed by applying
Rule (a). In a second iteration the algorithm would determine again
in a trial and error manner that only Ingo can be transformed next
with Rule (b), as neither Tony nor Marius can be transformed using
Rule (c) or (d) (a Network is missing in the opposite domain). Finally,
Tony and Marius can be transformed. This algorithm is correct and
complete as shown in [EEE+07, Sch95] but has exponential worst-case
runtime and is, therefore, impractical for real-world applications.
It is, however, possible to guarantee polynomial runtime of the
context-driven recursion strategy by restricting the class of supported
TGGs appropriately as in case of the following approaches.
A more complex but abstract backtracking scenario is depicted in
Fig. 23. Assume that three elements e1, e2, e3 have to be transformed.
The algorithm starts with e1 and is able to apply rule r1. In a next
step, element e2 is chosen but applying rule r2 fails. Hence, rule r3,
which is also applicable to element e2 is successfully applied. Finally,
element e3 shall be transformed by applying rule r4. As this fails and
no other rule is applicable to e3, the algorithm has to return to the
transformation of e2. As no additional rule is specified to transform
e2, the algorithm has to step back even further and reconsider the
transformation of element e2. Selecting e3, the algorithm chooses to
successfully apply rule r4. As only e2 remains untransformed, rules
r2 and r3 are tested. As both applications fail and no other rules to
transform e2 and e3 exist, the algorithm has to return to the trans-
formation of element e1. Here, another rule r5 is applicable and, as
a consequence, all other elements can be transformed successfully. Fi-
nally, the algorithm quits with a completely transformed model.
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select e1
apply r1@e1
success
select e2
apply r2@e2
failure
apply r3@e2
select e3
apply r4@e3
failure
Ø @e3
Ø @e2
select e3
apply r4@e3
select e2
apply r2@e2
failure
apply r3@e2
failure
Ø @e2
nothing to select
nothing to select
apply r5 @e2
select e2
apply r2@e2
success success
nothing to select
Ø @e3
success
select e3
apply r4@e3
success
success
return completely 
transformed model
start model 
transformation
Figure 23: Complex backtracking scenario with a number of wrong choices
4.4.2 Functional Behavior
Demanding functional behavior [GHL10, HEGO10] guarantees that the
algorithm can choose freely between applicable rules at every deci-
sion point and will always get the same result without backtracking.
Functional behavior, therefore, restricts a TGG to be a function over
graph triples, where for a given graph always the same result is re-
turned, regardless how often the transformation is repeated with the
same input. The result can either be a consistent graph triple, or an
exception as the input graph was not part of the specified language
(cf. Def. 12). Figure 24 depicts this process graphically. Regarding a
transformation process, the algorithm may have the same choices as
before (decide which element will be processed and which rule will
be applied). Depending on this decision, different intermediate states
are possible. These intermediate states differ in which elements are
already processed or which rules have been applied. Altogether, the
transformation either ends up in an erroneous situation, as the local
decision did not lead to a valid state, or leads to the same resulting
graph triple.
G=G0
G1
G2
G3
G4
G5
G5
G6
G7
G7=G‘
7 
7 
7 
Figure 24: Schematic overview of a transformation process with functional
TGGs
Such a TGG also requires functional behavior of the backward rule
application. Hence, functional TGGs specify a bijective function. Al-
though functional behavior might be suitable for fully automatic in-
tegrations, our experience with industrial partners shows that user
interaction or similar guidance (e.g., configuration files) of the in-
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tegration process is required and leads naturally to non-functional
sets of rules with certain degrees of freedom [K0¨5, LSRS10, RLSS11].
Please note that our running example is clearly non-functional due to
Rules (c) and (d), which can be applied to the same elements on the
source side, but create different elements on the target side. Therefore,
depending on the choice of rule applications, different target graphs
are possible with our running example. Demanding functional behav-
ior is a strong restriction that reduces the expressiveness and suitabil-
ity of TGGs for real-world applications [SK08, KLKS10]. Nevertheless,
such a strategy has polynomial runtime and its applicability can be
enforced statically via critical pair analysis [EEPT06]. Termination for
a set of TGG rules can be guaranteed as soon as every rule contains
at least one element in every domain that is in R \ L (i.e., created ele-
ment) [HEOG10].
4.4.3 Local Completeness
Algorithms that allow a non-functional set of rules to handle a larger
set of scenarios have to exploit additional implicitly modeled infor-
mation of the transformation to cope with non-determinism and non-
bijectivity [Ste08b], while still guaranteeing completeness for a certain
class of TGGs. Hence, [KLKS10] demands local completeness, i.e., that
a local decision between rules that can transform a certain node can-
not lead to a dead-end. This means that a local choice (which can be
influenced by the user or some other means) might actually result in
different output graphs, which are, however, always consistent, i.e., in
the defined language of the TGG (L(TGG)).
Example
For our running example (cf. Figs. 15 and 21), we could start with an
arbitrary node, e.g., Ingo. According to Rule (b), a CEO and a Company
are required as context and Rule (a) will thus be applied to ES and
Andy. After processing Ingo, Tony and Marius can be transformed in
an arbitrary order, each time making a local choice if a PC (Rule (c))
or Laptop (Rule (d)) is to be created. Note that our running example
is not local complete, as it cannot be decided whether an Admin or an
Employee should be transformed first (Rules (c) and (d) demand an el-
ement on the target side that can only be created by Rule (b)). For this
reason, the algorithm might fail if it decides to start with one of the
Employees. In this case, Rules (c) and (d) would state that ES and Andy
are required as context and have to be transformed first. This is, how-
ever, insufficient as a Network must be present in the target domain
as well. This context-driven approach fails here as transforming ES
and Andy with Rule (a) does not guarantee that the employees Marius
and Tony can be transformed. The problem here is that context-driven
algorithms only regard the given input graph for controlling the rule
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application and do not consider cross-domain context dependencies such
as Network in this case.
4.5 top-down and iterative
In contrast to context-driven recursive strategies, which lack a global
view on the overall dependencies and seem to be unsuitable for an
incremental synchronization scenario, algorithms can operate in a top-
down iterative manner exploiting a certain global view on the whole
input graph instead of arbitrarily choosing a node to be transformed.
The term “top-down” refers to the strategy of employing addi-
tional knowledge regarding the models under consideration. Such
additional knowledge is for example a topological sorting of the in-
put model, which reveals dependencies and, therefore, a basis for
determining the traversal order.
4.5.1 Unrestricted
The algorithm presented by [KRW04] requires that all TGG rules de-
mand and create at least one correspondence link, i.e., a hierarchy of
correspondence links must be built up during the transformation. The
correspondence model can be used to store dependencies between
links in this case and is interpreted as a directed acyclic graph, which
is used to drive and control the transformation. This algorithm is
both batch and incremental but it is unclear from [KRW04] for which
class of TGGs completeness can be ensured. The most recent imple-
mentation [GR11] seems to utilize backtracking and, hence, it can be
concluded that this approach fulfills completeness and correctness
but suffers from inefficiency.
4.5.2 Functional Behavior
Another approach that utilizes a global view is presented by Giese
et al. in [GHL10]. This approach demands again for functional be-
havior but it can efficiently process models. Similarly to the previous
approach, they also utilize an exhaustive correspondence data struc-
ture, that allows for building a directed acyclic graph. For the batch
transformation case, this approach is proved to be complete and cor-
rect. It is to be expected that this is also the case for the incremental
case, but these proofs are not yet presented.
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4.5.3 Local Completeness
Restricting TGGs to comply to local completeness, allows for a prece-
dence-driven strategy. Such a strategy defines and uses a partial order
of nodes in the source graph according to their precedence, i.e., the sort-
ing guarantees that the nodes can only be transformed in a sequence
that is compatible with the partial order. This approach is novel in the
domain of non-functional TGGs and seems to be a promising means
of coping with incremental changes efficiently, while retaining user
added information as much as possible. Upcoming parts of this the-
sis will deal with the introduction of this approach.
4.6 the klar control algorithm
The starting point for the concepts presented in this thesis, was the al-
gorithm implemented in MOFLON [AKRS06, KRS09]. This algorithm
was a context-driven batch algorithm, which additionally provided
features such as priorities and rule inheritance.2 The formalization
of this algorithm has been presented by Klar et al. [KLKS10] where
additionally negative application conditions have been introduced in
favor of priorities and rule inheritance. This algorithm has been fi-
nally implemented in our tool eMoflon [ALPS11, ALS12].3
It is necessary to review this algorithm, as the introduction of our
new control algorithm reuses a very specific part: As stated in the in-
troduction, our purpose in this thesis is to develop an approach that
efficiently propagates model changes and retains information. There-
fore, we research how to determine an appropriate traversal order,
which is one of the two tasks of a control algorithm. The other task,
selecting an appropriate rule to process an element, was out-of-scope
and, hence, this part will be reused from the here presented algo-
rithm.
Short Review
This section, reviews briefly the TGG batch algorithm of [KLKS10]
and its basic concepts on an abstract level. The complete formaliza-
tion is presented in [KLKS10] and the PhD thesis of Felix Klar [Kla12].
Algorithm O4 works in different stages. First, the algorithm arbitrar-
ily selects a node to be transformed (lines 2–4). If this node has not
2 Abilities regarding rule inheritance have been investigated in [WKK+11, WKK+12].
3 Download eMoflon from http://www.emoflon.org/
4 This algorithm is referred to as “Algorithm O” as it is not a contribution of this
thesis.
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Algorithm O Batch Context-Driven Control Algorithm
1: procedure transform(G = GS
hS← GC hT→ GT )
2: for all nodes n ∈ GS do
3: transform(n)
4: end for
5: end procedure
6: procedure transform(node n)
7: if n has been visited previously then
8: throw cycle exception
9: else
10: candidateRules← rules that could transform n
11: appropriateRules,applicableRules← ∅
12: for all rules r ∈ candidateRules do
13: check dangling edge condition (DEC) for applying r@n
14: if DEC is satisfied then
15: if all context elements c are transformed then
16: appropriateRules← appropriateRules⋃ r
17: else
18: for all untransformed context nodes c do
19: transform(c) . Recursively transform all nodes
20: end for
21: end if
22: else
23: continue . Skip this rule
24: end if
25: end for
26: for all rules r ∈ appropriateRules do
27: check if DEC for applying r@n . DEC could be violated
due to problematic context transformation
28: if DEC is satisfied then
29: nIsLocallyTransformable = true
30: end if
31: if the match can be completed in all other domains then
32: applicableRules← applicableRules⋃ r
33: end if
34: end for
35: if applicableRules = ∅ then
36: if nIsLocallyTransformable then
37: throw local completeness violated exception
38: else
39: throw G /∈ L(TGG) exception
40: end if
41: else
42: if |applicableRules| > 1 && ∀r ∈ applicableRules : transform same
set of nodes then
43: select one rule r ∈ applicableRules and apply r@n
44: else
45: throw competing core match exception
46: end if
47: end if
48: end if
49: end procedure
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been regarded previously, the transformation process may go ahead,
otherwise we ran into a cycle (lines 7–9) and an exception is thrown.
The next stage is to collect all rules that may be used to transform
the actual node n (lines 10–23). In this phase the so-called dangling
edge condition (DEC) is checked for the very first time (line 13).
Informal Definition5 (Dangling Edge Condition):
The dangling edge condition is a formal description of the fact that after
having applied a certain rule to node n all untransformed incident edges are
still transformable by applying other rules of the TGG.
If DEC is satisfied, then the algorithm recursively tries to process all
context nodes (line 16) and if all context nodes have been transformed
then this rule is added to another set (line 18–20).
Having transformed all context nodes successfully, the algorithm
enters the next stage, in which the potentially applicable rules are
filtered further: A re-check of the DEC determines if any of the recur-
sive context transformations changed the situation that was found in
line 13. If so, the algorithm has definitely found a rule that can trans-
form n at least in GS (line 27). This rule is applicable if its match can
also be completed in all other domains (lines 29–31).
Finally, the last stage (lines 33–45) is to actually apply a rule to
transform n. For this reason a rule is selected and applied in line 40.
All other statements in this stage deal with detecting problems within
the specification of the TGG (e.g., local completeness violation (line
35)), finding incorrect input triples (line 37), or a combination of both
(line 43).
4.6.1 Restriction to Local Complete TGGs
As described shortly in the algorithm comparison of this chapter, un-
til now the introduction of local completeness seems to be a sufficient
restriction of TGG specifications in order to allow for non-functional
TGGs (i.e., allowing for a set of resulting consistent graph triples) and
to avoid backtracking for efficiency reasons.
Informal Definition6 (Local Completeness Criterion):
A TGG is local complete iff applying the source rule riS of a TGG rule ri
successfully guarantees that there exists a forward rule rjF (i may be equal
to j) that can also be successfully applied.
This criterion is of immense importance to us as it allows us to
consider one domain only in order to find an appropriate transformation
5 For this thesis, only an informal definition is needed to understand the concept of
dangling edges. The formal definition is presented in [KLKS10].
6 Again, only an informal definition of this concept is needed to understand all coming
parts and, therefore, I decided to present an informal definition only. The formal
definition can be found in [KLKS10].
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sequence and, therefore, transformation result. Unfortunately, up to
now it is impossible to statically check (at compile-time) if a TGG
specification fulfills the local completeness criterion. This is still an
open research topic.
Note that the approach presented in this thesis works with local
complete TGGs only. Hence, the running example will be adjusted to
fulfill this property in Sect. 6.
4.6.2 Open Questions
The algorithm presented above has the following drawbacks:
• The recursive transformation process may run into cycles which
are detected and stop the transformation process with an excep-
tion. It is then unclear whether the exception has been triggered
due to the fact that the TGG is not compatible with the selected
transformation algorithm or whether the input graph is not cor-
rectly typed and/or cannot be transformed by the given TGG.
Furthermore, the cycle detection may occur at the very end of
an expensive transformation process that should not have been
started anyway.
• Keeping track of just regarded elements of the input graph, the
corresponding rules and their matches requires an expensive
bookkeeping effort. Hence, recursive transformation stacks may
become large depending on the size of the input graph.
• Up to now, it seems that context-driven strategies are not suitable
for efficiently determining the affected elements due to an incre-
mental change. This is important as incremental changes may
lead to incorrect (sub-)graph triples, whose transformation has
to be revoked before starting a new transformation process.
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R E L AT E D T O O L S A N D O T H E R T G G A P P R O A C H E S
This chapter provides an overview on model transformation approa-
ches that are in use and/or under development. Some of them are aca-
demic prototypes (e.g., AToM3, Henshin, GRoundTram, MOFLON or
eMoflon), while others are used in practical scenarios due to their ma-
turity (e.g., ATL and ETL). Nevertheless, all of them have their very
own list of featured properties.
A second aim of this chapter is to discuss how other existing TGG
approaches could be used to achieve our goal of efficient and infor-
mation preserving model synchronization. Hence, the part related to
TGG approaches is more detailed compared to the general introduc-
tion of other transformation approaches.
5.1 general overview
As model transformation is a challenge in various application do-
mains and communities, there exists a substantial number of differ-
ent concepts, languages, and tools [CH06, Ste08a]. Basically, we dis-
tinguish between unidirectional and bidirectional model transforma-
tions.1
Regarding the general benefits and drawbacks of unidirectional vs.
bidirectional model transformations, the following has to be consid-
ered:
• Unidirectional model transformations benefit from a clear infor-
mation flow within the actual transformation specification and,
hence, it feels more natural to specify such a transformation com-
pared to a bidirectional one.
• A direct drawback is that when bidirectionality is a must, two
unidirectional transformations have to be specified (i.e., one for-
ward and one backward transformation) in contrast to a single
bidirectional specification.
• Specifying two unidirectional model transformations consistent-
ly (i.e., without contradictions) can be a complex task. This is
especially true when maintaining such a pair of unidirectional
transformations requires lots of experience to always consider all
1 Additionally, multidirectional model transformations are also possible and de-
fined [OMG08]. In practice, such transformations can be decomposed into bidirec-
tional transformations and are, therefore, not considered here.
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facets of the transformation pair completely. In the bidirectional
case, the person that specified the transformation is no longer
responsible for guaranteeing the consistency between derived or
interpreted forward and backward transformations as this is an
implicit feature of the bidirectional transformation approach it-
self.
• Finally, expressiveness regarding the set of possible features with-
in a model transformation (e.g., control flow components, com-
plex attribute handling, etc.) differ. Typically, unidirectional ap-
proaches are more expressive as each language feature needs to
operate in a single direction only. Hence, in some scenarios (e.g.,
with complex calculations that do not allow for an automatic
reverse use) bidirectional transformation approaches may be un-
suitable.
As [Ste08a] and [CH06] provide a comprehensive overview and
categorization of model transformation approaches, we only survey
a small subset of existing techniques. The selection here is based (i)
on the subjectively noticed proliferation of an approach and (ii) on
the relation compared to the approach presented in this thesis. The
latter criteria explains why numerous TGG approaches have been re-
viewed.
5.2 unidirectional model transformation approaches
Since unidirectional approaches are distinguished by performing a
transformation inplace or outplace, we consider representative frame-
works of both fields. Inplace model transformations use one model as
input and modify exactly this model in order to produce an appropri-
ate output model. Hence, the input model has been replaced after ap-
plying a transformation. Selected unidirectional inplace approaches
are A Tool for Multi-formalism and Meta-Modelling (AToM3) [dLV02a]
and From UML to Java and Back Again (Fujaba) [KNNZ99] with its
transformation approach Story Driven Modeling (SDM) [FNTZ00]. In
contrast, outplace model transformations accept one input model and
produce an appropriate output model without modifying the input.
Exemplary unidirectional outplace approaches are ATLAS Transfor-
mation Language (ATL) [JABK08] and Epsilon Transformation Language
(ETL) [KPP08].
Considering the requirements of Chap. 2, unidirectional transfor-
mations are not sufficient to cope with a complex real-world scenario
such as our motivational example.
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5.2.1 Inplace Transformation Approaches
A Tool for Multi-formalism and Meta-Modelling
A Tool for Multi-formalism and Meta-Modelling (AToM3) is a CASE-
tool2 [dLV02a, dLV02b]. It is implemented in Python and aims at
modeling data structures as well as model transformations. The ba-
sic idea is that every data structure can be specified as typed graphs.
The formalism used for model transformations is a triple graph re-
placement system. Specifications can be modeled in a hybrid man-
ner meaning that graphical and declarative graph patterns can be
extended with Python method calls in order to equip transforma-
tion designers with imperative techniques. AToM3 supports incre-
mental model transformations with a sophisticated event-driven con-
cept [GdL04] that claims not to be bound to a certain editor in contrast
to syntax-driven incremental approaches. In order to support modu-
larization the AToM3 rewrite engine allows for sequential execution
of multiple graph grammars that may belong to different tasks (e.g.,
first transform a model with grammar a,. then optimize the model
with grammar b). Additionally, transformation designers are allowed
to use the concept of negative application conditions (NACs) with
AToM3 [TEG+05] to specify constraints when a rule should not be
applied. Unfortunately, AToM3 seems to be no longer under devel-
opment and is additionally coupled to its own data model. De-facto
modeling standards such as EMF/Ecore are not supported.
Story Driven Modeling
Story Driven Modeling (SDM) [FNTZ00, vDRH+11] is a composition
of declarative graph transformations and imperative control flow def-
initions. It is therefore possible to define behavior of a method via
expressing model modifications with unidirectional graph transfor-
mation rules and additionally embed these rules into control flow
elements such as statements, loops and conditions. SDM is imple-
mented in the tool Fujaba [KNNZ99] which utilizes this model trans-
formation approach to define the behavior of method implementa-
tions. SDM specifications are both, declarative and imperative: Next
to describing model modifications with graph patterns (declarative),
also a fallback solution to pure Java code can be used to specify ac-
tions within a control flow (imperative).
2 Computer Aided Software Engineering
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5.2.2 Outplace Transformation Approaches
Atlas Transformation Language
The Atlas Transformation Language (ATL) [JK06, JABK08] is a unidirec-
tional textual transformation language. Standard ATL does not sup-
port traceability between source and target models as a feature, but
this can be achieved by using an extension called AmmA [DV07], or
by explicitly adding trace elements and their evolvement to the rules.
An ATL implementation is available as an Eclipse plugin which sup-
ports the de-facto standard modeling language Ecore. Furthermore,
precise semantics for ATL 3.0 have been introduced and proved by
Troya and Vallecillo in [TV11] by using formal logic.
Epsilon Transformation Language
The Epsilon Transformation Language (ETL) [KPP08, KRPGD11] is one
out of many task specific languages that are built upon the Epsilon
Object Language (EOL) within the Epsilon framework. The idea be-
hind EOL is to provide the meta-modeling community with a gen-
eral approach to access and manipulate models regardless of their
underlying formalism (e.g., MOF, Ecore, KM3, etc.). EOL was further-
more designed to overcome the restrictions of OCL but still adhere
to precise semantics. ETL was developed with the focus on model
transformations. ETL is a hybrid approach allowing for declarative
patterns and an imperative fallback to call EOL methods. Traceabil-
ity is implicitly maintained. This allows for additional cross model
checking with the Epsilon Verification Language (EVL). The model
transformation engine can be run not only in a batch manner but
also (semi-)interactively by specifying rules with additional user in-
put only. Incremental model transformations utilize the automatically
established implicit trace model. Originally, ETL is designed as a uni-
directional transformation language but can be extended with EVL
definitions to allow for bidirectional transformations.3 ETL is reusable
due to its precise semantics of inheritance [WKK+11, WKK+12] and
modules (via EOL modules). Inheritance allows for the specialization
of rules and EOL modules allow for the reuse in different transforma-
tion specification. Furthermore, ETL is not limited to transformation
specifications that only cope with one source and target model, but
with m source and n target models simultaneously. Unfortunately,
ETL is not based on formal semantics [KRPGD11] and, hence, cannot
be verified.
3 Source: Informal discussion with Richard F. Paige in January 2011 in
Dagstuhl [HSST11].
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5.3 bidirectional model transformation approaches
Regarding bidirectional approaches it is typical, that model transfor-
mations modify models outplace. Hence, other criteria are considered
to distinguish them. Algebraic approaches are based on a formal al-
gebraic foundation that defines the properties. Exemplary algebraic
approaches are GRoundTram [HHKN09] and lenses [FGM+05].
Both bidirectional transformation approaches can be used to incre-
mentally synchronize models. Unfortunately, they lack an explicit
traceability model, which allows users to specify relationships be-
tween models.
5.3.1 Algebraic Transformation Approaches
GRoundTram
GRoundTram [HHKN09, HHI+10, HHI+11a, HHI+11b] is a bidirec-
tional and hybrid graph transformation approach. The underlying
formalism is the graph algebra UnCAL. Based upon UnCAL the
graph query languages UnQL and its extension UnQL+ (with addi-
tional compositional features) are defined. Bidirectional model trans-
formation in the context of GRoundTram demands for some addi-
tional explanation: With GroundTram, models can be transformed
from a source model into a target model. Changes within the target
model can be incrementally propagated back to the source model
via the implicit trace model, which is hidden from the user. Unfortu-
nately, it is not possible to start with a target model and create the ap-
propriate source model from scratch. This is due to the fact that trans-
formation specifications written in UnQL+ are unidirectional only
and incremental backward transformation is achieved via the trace
model only. Together with metamodel definitions in KM3, graphs can
be queried for specific patterns and, furthermore, target graphs can
be created and maintained. Traceability is an implicit feature as it is
used for incremental updates and backward transformations but can-
not be defined explicitly (i.e., by a correspondence model). In addition
to a well-formalized and sound definition of underlying technologies
there exists a reference implementation that allows for textual trans-
formation definitions and graphical concrete model transformations.
Lenses
The lenses have been introduced by Foster et al. in [FGM+05]. Lenses
denote an algebraic approach to specify views for models. Therefore,
different laws have been postulated that ensure properties such as
consistency between a model and its view while both may evolve over
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time. A lens is basically a pair of transformations: a get, for the source
to view transformation, and a put, for view to source. In practice, dif-
ferent implementations exist that support for example string manipu-
lation [BFP+08, FPP08]. Furthermore, TGGs have been shown to be a
concrete implementation of the symmetric lens framework [DXC+11].
Query/View/Transformation
The OMG specification Query/View/Transformation (QVT) [OMG08] de-
fines a standard for model transformation on MOF compliant mod-
els. The specification provides the declarative language QVT Rela-
tions for bidirectional model transformations. Besides this, an addi-
tional unidirectional and imperative transformation language named
QVT Operational Mappings, is also defined in [OMG08]. Considering
QVT Relations, the major deficiency is that its specification is impre-
cise [Ste08b]. As a consequence, different tools claim to implement
the QVT standard, but behave differently and incompatibly [Gua09].
Nevertheless, ongoing activities include implementing the Relations
language as an Eclipse plugin (mediniQVT [ikv12]).
5.3.2 Triple Graph Grammar Approaches
Amongst the numerous bidirectional model transformation approa-
ches surveyed in [Ste08a], the concept of TGGs features not only solid
formal foundations [Sch95, EEE+07, KLKS10] but also various tool
implementations [KRW04, GH09, GHL10, KLKS10, GR11, ALPS11,
ALS12].
The TGG approach is based on category theory and obviously sup-
ports traceability (cf. Chap. 3). Furthermore, incrementality and effi-
ciency are recently researched as well as possibilities to prove spe-
cific properties and, hence, distinct qualities regarding the expected
results of a model transformation (cf. Sect. 4.3). As TGGs provide
traceable and bidirectional model transformations, it seems to be a
natural choice to select a TGG implementation for a scenario such
as described in Chap. 2. Furthermore, properties of TGGs can be veri-
fied, while recent implementations show that also practical validation
is possible.
In the following, we review the TGG approaches of Ehrig et al.
(TGG1) [EEH08], Kindler et al. (TGG2) [KRW04] and Giese et al.
(TGG3) [GW06]. In addition, MOFLON [AKRS06, KKS07], the ances-
tor of our tool eMoflon [ALPS11], will also be reviewed briefly.
TGGs have been formally introduced in Chap. 3. In addition, this
section is intended to discuss which differences between different
TGG approaches exist and if it was possible to achieve the same
aims, information preserving and efficient model synchronization,
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with other TGG approaches. Furthermore, we briefly overview the
strengths and weaknesses of these approaches.
TGG1: Ehrig et al.
Providing formal aspects for incremental updates that guarantee well-
behavedness according to a set of laws or properties is quite a chal-
lenge. Algebraic approaches such as lenses [DXC+11] and the frame-
work introduced by Stevens [Ste08c] provide a solid basis for formal-
izing concrete implementations that support incremental model syn-
chronization.
The TGG approach developed at the working group of Hartmut
Ehrig [GEH10] (TGG1) started as a fully-fledged formalization of
TGGs. Inspired by [DXC+11], a TGG model synchronization frame-
work was presented in [HEO+11, HEEO11] that is correct and com-
plete. The proposed incremental algorithm, however, requires a com-
plete re-marking of the entire graph triple and, therefore, it depends
on the size of the related graphs and not on the size of the update
and affected elements. This is infeasible for an efficient implementa-
tion and the need for an improved strategy has already been stated
as future work in [HEO+11]. Furthermore, the re-marking process
is not able to retain manually added information, while additionally
non-determinism on the rule level (i.e., non-functional) is prohibited.
Their focus is to prove certain aspects of graph transformations
and therefore rely on the widely examined Algebraic Graph Gram-
mar (AGG) framework and a Mathematica implementation for math-
ematical proofs. Properties such as user-friendly rule specifications
or efficient model transformation seem not to be a primary focus of
the developers. Recent developments are changing this impression
as members of this group started implementing a TGG tool named
HenshinTGG [EHGB12] that utilizes the unidirectional graph trans-
formation tool Henshin for EMF/Ecore in Eclipse.
TGG2: Kindler et al.
The TGG interpreter described in [GPR11] employs an transformation
approach that focuses on introducing new features and favors usabil-
ity over formality. Unfortunately, properties, such as efficiency, cor-
rectness, and completeness, cannot be guaranteed formally as stated
in [GR11, GPR11].
The strength of this approach is that it tries to reuse elements in-
stead of deleting and creating them. This is important as it prevents
information loss that cannot be recovered by (re-)creating an element
(user added contents) and is, therefore, in one line with our aims at
retaining as most as possible user added information.
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TGG3: Giese et al.
Another incremental TGG transformation algorithm (based on pre-
vious work of Wagner et al. [GW06]) has been presented in [GW08,
GH09], which exploits the correspondence model to determine an
efficient update strategy. Therefore, this algorithm calculates the set
of actually affected elements of a change as close as possible com-
pared to the set of potentially affected elements (cf. Chap. 1). As this
approach is already efficient, it seems on a first glance that this ap-
proach is a suitable base to achieve the goals of this thesis.
Unfortunately, the approach requires a strict binding to Eclipse in
order to get notified about model changes. The drawback is that in
practical scenarios it cannot be required that engineers maintain their
models to be synchronized in Eclipse exclusively. Hence, a model dif-
ference recognition mechanism has to be employed that determines
model changes by comparing two models (e.g., version i and i + 1
of a specific model). Unfortunately, such a model diff consumes ad-
ditional runtime that has to be added to the actual transformation
runtime. In practice such diffs can be achieved for example on an
XML basis quite efficiently in an O(ni + ni+1) complexity [WDC03],
where n denotes the number of elements in a model that have to
be compared. As model transformations with TGGs can be executed
with an O(nk) runtime complexity (cf. Sect. 4.3), the overall process
still complies to the complexity of O(nk).
Thus, utilizing a notification framework can become a source of
additional and unnecessary model synchronization runs: Consider a
model evolves and a certain element is created, used and deleted. Us-
ing a notification framework at least two synchronization runs have
to be applied, which are propagating the creation and deleting the
element. In contrast when using a model diff, no change would be
detected and, hence, no synchronization effort is necessary. Assum-
ing that engineers do not produce the final product at once, but use
intermediate model states, it seems to be a legal argument to prefer
a (costly) model diff after a complex model modification has been ac-
complished, instead of propagating intermediate, temporary, or even
false model changes that have to be revoked later by applying even
more synchronization runs.
Another drawback of the approach of Giese et al. is that they re-
quire functional behavior. This avoids non-determinism regarding
rule applications but also restricts the class of TGGs as explained
in Chap. 4.
Although the batch mode of this algorithm has been formally pre-
sented in [GHL10], the incremental version has not been fully for-
malized and it is unclear how the update propagation order is deter-
mined for changes to elements that are not linked via the correspon-
dence model to other elements.
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Both approaches (TGG2,3) use an interpreter based implementation
that interprets TGG rules in the case of [GPR11] or pre-compiled op-
erational rules in the case of [GH09]. Unfortunately, both approaches
lack the option to employ their transformations on other platforms
than Eclipse as both are implementations are Eclipse plugins.
Altogether, approaches TGG2,3 support incremental model trans-
formation with information preserving capabilities already, but pose
other restrictions that cannot be overcome easily to fit to a real-world
scenario such as described in Chap. 2.
MOFLON
MOFLON [AKRS06, KKS07] was another tool that also implemented
TGGs. Explicit traceability links have been maintained at run-time
and, together with a tool integration environment (TiE) [KRS09], re-
sulting graph triples are visible in an easy-to-use and comfortable
manner. Additionally, MOFLON supported incremental model trans-
formation already but only on a low level (inefficient and partially
unpredictable) without formalized concepts.
A crucial fact about MOFLON was that the TGG implementation
has not been formally founded but was used to introduce additional
concepts, such as rule priorities, or rule inheritance. This lead to a
complex and hardly maintainable implementation that was based
on a deprecated Java standard (i.e. JMI) which is not compatible to
the de-facto standard of Ecore models. Hence, MOFLON evolved in
2010/2011 to eMoflon.
eMoflon
eMoflon [ALPS11, ALS12] is the successor of MOFLON. Most con-
cepts were ported to the de-facto modeling standard EMF/Ecore and,
finally, eMoflon builds a bridge for exchanging model data with var-
ious other EMF/Ecore based tools. The implemented batch transfor-
mation algorithm was formalized in [KLKS10] and [Kla12]. The un-
derlying model transformation technology for deriving operational
rules is based upon Story-Driven Modeling [FNTZ00] and will be
reviewed in detail in Chap. 18. eMoflon is the first tool that imple-
ments the efficient and formally founded batch algorithm introduced
by Klar et al. in [KLKS10]. Unfortunately, this algorithm supports
batch transformations only and, hence, needs further improvements
to be able to transform models incrementally with information pre-
serving capabilities.

Part II
B I D I R E C T I O N A L M O D E L T R A N S F O R M AT I O N
W I T H T G G S
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The aim of this thesis is to present a novel way of synchronizing
models with TGGs efficiently and with information preserving capa-
bilities. Therefore, based on our contributions [LAVS12a, LAVS12b],
we propose in the following chapters:
(i) a so-called precedence analysis, which statically analyzes a TGG
specification and collects relevant information to determine an
appropriate traversal order for a given input model at runtime
(see Chap. 6).
(ii) a novel control algorithm for batch transformations that uses
the information derived by the precedence analysis to define a
model element traversal order (Chap. 7). Thus, this algorithm
provably complies to all formal properties.
As mentioned before, the presented algorithms base on each other
and reuse the rule selection capabilities of the Klar algorithm pre-
sented in Sect. 4.6. Figure 25 depicts how the different algorithms are
built upon each other, where the grey bordered box means that this
component will not be regarded in this part. The reused part of the
Klar algorithm is depicted in a shaded box to reflect that this compo-
nent will be treated as a black-box. Thus, this reused part denotes the
rule selection component of our new control algorithm.
Precedence-driven incremental algorithm (Part iii)
Precedence-driven batch algorithm (Part ii)
Batch algorithm of [KLKS10]uses
uses
Figure 25: Schematic overview of building the batch (and incremental) algo-
rithm
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P R E C E D E N C E A N A LY S I S
The idea of precedences is to express that an element y has to be trans-
formed after another element x. This knowledge can be retrieved from
the declarative TGG rule specifications and will further be used to de-
fine a partial order for the input model. This partial order will then be
used to traverse the input model without any need for backtracking
in a top-down manner as an appropriate starting point is known in
advance. The challenging task is to determine such a (partial) transfor-
mation order in a way that it is guaranteed that this order is actually
applicable.
The approach of processing data in a specific order based on prece-
dences has been presented first for simple string grammars in the
late 1960s by Wirth and Weber [WW66]. The idea here was to parse
text efficiently in a bottom-up manner and to predict when to shift
or reduce elements while parsing [ASU86]. This idea was lifted in
the late 1970s and 1980s by various researchers to context-free graph
grammars [Fra76, Fra78, Nag79a, Kau83, Kau86, Kau87]. Here, prece-
dences are used to allow for efficient graph parsing as long as the
graph grammar under consideration has the following three proper-
ties: (1) being context-free, (2) being confluent, and (3) being uniquely
invertible (i.e., symmetric) [Nag79a, Kau86]. With these properties at
hand, a so-called precedence table can be derived at compile-time
from the rules of a grammar and is used to determine local prece-
dence maxima ready for reduction.
All these different approaches of precedence grammars analyze the
rule specification of a grammar at compile-time and derive certain in-
formation used at runtime to efficiently determine a traversing order
of a given instance of the grammar (i.e., text or graph). As prece-
dence graph grammars require confluence (i.e., all variations within
a derivation process for a concrete instance lead to the same result)
and context-freedom, we cannot utilize these approaches directly for
TGGs, because TGGs are context-sensitive1 by definition and conflu-
ence is a restriction we do not want to impose (cf. Chap. 4). Prece-
dence graph grammars, therefore, are an inspiration only to build a
TGG dialect that utilizes compile-time checks to define at runtime a
1 As TGGs do not support the deletion of elements in triple rules, non-terminals
cannot be removed and, hence, TGGs have to be context-sensitive. As shown
in [Nag79b], this is no general drawback, as context-free and context-sensitive graph
grammars have the same expression power.
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(partial) order for the input graph by considering this graph only (i.e.,
GS in case of a forward and GT in case of a backward transformation).
The overall process depicted in Fig. 26 shall work as follows:
I Specify a TGG with a TGG schema (i.e., type graph triple) and a
set of rules.
II Analyze the rule specifications and build a so-called precedence
function expressing the precedence relationship between distinct
types.
III The input graph is traversed at runtime and a so-called precedence
graph will be calculated by using the previously calculated prece-
dence function. This precedence graph reflects all precedences of
the input graph.
IV Transform the input graph according to the partial order induced
by the precedence graph.
V After transforming an actual element of the input graph, update
the precedence graph and repeat from step IV until all elements
are transformed.
Hence, in the following sections, an analysis is presented that pro-
cesses TGG rule specifications to retrieve information that can be used
later by the precedence-driven control algorithm to a determine an
appropriate traversal order.
Restriction: In order to be able to reuse the rule selection and appli-
cation component of the control algorithm of [KLKS10] (cf. Sect. 4.6),
we restrict also this approach to local complete TGGs. This is neces-
sary to be able to prove formal properties such as completeness, while
allowing for non-functionality.
Example
The rules presented in Sect. 3.3 do not form a local complete TGG:
Rules (c) and (d) demand as context a Network object in the target
domain in order to apply one of these rules. Unfortunately, this object
has no equivalent in the source domain and for this reason it cannot
be guaranteed that Rules (c) or (d) are already applicable in a forward
transformation by considering the source domain only. Hence, the
local completeness criterion is violated (cf. Sect. 4.6.1).
For this reason, Rules (c) and (d) are adjusted such that an ad-
ditional Admin object in the source domain, is connected to the addi-
tional Router object in the target domain. This slight adjustment guar-
antees local completeness. Altogether, the rules depicted in Fig. 27
build our TGG.
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Set of 
Declara
tive Ru
les
es:Company
andy:CEO
ingo:Admin
marius:Employee
tony:Employee
has1:has
worksFor1:worksFor
employs2:employsemploys1:employs
source domain correspondence domain target domain
Ø Ø
es:Company
andy:CEO
ingo:Admin
marius:Employee
tony:Employee
has1:has
worksFor1:worksFor
employs2:employsemploys1:employs
es-it:IT
router1:Router
net1:Network
pc1:PC
c1:containso1:owns
r1:routes
hasPC1:hasPC
lap1:Laptop
hasLaptop1:hasLaptop
c2i1:C2I
a2r1:A2R
e2l1:E2L
e2p1:E2P
source domain correspondence domain target domain
path
prec.Company·has+·CEO
CEO·worksFor−·Admin
CEO·has−·Company
...
I II
III
IV+V
es:Company andy:CEO
ingo:Admin marius:Employeetony:Employee
Figure 26: Overall analysis and batch transformation process with prece-
dence TGGs
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c:Company
ceo:CEO
h:has
it:ITc2i:C2I
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
Rule (a)
c:Company
a:Admin
h:has
w:worksFor
r:Router
n:Network
c:containso:owns
r:routes
c2i:C2I
a2r:A2R++ ++
++
++++
++
++
++
++
++
ceo:CEO
it:IT
Rule (b)
c:Company
e:Employee
h:has
em:employs
it:IT
p:PC
h:hasPC
c2i:C2I
e2p:E2P
++
++
++ ++
++
++
++
ceo:CEO
a:Admin
w:worksFor
r:Router
n:Network
c:containso:owns
r:routes
a2r:A2R
Rule (c)
c:Company
e:Employee
h:has
em:employs
it:IT
l:Laptop
h:hasLaptop
c2i:C2I
e2l:E2L
++
++ ++
++
++
++
ceo:CEO
a:Admin
w:worksFor
r:Router
n:Network
c:containso:owns
r:routes
a2r:A2R
++
Rule (d)
Figure 27: Local complete set of TGG rules for the batch transformation
6.1 paths and patterns
The concept of precedences encodes information about the transfor-
mation order between two or more nodes in a graph. Informally, a
node x precedes another node y if y can only be transformed after x.
In addition, two nodes x and y have the same precedence, if x and y
can be transformed together by applying a single rule (i.e., within a
single transformation step).
In order to calculate these precedences between nodes we have to
analyze the rules in the TGG specification. As rules can be built of
complex patterns, the analysis should not be restricted to incident
nodes only (i.e., nodes that are directly connected), but retrieve infor-
mation from all relevant pairs of nodes of each TGG rule. This allows
the approach to detect all precedences in an input graph and not only
those of directly connected elements.
Consequently, we introduce paths. A path defines a way through
a graph starting with a specific node, traversing some other nodes
and edges with or without their designated direction and ending at a
specific node.
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Definition 17 (Paths and Type Paths)
Let G be a typed graph with type graph TG.
A path p between two nodes n1,nk ∈ VG is an alternating se-
quence of nodes and edges in VG and EG, respectively, denoted as
p := n1 · eα11 · n2 · . . . · nk−1 · eαk−1k−1 · nk, where αi ∈ {+,−} specifies if
an edge ei is traversed from source s(ei) = ni to target t(ei) = ni+1 (+),
or in a reverse direction (–).
A type path is a path between node types and edge types in VTG and
ETG, respectively.
Given a path p, its type (path) is defined as typep(p) :=
typeV(n1) · typeE(e1)α1 · typeV(n2) · typeE(e2)α2 · . . . ·
typeV(nk−1) · typeE(ek−1)αk−1 · typeV(nk).
Example
Figure 28 depicts a typed graph and its type graph.
es:Company
andy:CEO
ingo:Admin
marius:Employeetony:Employee
has1:has
worksFor1:worksFor
employs2:employsemploys1:employs
(a) Typed graph
Company
CEO
AdminEmployee
has
worksFor
employs
(b) Type graph
Figure 28: Typed and type graph of the source domain of our running ex-
ample
Using the definition of paths, the following paths are determined
by analyzing the typed graph of Fig. 28(a):
• es · has+1 · andy
• es · has+1 · andy · employs+1 · tony
• es · has+1 · andy · employs+2 · marius
• es · has+1 · andy · worksFor−1 · ingo
• andy · employs+1 · tony
• andy · employs+2 · marius
• andy · worksFor−1 · ingo
• andy · has−1 · es
• tony · employs−1 · andy
• tony · employs−1 · andy · has−1 · es
• tony · employs−1 · andy · employs+2 · marius
• tony · employs−1 · andy · worksFor−1 · ingo
• marius · employs−2 · andy
• marius · employs−2 · andy · has−1 · es
• marius · employs−2 · andy · employs+1 · tony
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• marius · employs−2 · andy · worksFor−1 · ingo
• ingo · worksFor+1 · andy
• ingo · worksFor+1 · andy · has−1 · es
• ingo · worksFor+1 · andy · employs+1 · tony
• ingo · worksFor+1 · andy · employs+2 · marius
Each line denotes a path in the typed graph of Fig. 28(a). Consid-
ering for example the first line, we see that node es is connected to
node andy via a direct edge has1 that has to be traversed from source
to target (+). Thus, symbol “·” is used as a separator.
In addition, the following paths are retrieved for the type graph of
Fig. 28(b):
• Company · has+ · CEO
• Company · has+ · CEO · employs+ · Employee
• Company · has+ · CEO · worksFor− · Admin
• CEO · has− · Company
• CEO · employs+ · Employee
• CEO · worksFor− · Admin
• Employee · employs− · CEO
• Employee · employs− · CEO · has− · Company
• Employee · employs− · CEO · worksFor− · Admin
• Admin · worksFor+ · CEO
• Admin · worksFor+ · CEO · has− · Company
• Admin · worksFor+ · CEO · employs+ · Employee
Here, each line denotes a type path in the type graph of Fig. 28(b).
Considering for example the first line, we see that type Company is
connected to type CEO via a direct edge has that has to be traversed
from source to target (+). Again, symbol “·” is used as a separator.
When analyzing rules for determining relevant precedence infor-
mation, we need to find pairs of nodes that denote a context relation-
ship or create relationship. Therefore, we define such patterns in TGG
rules as follows:
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Definition 18 (Relevant Node Creation Patterns)
Consider a TGG = (TG,R) with all its rules r ∈ R, where r = (L,R) =
(LS ← LC → LT ,RS ← RC → RT ).
The set PathsS consists of all acyclic paths in RS (note that LS ⊆ RS).
The predicates contextS : PathsS → {true, false} and
createS : PathsS → {true, false} in the source domain are defined as
follows:
• contextS(pr) := ∃ r ∈ R such that pr is a path between two nodes
nr,n ′r ∈ RS :
(nr ∈ LS) ∧ (n ′r ∈ RS \ LS), i.e., a rule r in R contains a path
pr which is isomorphic to the node creation pattern depicted in the
diagram below.
rn´rn
++
pr
• createS(pr) := ∃ r ∈ R such that pr is a path between two nodes
nr,n ′r ∈ RS :
(nr ∈ RS \ LS)∧ (n ′r ∈ RS \ LS), i.e., a rule r in R contains a path
pr which is isomorphic to the node creation pattern depicted in the
diagram below.
rn´rn
++++
pr
Example
Consider the source domain component of the TGG rules of our run-
ning example depicted in Fig. 27 In order to check if any represen-
tatives of the context or create pattern can be found in the rules, we
build the set PathsS for each rule by collecting all paths according to
Def. 17. Starting with Rule (a), the set PathsS consists of the following
entries:
• p1 = c · h+ · ceo
• p2 = ceo · h− · c
Regarding path p1, a path has been found in the source domain com-
ponent of Rule (a) that denotes a connection between elements c and
ceo. Thus, p1 reflects a create pattern as both elements are in RS \ LS
(i.e., created elements). Analogously, all other paths are derived from
the different rules.
Thus, the set PathsS consists of the following paths for Rule (b):
• p3 = c · h+ · ceo
• p4 = c · h+ · ceo · w− · a
• p5 = ceo · h− · c
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• p6 = ceo · w− · a
• p7 = a · w+ · ceo
• p8 = a · w+ · ceo · h− · c
Furthermore, the set PathsS consists of the following paths for
Rule (c):
• p9 = c · h+ · ceo
• p10 = c · h+ · ceo · em+ · e
• p11 = c · h+ · ceo · w− · a
• p12 = ceo · h− · c
• p13 = ceo · em+ · e
• p14 = ceo · w− · a
• p15 = e · em− · ceo
• p16 = e · em− · ceo · h− · c
• p17 = e · em− · ceo · w− · a
• p18 = a · w+ · ceo
• p19 = a · w+ · ceo · h− · c
• p20 = a · w+ · ceo · em+ · e
Finally, the set PathsS consists of the following paths for Rule (d):
• p21 = c · h+ · ceo
• p22 = c · h+ · ceo · em+ · e
• p23 = c · h+ · ceo · w− · a
• p24 = ceo · h− · c
• p25 = ceo · em+ · e
• p26 = ceo · w− · a
• p27 = e · em− · ceo
• p28 = e · em− · ceo · h− · c
• p29 = e · em− · ceo · w− · a
• p20 = a · w+ · ceo
• p31 = a ·w+ · ceo · h− · c
• p32 = a · w+ · ceo · em+ · e
Altogether, the predicate context holds for paths p4,p6,p10,p13,p20,
p22,p25, and p32 as these paths start at a context element and end at
a created element. Thus, the predicate create is true for paths p1 and
p2 as these paths start and end at created elements. All remaining
paths do not represent a relevant pattern as they either connect two
context elements (e.g., p3) or start at a created element and end at a
context element (e.g., p7).
So far, rules can be analyzed and two different predicates have been
introduced to check whether a path represents a context or a create
pattern. In order to utilize this information to define a partial order
for any given input graph, we have to lift these concepts from the
instance level to the type level.
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Therefore, two specific sets of interesting type paths, relevant for
our analysis are defined:
Definition 19 (Type Path Sets)
The set TPathsS denotes all type paths of paths in PathsS (cf. Def. 18), i.e.,
TPathsS := {tp | ∃ p ∈ PathsS such that typep(p) = tp}.
Thus, we define the restricted create type path set for the source domain
as
• TPcreateS := {tp ∈ TPathsS | ∃ p ∈ PathsS ∧ typep(p) = tp∧
createS(p)}
and the restricted context type path set for the source domain as
• TPcontextS := {tp ∈ TPathsS | ∃ p ∈ PathsS ∧ typep(p) = tp∧
contextS(p)}
Example
Based on the last example section, we compute the type for all 32
determined paths. Hence, the set TPathsS consists of the following
entries:
• typep(p1) = tp1 = Company · has+ · CEO
• typep(p2) = tp2 = CEO · has− · Company
• typep(p3) = tp3 = Company · has+ · CEO
• typep(p4) = tp4 = Company · has+ · CEO · worksFor− · Admin
• typep(p5) = tp5 = CEO · has− · Company
• typep(p6) = tp6 = CEO · worksFor− · Admin
• typep(p7) = tp7 = Admin · worksFor+ · CEO
• typep(p8) = tp8 = Admin · worksFor+ · CEO · has− · Company
• typep(p9) = tp9 = Company · has+ · CEO
• typep(p10) = tp10 = Company · has+ · CEO · employs+ · Employee
• typep(p11) = tp11 = Company · has+ · CEO · worksFor− · Admin
• typep(p12) = tp12 = CEO · has− · Company
• typep(p13) = tp13 = CEO · employs+ · Employee
• typep(p14) = tp14 = CEO · worksFor− · Admin
• typep(p15) = tp15 = Employee · employs− · CEO
• typep(p16) = tp16 = Employee · employs− · CEO · has− · Company
• typep(p17) = tp17 = Employee · employs−· CEO · worksFor−· Admin
• typep(p18) = tp18 = Admin · worksFor+ · CEO
• typep(p19) = tp19 = Admin · worksFor+ · CEO · has− · Company
• typep(p20) = tp20 = Admin · worksFor+· CEO · employs+· Employee
• typep(p21) = tp21 = Company · has+ · CEO
• typep(p22) = tp22 = Company · has+ · CEO · employs+ · Employee
• typep(p23) = tp23 = Company · has+ · CEO · worksFor− · Admin
• typep(p24) = tp24 = CEO · has− · Company
• typep(p25) = tp25 = CEO · employs+ · Employee
• typep(p26) = tp26 = CEO · worksFor− · Admin
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• typep(p27) = tp27 = Employee · employs− · CEO
• typep(p28) = tp28 = Employee · employs− · CEO · has− · Company
• typep(p29) = tp29 = Employee · employs−· CEO · worksFor−· Admin
• typep(p30) = tp30 = Admin · worksFor+ · CEO
• typep(p31) = tp31 = Admin · worksFor+ · CEO · has− · Company
• typep(p32) = tp32 = Admin · worksFor+· CEO · employs+· Employee
Regarding Def. 19, the set TPcreateS consists of type paths tp1, tp2 and
the set TPcontextS consists of type paths tp4, tp6, tp10, tp13, tp2o,p25
and tp32. All remaining type paths can be neglected as they connect
on the graph level either two context elements or start at a created
element and end at a context element.
Together with these definitions, the so-called precedence function PF
can be introduced that assigns certain type paths a specific precedence
symbol to denote the concept of precedence between nodes, indicating
that one node is a potential context node when transforming another
node.
Definition 20 (Precedence Function PFS)
Let P := {l, .=, ··} be the set of precedence relation symbols. Given a
TGG = (TG,R) and the restricted type path sets for the source domain
TPcreateS , TP
context
S . The precedence function for the source domain PFS :
{TPcreateS ∪ TPcontextS }→ P is computed as follows:
PFS(tp) :=

l iff tp ∈ {TPcontextS \ TPcreateS }
.
= iff tp ∈ {TPcreateS \ TPcontextS }
·· otherwise
Example
For our running example, PFS consists of the following entries:
Rule (a): PFS(Company · has+ · CEO) = .= and
PFS(CEO · has− · Company) = .=
Rule (b): PFS(Company · has+ · CEO · worksFor− · Admin) = l and
PFS(CEO · worksFor− · Admin) = l
Rules (c) and (d): PFS(Company · has+ · CEO · employs− · Employee) = l,
PFS(Admin · worksFor− · CEO · employs+ · Employee = l) and PFS(CEO ·
employs− · Employee) = l
Restriction: As our precedence analysis depends on paths in rules
of a given TGG, the presented approach requires TGG rules that
are (weakly)2 connected in each domain. This means that all pairs
2 Strongly connected domains would require that edges must not be traversed in re-
verse directions in order to find a path between two elements. This is not necessary
as our definition of paths supports traversing edges in either direction (cf. Def. 17).
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of nodes of each domain of a rule must be connected by a path.
Hence, considering the source domain, the following must hold: ∀ r ∈
R, ∀ n,n ′ ∈ RS : ∃ p ∈ PathsS between n and n ′.
6.2 precedence relations lS and
.
=S
Based on the precedence function PFS , relations lS and
.
=
∗
S can now
be defined and used to topologically sort the nodes of a given input
graph GS and determine the sets of elements that can be transformed
at each step in the algorithm.
As a first step we retrieve all paths in the input graph that contain
relevant precedence information:
Definition 21 (Source Path Set)
For a given typed source graph GS , the source path set for the source
domain is defined as follows:
PS := {p | p is a path between n , n ′ ∈ VGS ∧ typep(p) ∈
{TPcreateS ∪ TPcontextS }}.
Example
Considering the typed graph depicted in Fig. 28(a), the set PS consists
of the following entries:
• es · has+1 · andy
• es · has+1 · andy · employs+1 · tony
• es · has+1 · andy · employs+2 · marius
• es · has+1 · andy · worksFor−1 · ingo
• andy · employs+1 · tony
• andy · employs+2 · marius
• andy · worksFor−1 · ingo
• ingo · worksFor+1 · andy · employs+1 · tony
• ingo · worksFor+1 · andy · employs+2 · marius
Each entry denotes a path in the input graph that is typed either by a
type path in TPcreateS or in TP
context
S , and, therefore, reflects either
a create or a context pattern. These paths are all necessary paths to
further determine an appropriate traversal order for processing the
input graph GS .
The next step is to derive the explicit precedences between nodes.
So far, paths in PS are those paths that either denote a context or
create predicate (cf. Def. 18). In a first step, all pairs of nodes n , n ′
are added to relation lS if n could be (indirectly) used as context
element when an appropriate rule is applied to transform n ′.
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Definition 22 (Precedence Relation lS)
Given the precedence function PFS for a given TGG, and a typed source
graph GS. The precedence relation lS ⊆ VGS ×VGS for the source domain
is defined as follows: nlS n ′ if there exists a path p ∈ PS between nodes
n and n ′ such that PFS(typep(p)) = l.
Example
For the example graph (Fig. 28(a)), the following pairs constitute lS:
(es lS ingo), (es lS tony), (es lS marius), (andy lS ingo),
(andy lS tony), (andy lS marius), (ingo lS tony), and (ingo lS
marius).
Definition 23 (Relation
.
=S)
Given the precedence function PFS for a given TGG, and a typed source
graph GS. The symmetric relation
.
=S⊆ VGS ×VGS for the source domain
is defined as follows: n .=S n ′ if there exists a path p ∈ PS between nodes
n and n ′ such that PFS(typep(p)) =
.
=.
Relation .=S is symmetric, as for each path p between n and n ′ with
the previously described properties, there always exists the reverse
path p ′ starting at n ′ and ending at n. This is a direct consequence of
the definition of creation pattern createS (cf. Def. 18).
Definition 24 (Equivalence Relation
.
=
∗
S)
The equivalence relation .=∗S is the transitive and reflexive closure of the
symmetric relation .=S.
Example
For our example triple (Fig. 28(a)), the following equivalence classes
constitute .=∗S: {andy, es}, {ingo}, {tony}, and {marius}.
6.3 precedence graph
The previous section described the static compile-time precedence
analysis completely (cf. step II of Fig. 26). We are now going fur-
ther (cf. step III of Fig. 26) to determine the so-called precedence graph
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which can be computed for a given input graph. Such a precedence
graph sorts the equivalence classes defined by relation .=∗S along their
precedences defined by relation lS.
Definition 25 (Precedence Graph PGS)
Given a TGG, a source graph GS and its corresponding equivalence rela-
tion .=∗S and precedence relation lS. The precedence graph PGS is a graph
constructed as follows:
(i) The equivalence relation .=∗S is used to partition VGS into equiva-
lence classes EQ1, . . .EQn which serve as the nodes of PGS, i.e., VPGS :=
{EQ1, . . . , EQn}.
(ii) The edges in PGS are defined as follows: EPGS := {e | s(e) =
EQi, t(e) = EQj : ∃ ni ∈ EQi,nj ∈ EQj with ni lS nj}.
Remark: PGS defines a partial order over equivalence classes when-
ever the precedence relation lS is acyclic (this also requires lS to
be irreflexive). This is a direct consequence of Def. 25. To statically
check whether cyclic precedence graphs are possible for a given TGG
specification, a static analysis will be introduced as an addition in
Chap. 14.
Example
Figure 29 repeats the input graph GS that will be transformed.
es:Company
andy:CEO
ingo:Admin
marius:Employeetony:Employee
has1:has
worksFor1:worksFor
employs2:employsemploys1:employs
Figure 29: Input graph GS
Together with the precedence function PFS derived by analyzing all
Rules (a) to (d) (cf. Fig. 27), the relation lS is constituted as follows:
(es lS ingo), (es lS tony), (es lS marius), (andy lS ingo),
(andy lS tony), and (andy lS marius).
Furthermore, the following equivalence classes constitute .=∗S:
{andy, es}, {ingo}, {tony}, and {marius}
The corresponding precedence graph PGS is constructed from our in-
put graph GS as follows:
• VPGS = {EQ1 = (andy, es), EQ2 = (ingo), EQ3 = (tony), EQ4 =
(marius)}
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• EPGS = {e1, e2, e3, e4, e5} where s(e1) = EQ1, t(e1) = EQ2 as
es lS ingo and andy lS ingo, s(e2) = EQ1, t(e2) = EQ3 as
eslS tony and andylS tony, and s(e3) = EQ1, t(e3) = EQ4 as
eslS marius and andylS marius, s(e4) = EQ2, t(e4) = EQ3 as
ingolS tony, and finally s(e5) = EQ2, t(e5) = EQ4 as ingolS
marius
The precedence graph is depicted in Fig. 30 with the equivalence
classes surrounded by dashed lines.
es:Company andy:CEO
ingo:Admin
marius:Employeetony:Employee
Figure 30: Precedence graph PGS for the input graph GS
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B AT C H C O N T R O L A L G O R I T H M
In this chapter, the precedence driven batch algorithm is presented
(cf. Algorithm 1). This algorithm utilizes the introduced precedence
function PFS and computes a precedence graph PGS to define a partial
order for the input graph. This allows for the efficient batch transfor-
mation of models. Regarding the overall process depicted in Fig. 26
we are now discussing steps IV and V .
7.1 the control algorithm
For a forward transformation (a backward transformation works anal-
ogously), the input for the algorithm is a source graph GS and the
statically derived precedence function for the source domain PFS.
Algorithm 1 Precedence TGG Batch Algorithm
1: procedure transform(GS,PFS)
2: PGS ← buildPrecedenceGraph(GS,PFS)
3: while (PGS contains equivalence classes) do
4: readyNodes← all nodes in equiv. classes in PGS
without incoming edges
5: select node n from readyNodes
6: transformedNodes← chooseAndApplyRule(n) . utilize rule selection
and application capabilities of Algo. O
7: if transformedNodes 6= ∅ then
8: PGS ← remove all nodes in transformedNodes from PGS
9: else if transformedNodes = ∅ then
10: terminate with exception
11: end if
12: end while
13: return GS ← GC → GT
14: end procedure
Procedure transform determines a graph triple GS ← GC → GT
as output. The first step (line (2)) of the algorithm produces the ap-
propriate precedence graph PGS for the input graph GS according to
Def. 25. Note that the procedure buildPrecedenceGraph will ter-
minate with an exception if there is a cycle in the precedence graph
and it is thus impossible to sort the elements of the source graph
according to their dependencies. Starting on line (3), a while-loop it-
erates over equivalence classes in PGS until there are none left. In the
while-loop, the set readyNodes contains all nodes that can be trans-
formed next, i.e., whose context elements have already been trans-
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formed (line (4)). This set is determined by taking all nodes in the
equivalence classes of PGS, which do not have incoming edges (de-
pendencies). Next, one of the nodes n in readyNodes is selected on
line (5). On line (6), the procedure chooseAndApplyRule is used
to determine and filter the rules, allowing for user input or choos-
ing arbitrarily from the applicable rules. If a rule was successfully
chosen and applied to transform n on line (6), a non-empty set of
transformedNodes is returned that is used to update PGS on line (8).
In this case, the while-loop is repeated with the updated and thus
“smaller" PGS. If transformedNodes is empty, we know that node n has
not been transformed and that the algorithm has hit a dead-end. This
can only happen for TGGs that violate the Local Completeness Crite-
rion (cf. Sect. 4.6.1) and are not in the class of supported TGGs or in
cases where the input graph GS is not schema-compliant regarding
the source domain of the TGG specification.
The method call on line (6) denotes the reuse of the previously
reviewed Algorithm O (cf. Sect. 4.6). This method is similar to the
method transform(n) of the context-driven algorithm without the
recursive call on line (19) as all context elements are always already
transformed (cf. proof in Sect. 7.3).
Example
To demonstrate the presented algorithm, we apply a forward trans-
formation for the source graph GS depicted in Fig. 31.
es:Company
andy:CEO
ingo:Admin
marius:Employeetony:Employee
has1:has
worksFor1:worksFor
employs2:employsemploys1:employs
Figure 31: Input graph GS
Additionally, the precompiled precedence function PFS consists of
the following entries:
• PFS(Company · has+ · CEO) = .=
• PFS(CEO · has− · Company) = .=
• PFS(Company · has+ · CEO · worksFor− · Admin) = l
• PFS(CEO · worksFor− · Admin) = l
• PFS(Company · has+ · CEO · employs− · Employee) = l
• PFS(Admin · worksFor− · CEO · employs+ · Employee) = l
• PFS(CEO · employs− · Employee) = l
On line (2), the precedence graph PGS for GS is built (depicted in
Fig. 32). PGS is acyclic, hence the transformation can continue.
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es:Company andy:CEO
ingo:Admin
marius:Employeetony:Employee
Figure 32: Precedence graph PGS for the input graph GS
On line (4), the set readyNodes is determined, consisting in this case
of the nodes es and andy from the same equivalence class of PGS. On
line (5) es or andy is chosen randomly, and in either case, the only
candidate rule is Rule (a) (Fig. 21), which can be directly applied on
line (6). Again in either case, transformedNodes contains both nodes as
Rule (a) transforms es and andy simultaneously. PGS is updated on
line (8) to consist of three equivalence classes ingo, tony, and marius.
In the second iteration through the while-loop, readyNodes now con-
tains the node ingo and selects this node in line (5). Applying Rule (b)
on line (6) puts ingo in transformedNodes, PGS is updated on line (8) to
now contain only tony and marius. In the third iteration, readyNodes
contains tony and marius. On line (5) tony could be randomly se-
lected first and Rule (d) is chosen (arbitrarily or via user input) to be
applied on line (6). After updating PGS again, only marius remains
untransformed. Similarly to the penultimate iteration, Rule (c) is se-
lected and applied this time. Updating PGS on line (8) empties the
precedence graph, which terminates the while-loop on line (3). The
created graph triple depicted in Fig. 33 is returned on line (13).
es:Company
andy:CEO
ingo:Admin
marius:Employee
tony:Employee
has1:has
worksFor1:worksFor
employs2:employsemploys1:employs
es-it:IT
router1:Router
net1:Network
pc1:PC
c1:containso1:owns
r1:routes
hasPC1:hasPC
lap1:Laptop
hasLaptop1:hasLaptop
c2i1:C2I
a2r1:A2R
e2l1:E2L
e2p1:E2P
source domain correspondence domain target domain
Figure 33: Resulting graph triple G = GS ← GC → GT after forward trans-
forming GS
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7.2 formal properties
In the following we will prove that the presented algorithm retains
all formal properties stipulated in [SK08] (cf. Sect. 4.3) and proved
for the context-driven algorithm of Sect. 4.6 in [KLKS10].
Theorem 1
Algorithm 1 is correct, complete and efficient for any local complete TGG.
Proof
Correctness:
If the algorithm returns a graph triple, i.e., does not terminate with an
exception, it was able to find a sequence of source rules r1S , r2S , . . . , rnS
that would build the given source graph GS and, thus, the corre-
sponding sequence of forward rules r1F , r2F , . . . , rnF that transform
the given source graph (Def. 13). The Decomposition and Composition
Theorem of [EEE+07] guarantees that it is possible to compose the se-
quence r1S , r2S , . . . , rnS , r1F , r2F , . . . , rnF to the sequence of TGG rules
r1, r2, . . . , rn which proves that the resulting graph triple is consistent,
i.e., GS ← GC → GT ∈ L(TGG). 
Completeness:
Algorithm 1 transforms nodes with the same techniques (e.g., dan-
gling edge check) as Algorithm O [KLKS10] (cf. Sect. 4.6) as it reuses
its rule selection and application capabilities. Therefore, no novel
properties have to be proved regarding the actual selection and ap-
plication of appropriate rules in order to process a certain node n.
The algorithm of [KLKS10] determines the processing order in an
on-demand manner. In contrast, the here presented algorithm pro-
cesses nodes in a semi-fixed order that is determined in advance. The
sequence is only semi-fixed as the transformation algorithm can al-
ways choose a node arbitrarily for processing from the set readyNodes.
The algorithm uses the precedence graph PGS to determine this pro-
cessing order. According to the definition of precedence graphs (cf.
Def. 25), it is guaranteed that the context of every node in the set
readyNodes is always already transformed. Assume that the context-
driven Algorithm O would be forced to process all nodes in exactly
this determined order. As a direct consequence, the context-driven
Algorithm O would never run into situations where unprocessed con-
text nodes have to be processed on-demand. Hence, the on-demand
handling of unprocessed context nodes can be safely removed with-
out compromising the completeness property. This directly leads to
the new Algorithm 1. Consequently, all arguments from [KLKS10]
referring to completeness can be transferred to Algorithm 1: this al-
gorithm either returns a consistent graph triple whenever a such a
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graph triple exists or terminates the transformation with an excep-
tion in cases where the TGG does not belong to the class of supported
TGGs (e.g., not local complete). 
Efficiency:
At first, the precedence graph PGS is computed on line (2), which re-
quires to find all instances of type paths defined in the precedence
function PFS of the given TGG. As this requires a pattern matching
process, we have to discuss how costly it is to find all these instances.
We regard k as the maximum number of elements of all rules. In the
worst case, all rules are specified over a complete graph (i.e., fully-
connected). Paths can be at most of length k as we consider acyclic
type paths only. Determining all paths of any length from 1 to k for a
node requires at most nk elements, where n is the number of nodes
in our instance model. This denotes the typical worst-case complexity
of pattern matching [SK08]. In our case, the exponent is decreased by
one (i.e., nk−1), because one of the elements of the path is already
bound as it is the element that is just regarded. As this has to be re-
peated for all nodes (i.e., n times), we estimate that building PGS costs
at most n ·nk−1 = nk.
The while-loop starting on line (3) iterates through PGS, and removes
in every iteration at least one transformed node from PGS. Thus, the
while-loop has in the worst-case (i.e., all equivalence classes in PGS
consist of exactly one node) n cycles. Within the while-loop, we se-
lect equivalence classes without incoming edges on line (4). Assum-
ing that an efficient data structure, such as a heap, is used to rep-
resent PGS, this selection can be achieved in O(log(n)) by iterating
through PGS. As argued in [KLKS10], transforming a node, i.e., check-
ing all conditions and performing pattern matching (line (6)), is as-
sumed to run in O(nk−1) (cf. Def. 16). Updating PGS (e.g., efficiently
implemented as a heap) on line (8) requires traversing all successor
nodes which is at most log(n). Summarizing, we obtain: nk−1 + n ·
(log(n) +nk−1 + log(n))) ∈ O(nk). 
Remark: In practice, the batch transformation algorithm would also
have to build the precedence graph of the target domain PGT in order
to allow for further model modifications in both domains. This, of
course, induces additional runtime costs that have a similar complex-
ity compared to those building the source domain precedence graph.
Nevertheless, this combined complexity will be in sum still in the
same complexity class.
As TGGs are symmetric [HEO+11], all arguments can be transferred
analogously to backward transformations.
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E VA L U AT I O N O F T H E B AT C H A L G O R I T H M
In this part one of the two major results of this thesis were proposed:
Based on the formal theory of TGGs, we presented a so-called prece-
dence analysis in Chap. 6. This analysis extracts at compile-time in-
formation from TGG rules that is suitable for defining a partial order
on input graphs. This partial order will then be used by the novel
control algorithm (cf. Chap. 7) to determine an appropriate traversal
order for the input graph.
Algorithm 1 is an equivalent compared to the context-driven batch
algorithm of [KLKS10] (cf. Sect. 4.6). This means that the algorithm
is able to handle input graphs in an efficient and distinct transforma-
tion sequence. Altogether, compared to other approaches and espe-
cially the Klar algorithm (cf. Sect. 4.6), Algorithm 1 has the following
benefits:
• No bookkeeping efforts: The algorithm does not require any
bookkeeping of already transformed nodes. Whenever the prece-
dence graph determines a node (more specific equivalence class)
has no incoming dependencies, it is guaranteed that this node is
actually ready for transformation.
• No recursion stack: Context-driven algorithms rely on recursion
and the on-demand transformation of context elements. The pre-
sented Algorithm 1 works in a top-down manner and, therefore,
does not employ a costly recursion stack (w.r.t. memory con-
sumption).
• Single DEC check only: Compared to the Klar algorithm, only
a single DEC check has to be used throughout the transforma-
tion process. This check is employed in the chooseAndApply
method and guarantees that all remaining untransformed edges
are still transformable after applying a selected rule. In the case
of [KLKS10], an additional DEC check has to be employed after
all context elements have been transformed. This was necessary,
as transforming context elements may have changed certain con-
ditions.
• Early cycle detection: After having built the precedence graph it
can easily be checked whether PGS is acyclic or not. In the case
that PGS is cyclic, we know that a dependency cycle exists and,
hence, the algorithm will not be able to process the given input
graph GS. For the context-driven algorithm, such a cycle check is
employed on demand whenever a node is processed. Hence, it is
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possible that a cycle will be detected at the end of a (potentially
costly) transformation process and result in an exception.
• Improved operational rules: Finally, as the construction of prece-
dence graphs guarantees that context elements are always al-
ready transformed regarding any node in readyNodes, we can
directly match context elements and apply a rule in one single op-
erationalized rule (per TGG rule). Considering the context-driven
approach of [KLKS10], the context elements have to be deter-
mined first and transformed recursively afterwards. Therefore,
it was necessary to retrieve the context elements in a separate
method first. From a technical point of view it is now possible to
generate lean operational rules.
Besides these benefits, the presented algorithm still leaves some
space for improvements: The precedence relations presented in this
thesis treat nodes as first class objects only. Therefore, ordering in-
formation can only be retrieved between pairs of nodes and not be-
tween pairs of edges or mixed pairs. This can be solved by extend-
ing the precedence analysis in a straight-forward manner with edge-
considering capabilities.
Thus, the presented precedence analysis and, therefore, the con-
trol algorithm as well, suffer from efficiency problems with collecting
all paths. Since rules may encode the same precedence between two
nodes with different paths, all these paths will be searched when
building the precedence graph. To overcome this, we will present an
appropriate improvement in Chap. 12.
Regarding the expressiveness of our approach, l/ .= - conflicts (cf.
Def. 20) are prohibited. This induces a restriction of the allowed TGG
rules. As future work, one possible strategy could be to introduce
a new partial relation that combines both. The result would be that
potential precedences (e.g., element n must either be processed be-
fore n ′ (nl n ′) or together (n .= n ′)) are guaranteed to be handled
at first. From a formal point of view, we still have to show that in
cases the algorithm processes n,n ′ at once, no problems are caused,
which means that other precedences of n ′ must have been processed
in advance.
Finally, a major language feature of [KLKS10] has been neglected so
far: negative application conditions (NACs). Those conditions allow
for defining global constraints that have to be fulfilled by consistently
integrated graph triples and, hence, influence the transformation pro-
cess as they help to prevent the algorithm from building schema-
incompliant models. First thoughts regarding NACs in precedence
TGGs show that NACs can be handled similarly as in the context-
driven case of [KLKS10]. This seems to be true, as NACs in the sense
of [KLKS10] influence only the creation of output models. As our
approach utilizes only the input model for controlling the transfor-
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mation sequence, NACs do not influence this sorting and, hence, do
not introduce new conditions regarding our precedences.

Part III
I N C R E M E N TA L M O D E L S Y N C H R O N I Z AT I O N
W I T H T G G S
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In this part, the main contribution of this thesis will be introduced.
Therefore, based on our contribution of [LAVS12b] we propose in the
following chapters:
(i) an extension to the theory of deriving operational rules in: so-
called inverse rules will be used by the incremental algorithm to
revoke the effects of a previous rule application (cf. Chap. 9).
(ii) an incremental control algorithm in Chap. 10 that uses the previ-
ously presented precedence analysis to determine the influences
of model changes appropriately.
Regarding the challenges of bidirectional model synchronization
(cf. Chap. 1), this incremental control is be able to (i) efficiently per-
form the synchronization while (ii) retaining information as much as
possible. As this algorithm also complies to all formal properties, all
challenges are mastered.
Figure 34 depicts how the algorithm to be presented in this part
founds on Algorithm 1 of Part ii and the reused part of [KLKS10].
Again, the shaded boxes denote those components that are treated as
black-boxes regarding the presentation of the incremental algorithm.
Precedence-driven incremental algorithm (Part iii)
Precedence-driven batch algorithm (Part ii)
Batch algorithm of [KLKS10]uses
uses
Figure 34: Schematic overview of building the incremental algorithm
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I N C R E M E N TA L M O D E L C H A N G E S
In this chapter, we discuss (i) typical incremental model changes ap-
plied to our running example and (ii) the extension of the derivation
of operational rules in order to revoke the effects of previous rule
applications.
Another important aspect of incremental model changes is to un-
derstand that it is a hard task to efficiently compute all elements that
are (potentially) affected by such a change and, therefore, have to
be reconsidered for propagating the change. As mentioned in the
introduction already, different scenarios are possible to process (po-
tentially) affected elements: (i) revoke a previous transformation of a
potentially affected element, and retransform it; (ii) check if all condi-
tions of the previously applied transformation are still satisfied (a.k.a.
consistency check). If this is the case, nothing has to be done, or other-
wise the previous transformation will be revoked and the element has
to be retransformed later. Furthermore, both options can be improved
by reusing as much elements as possible regarding the to-be-deleted
elements of the opposite domain and/or by determining the set of
potentially affected elements as close as possible compared to the set
of actually affected elements. For reasons of practicality, we restrict
ourselves to option (i) without optimization. However, future work
should cover these aspects to further improve this approach regard-
ing efficiency and information preservation capabilities.
9.1 introduction of model changes
So far, we discussed only batch transformations for given input mod-
els. Hence, we have to extend our running example with concrete
scenarios of incremental model changes. These scenarios will then be
used in Chap. 10 to discuss the mode of operation of our incremental
control algorithm.
Example
To extend our running example with a concrete model change sce-
narios, we introduce an additional element: a Division. A Company is
split into different Divisions and each of these Division has its own
set of Employees and Admins. An exemplary Company and integrated
IT structure are depicted in Fig. 35
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co:Company
peter:CEO
george:Admin
bob:Employee
alice:Employee
has1:has
worksFor1:worksFor
employs2:employs
employs1:employs
es-it:IT
u1:Unit
net1:Network
pc1:PC
c1:containso1:owns
s1:splitInto
hasPC1:hasPC
lap1:Laptop
hasLaptop1:hasLaptop
c2i1:C2I
a2n1:A2N
e2l1:E2L
e2p1:E2P
source domain correspondence domain target domain
div1:Division
c1:consistsOf
d2u1:D2U
Figure 35: Extended integration of a Company and IT
The idea is that a CEO controls all Divisions, but these Divisions
are an intermediate level for aggregating groups of Employees and
Admins. Therefore, the set of rules has to be slightly adjusted in order
to comply to the new structural requirements. Figure 36 depicts the
new set of TGG rules.
c:Company
ceo:CEO
h:has
it:ITc2i:C2I
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
Rule (a)
d:Division
co:consistsOf
u:Unit
o:owns
d2u:D2U
++
++
++ ++
++
++
++
c:Company it:ITc2i:C2I
Rule (b)
a:Admin
w:worksFor
n:Network
s:splitInto
a2n:A2N
++ ++
++ ++
++
++
++
d:Division u:Unitd2u:D2U
Rule (c)
a:Admin
w:worksFor
s:splitInto
a2n:A2N
u:Unitd2u:D2U
e:Employee
em:employs
p:PC
h:hasPC
e2p:E2P
++
++
++ ++
++
++
++
d:Division
n:Network
Rule (d)
a:Admin
w:worksFor
s:splitInto
a2n:A2N
u:Unitd2u:D2U
e:Employee
em:employs
l:Laptop
h:hasLaptop
e2l:E2L
++
++
++ ++
++
++
++
d:Division
n:Network
Rule (e)
Figure 36: Adjusted set of rules for incremental model changes
• Rule (a) depicted in Fig. 36(a) integrates a Company together with
a CEO in the source domain and an IT infrastructure in the target
domain.
• The additional rule introducing a division to this running ex-
ample is depicted in Fig. 36(b). Here, an existing Company is ex-
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panded with a Division in the source domain, while a Unit ob-
ject is created in the target domain.
• In Fig. 36(c), Rule (c) equips a division with an Admin who is in
charge of maintaining a Network.
• Rule (d) depicted in Fig. 36(d) assigns an Employee to a Division
and provides him or her with a PC that will be attached to an
existing Network.
• Finally, Rule (e) depicted in Fig. 36(e) assigns an Employee to a
Division and provides him or her with a Laptop that will again
be connected to an existing Network.
The last two rules (i.e., Rules (d) and (e)) are important to highlight
why information preservation during synchronization is especially
important for non-functional TGGs as they allow for processing an
Employee with two different rules and, hence, influence the resulting
graph triple.
Together with the concepts of a precedence analysis presented in
Chap. 6, we retrieve the following precedence function PFS for the
source domain:
Rule (a): PFS(Company · has+ · CEO) = .= and
PFS(CEO · has− · Company) = .=
Rule (b): PFS(Company · consistsOf+ · Division) = l
Rule (c): PFS(Division · worksFor− · Admin) = l
Rule (d): PFS(Division · employs+ · Employee) = l and
PFS(Admin · worksFor+ · Division · employs+ ·
Employee) = l
Rule (e): PFS(Division · employs+ · Employee) = l and
PFS(Admin · worksFor+ · Division · employs+ ·
Employee) = l
Changes and Change Recognition
To demonstrate how incremental changes have to be propagated by
an appropriate control algorithm, different changes have to be han-
dled. According to OMG’s MOF Facility Object Lifecycle (MOFFOL)
[OMG10] three different types of change operations have to be distin-
guished: (1) add new elements, (2) delete existing elements, or (3) move
existing elements. Typically, one would expect to have a fourth oper-
ation, namely modify an existing element. This thesis is restricted to
additions and deletions in models. Coping with modifications (such
as moving an element or modifying its content) is left to future work
for two reasons. At first, as only typed graphs without attributes are
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supported,1 modifying an element (except for changing edges) seems
to be no actual use case. Second, in order to propagate modifications
they have to be recognized first.
Changes can be recognized in two different ways. First, models
are modified “online” which means that any adjustment is traced
and can be replayed afterwards. This can be achieved for example
with the approach of “Coupled Evolution of Metamodels and Mod-
els” (COPE) [HBJ09, Her11], where a distinct Eclipse plugin listens for
model and metamodel changes and traces them. Unfortunately, this
imposes the requirement to modify models in a fixed environment
only (e.g., a specific development environment).
Due to the fact that it is our designated goal not to enforce future
users to use another tool, model changes have to be discovered in an-
other way which utilizes a model diff. A model diff is a software that
compares two or more versions of a model and derives the applied
changes a-posteriori. Unfortunately, standard diffs such as EMF Com-
pare [BP08] or UML Diff [XS05] have problems recognizing changes
in elements because internal heuristics have to be trained or adapted
to the actual model type under consideration. Of course, if the model
under consideration is supplied with unique identifiers for each ele-
ment, this comparison can be achieved more reliably. But again, the
metamodels of the domains which are to be integrated are not al-
lowed to be adjusted.
One of the most flexible but commercial approach is the so-called
SiDiff [SG08]. Here users can define specific characteristics for each
object type and how to determine if an element has changed.
Due to this complexity,2 it was decided to support additions and
deletions of elements only (up to now). Every element change, there-
fore, will be recognized as a sequence of deleting the old and adding
the updated element. Although this does not consider the sophis-
ticated reuse of elements (as for example supposed by Greeneyer
in [GPR11, GR11]) we are able to guarantee that the synchronized
models are in a consistent state and that the algorithm is able to han-
dle all changes.
As described previously, the presented synchronization approach
will be able handle additions and deletions of model elements. The
challenge is to perform the update in an efficient manner and to avoid
information loss by retaining unaffected elements of the models. De-
1 Please note that attributes are irrelevant regarding our precedence analysis. As long
as an element will be identified as changed (regardless in which sense), our ap-
proach will be able to determine the (potentially) affected elements. Hence, it is not
a restriction of our approach that attributes are not considered, but a simplification
for reasons of improved legibility.
2 For a more detailed introduction into the research area of model differencing, the
reader is referred for example to the contributions of Kolovos, Förtsch, or Westfech-
tel: [KPP06, FW07, Wes10].
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termining such an update sequence is a difficult task because transfor-
mations of deleted elements and their dependencies, as well as trans-
formations of potential dependencies of newly added elements must
be revoked [HEO+11]. The challenge is to identify such dependent
elements in the model and to undo their previous transformation tak-
ing all changes into account.
To demonstrate that the here presented control algorithm is able to
exactly achieve this, exemplary scenarios in the domain of our run-
ning example are defined. Each of these scenarios (i) reflects typical
model changes according to our experience and (ii) will be used as
an input for our incremental control algorithm in Chap. 10. In the fol-
lowing, we introduce four different incremental scenarios, each based
on the model depicted in Fig. 35.
Example
Scenario 1: A Company consists of a single Division with a set of
Employees and one Admin. The most trivial case of applying a change
to the model is to make an Employee redundant and, therefore, re-
move this element from the model. Figure 37 depicts this scenario.
co:Company
peter:CEO
george:Admin
bob:Employee
alice:Employee
has1:has
worksFor1:worksFor
employs2:employs
employs1:employs
co-it:IT
u1:Unit
net1:Network
pc1:PC
c1:containso1:owns
s1:splitInto
hasPC1:hasPC
lap1:Laptop
hasLaptop1:hasLaptop
c2i1:C2I
a2n1:A2N
e2l1:E2L
e2p1:E2P
source domain correspondence domain target domain
div1:Division
c1:consistsOf
d2u1:D2U
«del»
«del»
Figure 37: Scenario 1: Dismiss an Employee
Note that all transformed elements are equipped with a checkbox
(2). Of course, all elements of the triple are transformed as the triple
depicts an existing model state, but checkboxes are only visible for
source domain elements as a forward transformation (synchroniza-
tion) is considered only. Thus, we depict checkboxes for nodes only
to improve readability. This is sufficient, as edges are transformed
in our approach always together with nodes. Again, all arguments
are symmetric and, hence, can be applied to the target domain and
backward transformations (synchronization) as well. The stereotype
«del» denotes that this element has been deleted. This distinction is
necessary as models are depicted intertwined together with the ap-
propriate model changes. Furthermore, the stereotype «add» denotes
elements that are newly added to the model.
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Scenario 2: Another basic scenario is to hire a new Employee and
equip him or her with a PC or Laptop. This scenario is depicted in
Fig. 38, where an additional Employee has been added to the source
domain.
co:Company
peter:CEO
george:Admin
bob:Employee
alice:Employee
has1:has
worksFor1:worksFor
employs2:employs
employs1:employs
co-it:IT
u1:Unit
net1:Network
pc1:PC
c1:containso1:owns
s1:splitInto
hasPC1:hasPC
lap1:Laptop
hasLaptop1:hasLaptop
c2i1:C2I
a2n1:A2N
e2l1:E2L
e2p1:E2P
source domain correspondence domain target domain
c1:consistsOf
d2u1:D2U
«add»
eve:Employee
employs3:employs
«add»
div1:Division
Figure 38: Scenario 2: Hire an additional Employee
Scenario 3: A third scenario (depicted in Fig. 39) would be to ex-
change the CEO of a Company. In such a case the existing CEO is re-
moved, while a new CEO is introduced to the Company structure. As
a Company is founded together with a CEO, a complete resynchroniza-
tion has to be triggered. Such a resynchronization has to completely
rebuild the target domain model as all elements in the source domain
depend on the CEO. Nevertheless, in practical scenarios it is to be ex-
pected that changes occur more frequently on leaves, and rarely on
root elements. Thus, a complete reconstruction will be rarely neces-
sary.
peter:CEO
george:Admin
bob:Employee
alice:Employee
has1:has
worksFor1:worksFor
employs2:employs
employs1:employs
co-it:IT
u1:Unit
net1:Network
pc1:PC
c1:containso1:owns
s1:splitInto
hasPC1:hasPC
lap1:Laptop
hasLaptop1:hasLaptop
c2i1:C2I
a2n1:A2N
e2l1:E2L
e2p1:E2P
source domain correspondence domain target domain
div1:Division
c1:consistsOf
d2u1:D2U
«del»
«del»
will:CEO
has2:has
co:Company
«add»
«add»
Figure 39: Scenario 3: Exchange the CEO
Scenarion 4: A fourth scenario is to employ an additional Admin in
one of the Divisions (depicted in Fig. 40). As the maintenance capac-
ity will be increased, additional Networks will be available. Hence es-
tablished integrations between Employees and their PCs and Laptops
have to be revised. Reconsidering dependent elements is necessary
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as new options arise to process the Employees. More specifically, as
more Networks will exist after the additional Admin has been inte-
grated, the Laptops and PCs can be assigned differently now. At a
first glance, this effort is unnecessary as the graph triple would still
be consistently integrated even if the additional admin has been pro-
cessed only as this transformation would not invalidate the previous
transformations of the Employees. Unfortunately, this is not always
the case. Introducing new elements to a model may also result in ad-
ditional edges, which can only be processed if a still consistently in-
tegrated element is retransformed afterwards (cf. dangling edge con-
dition in Sect. 4.6). The same is true if edges are removed. Again, it
is possible that the previously satisfied dangling edge condition now
fails on certain elements. Therefore, dependent elements have to be
retransformed as only this action guarantees that previously made,
now wrong choices, are corrected appropriately.
co:Company
peter:CEO
george:Admin
bob:Employee
alice:Employee
has1:has
worksFor1:worksFor
employs2:employs
employs1:employs
co-it:IT
u1:Unit
net1:Network
pc1:PC
c1:containso1:owns
s1:splitInto
hasPC1:hasPC
lap1:Laptop
hasLaptop1:hasLaptop
c2i1:C2I
a2n1:A2N
e2l1:E2L
e2p1:E2P
source domain correspondence domain target domain
c1:consistsOf
d2u1:D2U
«add»
hugo:Admin
worksFor2:worksFor
«add»
div1:Division
Figure 40: Scenario 4: Hire a new Admin
The important point regarding all scenarios and especially the first
two scenarios is that the model synchronization algorithm shall retain
as much information as possible. Considering the Scenarios 1 and 2
where an Employee is dismissed or hired, this model change has def-
initely no influence on other Employees. Hence, it has to be ensured
that the model synchronization retains the additional information
which has been placed when selecting to either grant an Employee
a PC or a Laptop.
Regarding the synchronization task it can be seen easily that our
batch algorithm (cf. Chap. 7) would be able to “synchronize” the mod-
els, as it would accept the changed source model and apply a batch
transformation on it. Afterwards, consistency is guaranteed but in-
formation has been lost or had to be re-introduced during the batch
transformation process.
Overall, using an additional diff and calculating (potentially) af-
fected elements instead of batch transforming the changed model is
an important aspect for two reasons:
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• Information of unaffected elements can be retained that other-
wise has to be re-introduced to the model integration.
• The larger a model gets the more efficient it will be to consider
just a sufficiently small sub-model for propagating the changes
and recover a consistent model integration.
9.2 extended operational rule derivation
Synchronizing models means to propagate changes of one domain to
another. As described previously, such changes could be the modifi-
cation of an element (not supported yet), the addition of an element,
or the deletion of an element. The propagation towards the opposite
domain will be controlled by an appropriate control algorithm that
traverses the input model considering the changes and invokes spe-
cific actions to update the opposite model. The actions triggered are
again the operational rules derived from the declarative rule specifica-
tion. The addition of elements can be handled by applying a forward
rule as presented in Def. 13 in Chap. 3. Therefore, a newly added el-
ement will be treated as an untransformed element and hence can
be transformed in a straight-forward manner. Handling a deleted ele-
ment can obviously not be handled by transforming this element with
a forward rule as this element has already been transformed and was
deleted recently. In this case, a different operational rule has to be ap-
plied that revokes the results of the previously applied forward rule:
all elements that have been created in the opposite domain by apply-
ing the forward rule have to be removed. Thus, the element to which
this rule was applied has to be marked as untransformed. Such an
operation is called an inverse forward rule.3
As the derivation of source and forward rules is insufficient for in-
cremental change propagation, we formally introduced in [LAVS12b]
the derivation of so-called inverse forward rules. Such rules invert the
result of a previous transformation (i.e., rule application) by untrans-
forming previously transformed elements as they remove the corre-
sponding elements from the graph triple. As inverse forward rules
only delete elements, we define monotonic deleting rules first:
3 Of course it is possible to derive additional operational rules for propagating
changes. Such a rule would instead of creating or deleting elements regard the ex-
isting elements and update (override) specific attribute values with their updated
values.
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Definition 26 (Monotonic Deleting Rules)
A monotonic deleting rule r := (L,K = R), is a pair of typed graph
triples s.t. L ⊇ R. A rule r rewrites (via deleting elements) a graph triple
G into a graph triple G ′ via a match m : L → G, denoted as G r@m G ′,
iff n : R → G ′ can be defined by building the pushout complement
H = G ′ as denoted in the diagram.
id
K
R
   

L
D
G`
   

G
id
m
n
n
PO
The elements in L \ R of a monotonic deleting rule are referred to
as deleted elements. Using this definition, the extended operational rule
derivation is formalized as follows, where the derivation of the source
and forward rule remain as-are compared to Def. 13) in Chap. 3.
Definition 27 ((Extended) Derived Operational Rules)
Given a TGG = (TG,R) and a rule r = (L,R) ∈ R, a source rule rS =
(SL,SR), a forward rule rF = (FL, FR) and an inverse forward rule
r−1F = (FR, FL) are derived as follows:
Lσσ
γ τid

LC
RC
γ
LT
RT
   τ
Lτ
Rτ
LS
RS
σ
Lσ
Rσ
L
R

=
=
source rule rS TGG rule r
forward rule rF
LS
RS
σ
ε
SL
SR

=
=
ε
ε
ε
ε ε

 

LC
RC
γ
LT
RT
τ
Rτ
RS
RS
id
Rσ
FL
FR

=
=
LτLσσ
LC
id
LT
id
Lτ
LS
id
Lσ
L=
id
LS
id
ε
SL
id
=
ε
ε ε
 
LC LTRSFL=
LτLσσ
id ididid
inverse forward rule rF
-1
LC
LC
LT
LT
Lτ
RS
RS
Rσ
FL
FL
=
=
Lτ
RC RTRSFR=
Rτ
Lσσ
id ididid
Remark: Regarding Defs. 10 and 26, the upper rows denote L, 
the center rows K, and the lower rows R.
Thus, components L, K, and R have been extended to triples.
The forward rule rF can be applied according to Def. 10, i.e., this involves
building a pushout to create the required elements, while the inverse forward
rule r−1F involves building a pushout complement to delete the required
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elements according to Def. 26. Given a forward rule rF, the existence of rule
r−1F , which reverses an application of rF up to isomorphism, can be shown
according to Fact 3.3 in [EEPT06].
Again, a control algorithm has to keep track of which source ele-
ments are transformed by a rule application. Hence, we equip in con-
crete syntax every transformed element with a checked box, and every
untransformed element with an unchecked box.
Example
From Rule (c) (Fig. 36), the operational rules rS, rF, and r−1F depicted
in Fig. 41 are derived. The source rule extends the source graph by
adding an Admin to an existing Division, while the forward rule rF
transforms (denoted as 2→ 2) an existing Admin by creating a new A2N
link and Network in the corresponding IT. The inverse forward rule
untransforms (denoted as 2 → 2) an Admin in a Division by deleting
the corresponding link and Network, i.e., revoking the modifications
of the forward rule. In addition to the already introduced merged rep-
resentation of L and R of a rule, we further indicate deleted elements
by a “−−” markup and red color. Forward and inverse forward rules
match the same context element and retain the checked box (denoted
as 2→ 2).
a:Admin
w:worksFor
n:Network
s:splitInto
a2n:A2N
++
++
++ ++
++ ++
d:Division u:Unitd2u:D2U
a:Admin
w:worksFor
++
++
d:Division
source rule rS TGG rule r
forward rule rF
inverse forward rule rF
-1
++
w:worksFor
n:Network
s:splitInto
a2n:A2N
++ ++
++ ++
d:Division u:Unitd2u:D2U
++
w:worksFor
n:Network
s:splitInto
a2n:A2N
-- --
-- --
d:Division u:Unitd2u:D2U
--
a:Admin
a:Admin
Figure 41: Extended source and forward rules derived from Rule (c)
9.3 precedence preserving graph triples
To propagate changes in the order determined by the precedence anal-
ysis presented in Chap. 6, we have to ensure that this order is always
sufficient for the control algorithm to determine a traversal order.
The problem is that the approach of this thesis utilizes one do-
main only to build the mentioned sorting. As the incremental algo-
rithm will have to delete elements in the opposite domain (unchanged
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model) in order to propagate a change of the input domain (changed
model), it may happen that elements in the opposite domain are
removed which would have been required as context elements for
another change propagation. As the precedence graph of the input
domain induces a partial order as well as the precedence graph of
opposite domain, we have to require that these partial orders do not
contradict each other but induce the same precedences between cross-
domain connected elements. Formally, this fact is defined as follows
for a forward synchronization:
Definition 28 (Forward Precedence Preserving Graph Triples)
Given a graph triple G = GS
hS←− GC hT−→ GT and two corresponding
precedence graphs PGS and PGT . We require that at least one element
of each equivalence class is connected to the correspondence domain:
∀ EQS ∈ VPGS∃ n ∈ VGC : hS(n) ∈ EQS∧
∀ EQT ∈ VPGT∃ n ∈ VGC : hT (n) ∈ EQT .
With such connected triples we define cross-domain connectivity as
follows:
For EQS ∈ VPGS and EQT ∈ VPGT , the predicate cross-domain-
connected on pairs of equivalence classes in precedence graphs of different
domains is defined as follows: cross-domain-connected(EQS,EQT ) :=
∃ nC ∈ VGC s.t. hS(nC) ∈ EQS ∧ hT (nC) ∈ EQT .
Given EQS,EQ ′S ∈ VPGS ,EQS 6= EQ ′S and EQT ,EQ ′T ∈
VPGT ,EQT 6= EQ ′T s.t. cross-domain-connected(EQS,EQT ) ∧
cross-domain-connected(EQ ′S,EQ
′
T ). The graph triple G is forward
precedence preserving iff
∃ path pT (EQT ,EQ ′T ) = EQT · e
αT1
T1
· . . . · eαTnTn · EQ ′T s.t.
αTi = + ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}
⇒
∃ path pS(EQS,EQ ′S) = EQS · e
αS1
S1
· . . . · eαSnSn · EQ ′S s.t.
αSi = + ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}
To achieve precedence preservation for both forward and backward
synchronization, the graph triples are also required to be backward
precedence preserving (which is defined analogously).
Example
All four scenarios (cf. description of Figs. 37, 38, 39, and 40) satisfy
this property as in each scenario the precedence graph for source
domain and the precedence graph for target domain domain do not
induce any contradictory precedences.
Remark: Up to now, we have not been able to construct a practice
relevant and not theoretical TGG and appropriate graph triple that
violates the requirement induced by Def. 28. From a formal point
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of view, a TGG fulfills this restriction whenever every TGG rule cre-
ates at least one element in the correspondence domain that connects
created elements of the source and target domain. Unfortunately, we
lack empirical information if this is an actual restriction.
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Incremental bidirectional model synchronization with TGGs is real-
ized with a control algorithm that accepts a triple G = GS ← GC →
GT ∈ L(TGG), an update graph triple [HEO+11] for the source do-
main ∆S = GS ← D→ G ′S, the pre-compiled precedence function for
the source domain PFS, and the precedence graph PGS used in a pre-
vious batch or incremental transformation. This algorithm returns a
consistent graph triple G ′ = G ′S ← G ′C → G ′T with all changes propa-
gated to the correspondence and target domain. Figure 42 depicts this
process: A graph triple G and its changes in the source domain ∆S are
passed to and processed by the control algorithm. A completed triple
G ′ is returned (precedence function and graph are not displayed).
TCS GGGG 


D

SΔ
'
SG
incremental 
control 
algorithm
TCS GGGG 


D
'
T
'
C
'
S
' GGGG 
synchronization 
actions
Figure 42: Schematic incremental synchronization process
10.1 the control algorithm
The algorithm presented in this chapter basically runs in three differ-
ent phases:
Phase (i): Untransform dependencies of deletions and propagate
deletions
Phase (ii): Untransform dependencies of additions
Phase (iii): Transform all additions and untransformed elements
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In phase (iii), this algorithm utilizes the previously introduced pre-
cedence-driven batch algorithm (Algorithm 1, cf. Chap. 7). Regard-
ing the processing order, the algorithm has to find a way to delete
elements in the opposite domain without compromising the transfor-
mation of existing elements. As a (formal) restriction, edges can only
be added (deleted) together with adjacent nodes, hence we focus on
nodes only. In practice, Ecore for example assigns all edges to nodes,
which overcomes this restriction.
Algorithm 2 Incremental Precedence TGG Algorithm
1: procedure propagateChanges(G,∆S,PFS,PGS)
2: for (node n− ∈ ∆−) do
3: untransform(n−,PGS)
4: end for
5: (G−S , PG
−
S )← remove all n− in ∆− from GS and update PGS
6: (G+S , PG
+
S )← insert all n+ in ∆+ to G−S and update PG−S
7: if PG+S is cyclic then
8: terminate with exception . Additions invalidated G+S (i.e.,G
′
S)
9: end if
10: for (node n+ ∈ ∆+) do
11: untransform(n+,PG+S )
12: end for . At this point G has changed to G∗ = G ′S ← G∗C → G∗T
13: return (G ′S ← G ′C → G ′T )← transform(G∗,PFS) . Call Algo. 1
14: end procedure
15: procedure untransform(n,PGS)
16: deps← all nodes in all equiv. classes in PGS
with incoming edges from EQ(n)
17: for node dep in deps do
18: if dep is transformed then
19: untransform(dep,PGS)
20: end if
21: end for
22: neighbors← all nodes in EQ(n)
23: for node neighbor in neighbors do
24: if n is transformed then
25: applyInverseRule(n) . Throw exception if Def. 28 is violated
26: end if
27: end for
28: end procedure
Procedure propagateChanges requires the original graph triple G,
the set of changes ∆S represented as a graph triple as well,1 the pre-
1 To represent the changes in form of a graph triple is necessary to define the gluing
between the original graph and its changes. From a practical point of view, the
subsets ∆− and ∆+ can be derived easily which will contain nodes only that have
been deleted or added.
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calculated precedence function PFS and the precedence graph PGS
from a previous transformation run.
Phase (i) (lines (2)–(5)): In a first step (lines 2–4), all deletions are
propagated towards the opposite domain. For this reason, procedure
untransform is called on line (3) for every deletion in ∆−. In this pro-
cedure (see detailed description below), all elements that depend on
a deleted element are processed and their earlier transformation is re-
voked. The traversal order is determined due to the precedence graph.
After having removed all elements in the opposite domain that were
created due to the (direct or indirect) existence of now deleted source
element, the algorithm actually removes all deletions on line (5) from
the source domain graph GS as well as from the precedence graph
PGS.
Phase (ii) (lines (6)–(12)): The second phase starts on line (6) by intro-
ducing all newly added elements ∆+ to the previously cleared source
domain graph G−S and the precedence graph PG
−
S . Note that at this
point, the updated source domain graph G+S is equal to the updated
source domain graph G ′S. If the precedence graph becomes cyclic via
these additions, the algorithm terminates with an exception on line (8)
as no transformation will be possible. Additions may produce new de-
pendencies between elements. Such a new dependency states that a
previously existing and already transformed element could now also
be transformed by using the added element as (direct or indirect) con-
text. As all possible graph triples should be derivable (completeness
property), these dependent elements have to be untransformed in the
same manner as for the dependent elements of deletions (cf. phase
(i)). For this reason, procedure untransform is called for any addi-
tion on line (11). When the for-loop on lines (10)–(12) terminates, the
graph triple consists of G ′S which is the source domain graph with all
applied changes and the correspondence and target domain graphs
which are partially integrated with the source domain graph. The
triple itself denotes an intermediate state of a batch transformation
run where G ′S would have been used as the input graph. This means
that various elements in G ′S exist that are untransformed by now.
Phase (iii) (line (13)): The third phase passes now the graph triple
and the precedence function to the batch algorithm (Algorithm 1) of
Chap. 7. This algorithm will process all untransformed elements in
the presented manner and, therefore, complete the update process by
transforming all additions and such elements that have be untrans-
formed due to their dependency to a model change.
Procedure untransform(n,PGS) (lines (15)–(28)): This procedure is
responsible for revoking previous transformations of elements in an
appropriate order such that all dependencies are regarded. Firstly,
function EQ(n) is used to determine all dependent nodes that (po-
tentially) used node n in a previous transformation run as an con-
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text element.2 Hence, all these nodes have to be untransformed first,
which is achieved via calling method untransform recursively on
line (19) for all dependent nodes. Reaching the recursion end of this
dependency path, all nodes within the equivalence class are untrans-
formed by applying the inverse forward rule (cf. Def. 27) of the pre-
viously applied forward rule on line (25).3 Two things are important
at this point: First, all elements within an equivalence class have to
be untransformed as our understanding of precedences states that
pairings of nodes within an equivalence class can be transformed in
one single transformation step. As the decision, which combination
will be transformed together will be made during the actual pattern
matching process of applying a rule, all possible combinations should
be available in order to retain the completeness property. The second
important aspect at this point is that if the application of the inverse
forward rule fails, we know that a specific context element in the tar-
get domain does not exist and, therefore, it must have been removed
in previous inverse rule application. Hence, the graph triple was not
precedence preserving and Def. 28 has been violated.
Example
We are now testing our recently presented incremental control algo-
rithm with the four scenarios presented in Sect. 9.1.
Scenario 1: Regarding our first incremental scneario (cf. Fig. 37), the
algorithm has to propagate the deletion of a single Employee object.
Hence, the algorithm receives the graph triple G as depicted in Fig. 35
plus the changes stored in ∆S, with the subsets ∆− = bob and ∆+ = ∅.
The precedence graph for the source domain of G is depicted in
Fig. 43.
co:Company peter:CEO
george:Admin
bob:Employee alice:Employee
div1:Division
Figure 43: Scenario 1: Precedence graph PGS for the source domain of triple
G (cf. Fig. 35)
2 EQ(x) returns the appropriate equivalence class of node x.
3 Recently, we expect that we keep book of which rules have been applied in order
to exactly revert the previous rule application. Nevertheless, we discuss within the
evaluation chapter of this part (cf. Chap. 11.), ideas how to avoid this additional
overhead.
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In phase (i), the algorithm starts untransforming all deletions on
line (2). As node bob is the only element in ∆−, procedure untrans-
form is called only once on line (3). According to the precedence
graph PGS (cf. Fig. 43), node bob is not directly or indirectly depen-
dent of any other nodes, hence set deps remains empty on line (16).
Furthermore, the equivalence class containing node bob consists of
this node only, and, therefore, the same is true for the set neighbors
(cf. line (22)). As bob is transformed (2) the inverse forward rule is ap-
plied. Calling applyInverseRule untransforms bob by applying the
inverse forward rule of Rule (d). Note that with an appropriate book-
keeping data structure this method is aware of all previous rule ap-
plications and applies the correct inverse forward rule to the same
match used previously by the forward transformation. In this case,
the target domain element pc1 is deleted together with the appropri-
ate correspondence link. Returning from procedure untransform,
the source domain graph GS and the precedence graph PGS are up-
dated (depicted in Figs. 44 and 45).
co:Company
peter:CEO
george:Admin
alice:Employee
has1:has
worksFor1:worksFor
employs1:employs
div1:Division
c1:consistsOf
Figure 44: Scenario 1: Updated source domain graph G+S after line (6)
co:Company peter:CEO
george:Admin
alice:Employee
div1:Division
Figure 45: Scenario 1: Updated precedence graph PG+S after line (6)
Therefore, all deletions are actually removed on line (5). Phase (ii):
As no additions exist, line (6) does not alter GS or PGS any further.
The updated precedence graph contains no cycles and the algorithm
continues clearing dependencies of additions. As no elements have
been added, the loop on lines (10)–(12) is skipped. Finally in phase
(iii), the altered graph triple is passed to the batch transformation
control algorithm of Chap. 7. As all elements are already transformed,
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the algorithm returns the same graph triple, i.e., the one depicted in
Fig. 46.
co:Company
peter:CEO
george:Admin
alice:Employee
has1:has
worksFor1:worksFor
employs1:employs
co-it:IT
u1:Unit
net1:Network
c1:containso1:owns
s1:splitInto
lap1:Laptop
hasLaptop1:hasLaptop
c2i1:C2I
a2n1:A2N
e2l1:E2L
source domain correspondence domain target domain
div1:Division
c1:consistsOf
d2u1:D2U
Figure 46: Scenario 1: Consistently updated graph triple G ′ after line (13)
Scenario 2: The algorithm has to handle the addition of an Employee.
Therefore, the algorithm skips phase (i) of untransforming elements
that have been deleted (cf. lines (2)–(5)) as a new Employee has been
added only. In phase (ii), the algorithm starts adding this element
to GS and the precedence graph on line (6). The updated precedence
graph PG+S contains no cycles, as the additional Employee introduces a
leaf to the precedence graph only. Moreover, no dependent elements
are determined by the called method untransform on lines (16)–
(21). Thus, this Employee has no neighbors since Employee elements
are not processed together with other elements (cf. Rules (d) and (e)
in Fig. 36). Therefore, lines (22)–(28) do not apply any change to the
graph triple. Returning from untransform on line (11) the for-loop
terminates as a single element was added only and passes the graph
triple G∗ to the batch algorithm. In phase (iii), the batch algorithm has
to process only the newly added Employee while all other elements
in G∗ remain untouched. As our TGG is non-functional, the batch
algorithm may choose from two rules to be applied to the added
Employee and, hence, the depicted final graph triple in Fig. 47 denotes
one of the possible consistent graph triples that could be produced by
our algorithm.
Scenario 3: In this incremental scenario, the update procedure will
involve some more actions, as the deletion and the addition of a CEO
have to be handled (cf. Fig. 39). Regarding phase (i), the set ∆− con-
sists of node peter, and, therefore, procedure untransform is called
on line (3) to revoke the effects of those forward rules that had been
applied to this node and its dependent elements. Considering the
precedence graph PGS depicted in Fig. 43, the set deps consists of
the element div1 after line (16). For this reason, the loop starting on
line (17) calls procedure untransform recursively to clear the de-
pendent integration of this element. The recursion stack is depicted
graphically in Fig. 48.
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co:Company
peter:CEO
george:Admin
bob:Employee
alice:Employee
has1:has
worksFor1:worksFor
employs2:employs
employs1:employs
co-it:IT
u1:Unit
net1:Network
pc1:PC
c1:containso1:owns
s1:splitInto
hasPC1:hasPC
lap1:Laptop
hasLaptop1:hasLaptop
c2i1:C2I
a2n1:A2N
e2l1:E2L
e2p1:E2P
source domain correspondence domain target domain
c1:consistsOf
d2u1:D2U
eve:Employee
employs3:employs
div1:Division
pc2:PC
hasPC2:hasPC
e2p2:E2P
Figure 47: Scenario 2: Consistently updated graph triple G ′ after line (13)
untransform(peter)
untransform(div1)
untransform(george)
untransform(alice)
untransform(bob)
1
2
3
5
4
6
7
8
Figure 48: Scenario 3: Recursion stack for revoking previous transforma-
tions of dependent elements of the CEO peter
The recursion reveals that nodes george, alice, and bob are in dep
(line (16)) and, thus, they have to be untransformed. Again, recursion
for these elements is started, where untransform for node george is
called first (cf. arrow 2 of Fig. 48). This node has the two dependencies
alice and bob, calling recursively untransform for these elements
(cf. arrows 3–6 of Fig. 48). The recursion reaches its end as neither of
these elements have dependents and, consequently, the appropriate
inverse rules are applied to all elements in their equivalence classes
(which are the nodes themselves only). Now, node george can be un-
transformed by applying the inverse of Rule (c) on line (25). Return-
ing from the recursion (cf. arrow 7 of Fig. 48), procedure untrans-
form should be called for nodes alice and bob again (cf. arrows
8–10 of Fig. 48) as they are still in the set dep. As these dependencies
are already untransformed, the if-clause on line (18) prevents the al-
gorithm from repeating unnecessary recursion steps. At this point the
algorithm has definitely untransformed all dependencies below any
of these two dependent elements (if there were such elements). Now,
element div1 is untransformed by applying the inverse forward rule
of Rule (b) before this recursion returns to the topmost level, where
the equivalence class containing co and peter is completely untrans-
formed on lines (22)–(27). Updating the source domain graph GS and
the appropriate precedence graph PGS removes the element peter. In
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phase (ii) starting on line (6), the new CEO named will is added to the
precedence graph and the source domain graph. As the precedence
graph is acyclic, the algorithm starts untransforming all dependen-
cies of the newly added element.4 As all dependencies (i.e., div1) are
already untransformed, the for-loop on lines (10)–(12) has nothing to
do. The algorithm has so far untransformed every single element as a
consequence of the applied changes to the source domain graph. This
happened because an element has been removed (i.e., peter) which
was transformed together with the root node co and, therefore, all
further elements depended on this first transformation step. In phase
(iii), the triple consisting of a completely untransformed G ′S (G
∗
C and
G∗T are empty) is passed on line (13) to the batch algorithm and the
final result is depicted in Fig. 49 (note that we assume that the algo-
rithm increased all running numbers by one).
george:Admin
bob:Employee
alice:Employee
worksFor1:worksFor
employs2:employs
employs1:employs
co-it:IT
u2:Unit
net2:Network
pc2:PC
c2:containso2:owns
s2:splitInto
hasPC2:hasPC
lap2:Laptop
hasLaptop2:hasLaptop
c2i2:C2I
a2n2:A2N
e2l2:E2L
e2p2:E2P
source domain correspondence domain target domain
div1:Division
c1:consistsOf
d2u2:D2U
will:CEO
has2:has
co:Company
Figure 49: Scenario 3: Consistently updated graph triple G ′ after line (13)
Scenario 4: In the fourth and last incremental scenario, only one
change was applied to the source domain graph GS: a new Admin
named hugo has been hired. As no deletions have to be handled, the
algorithm has nothing to do in phase (i). In phase (ii), the addition has
to be regarded. From a semantical point of view, employing an addi-
tional Admin allows for the maintenance of another Network and, fur-
thermore, the Employees may be distributed in these Networks. From
a formal point of view, Rules (d) and (e) require an Admin object as
context (cf. Fig. 36). As the model has now two Admins, applications
of Rules (d) or (e) may freely choose between these two Admins. For
this reason, it is necessary that both Employees are untransformed
first, and afterwards the final batch transformation step (phase iii)
may again freely choose which Admin will be used as context. This
is exactly, how the algorithm behaves. Iterating through all deletions
has no effects on the graph triple, as no deletions exist in this case. In-
troducing node hugo to G+S and PG
+
S on line (6) returns newly added
dependencies depicted in Fig. 50.
4 The fact that this is an important step in the algorithm will become clear in the
discussion of the synchronization process for scenario 4.
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co:Company peter:CEO
george:Admin
alice:Employee
div1:Division
hugo:Admin
alice:Employee
Figure 50: Scenario 3: Updated precedence graph PG+S after line (6)
Looping through all additions on lines (10)–(12) untransforms ele-
ments alice and bob. The cleared graph triple contains three untrans-
formed nodes (2) depicted in Fig. 51.
co:Company
peter:CEO
george:Admin
bob:Employee
alice:Employee
has1:has
worksFor1:worksFor
employs2:employs
employs1:employs
co-it:IT
u1:Unit
net1:Network
c1:containso1:owns
s1:splitInto
c2i1:C2I
a2n1:A2N
source domain correspondence domain target domain
c1:consistsOf
d2u1:D2U
hugo:Admin
worksFor2:worksFor
div1:Division
Figure 51: Scenario 4: Updated graph triple G∗ after line (12)
Finally in phase (iii), the batch transformation algorithm called on
line (13) will now transform node hugo first, as all dependencies are
successfully processed already (2). Afterwards, handling elements
alice and bob in any order allows for the free choice of selecting any
of the two existing Networks in the target domain. One possible final
result is depicted in Fig. 52.
10.2 updating a precedence graph PG
Considering lines (5) and (6) of Algorithm 2 the precedence graph
PGS has to be updated reflecting the actually applied changes. Hence,
it has to be discussed how this update can be achieved efficiently and
completely such that the updated precedence graph is identical com-
pared to a precedence graph that would have been derived directly
from the updated input graph. This is necessary in order to ensure
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co:Company
peter:CEO
george:Admin
bob:Employee
alice:Employee
has1:has
worksFor1:worksFor
employs2:employs
employs1:employs
co-it:IT
u1:Unit
net1:Network
pc2:PC
c1:containso1:owns
s1:splitInto
hasPC2:hasPC
lap2:Laptop
hasLaptop2:hasLaptop
c2i1:C2I
a2n1:A2N
e2l2:E2L
e2p2:E2P
source domain correspondence domain target domain
c1:consistsOf
d2u1:D2U
hugo:Admin
worksFor2:worksFor
div1:Division
net2:Network
c2:contains
s2:splitInto
a2n2:A2N
Figure 52: Scenario 4: Consistently updated graph triple G ′ after line (13)
that further modifications can be propagated appropriately without
compromising correctness and completeness of our algorithm.
Updating a precedence graph (i.e., adding or removing a node n)
has to regard all edges that exist only due to the existence of n and
the equivalence class of n. Due to the definition of PGS (cf. Def. 25), we
know that edges from and to the equivalence class of n exist only in
PGS if n is part of a path that expresses a certain precedence relation-
ship. All situations, that may lead to such an edge are systematically
described in the following. Hence, we argue which sets of elements
have to be considered in order to regard all effects due to the change
of n. Edges of the precedence graph may depend on the existence of
n for the following three reasons:
(i) All edges that express a direct context dependency on n (n is
direct context of y, i.e., (n,y) ∈ lS). All these elements are sub-
sumed in a set which is denoted as direct-dependent(n).
(ii) All edges that express an inverse direct context dependency on
n (x is direct context of n, i.e., (x,n) ∈ lS). All these elements
are subsumed in a set which is denoted as direct-context (n).
(iii) All edges that express a direct context or equivalence depen-
dency between nodes x and y, where n is an element of the
path between x and y. Here we have to distinguish four further
reasons:
(a) A path x · . . . · n · . . . · y exists, such that (x,y) ∈ .=S (a
rule may use n as context to create x,y). In this case x and y are
already in the set direct-dependent(n).
(b) A path x · . . . · n · . . . · y exists, such that (x,y) ∈ .=S and
(x,n), (n,y) ∈ .=S (a rule creates x,y and n together). In this case
n, x and y are in the same equivalence class.
(c) A path x · . . . · n · . . . · y exists, such that (x,y) ∈ lS and
(n,y) ∈ .=S and (x,n) ∈ lS (a rule creates n and y together while
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using x as context). In this case is x in the set direct-context(n)
and y in the same equivalence class of n.
(d) A path x · . . . · n · . . . · y exists, such that (x,y) ∈ lS and
(n,y) ∈ lS (a rule creates y while using x,n as context). In this
case is y in the set direct-dependent(n) and x in the set direct-
context(y).
All other edges in the precedence graph are independent of n as these
edges have not been added due to the existence of n; as argued above.
As described above, different sets of elements can be distinguished
that have to be regarded due the change of n. Therefore, updating
a precedence graph requires to regard the sets direct-dependent(n),
direct-context(n), and direct-context(direct-dependent(n)) as well as
all nodes in the same equivalence class of n. These sets are graphi-
cally depicted in Fig. 53. As these sets of direct dependent and direct
context elements form a circle around a model change, we denote this
overall set a ncircle.
root of all 
dependencies
d
e
p
e
n
d
e
n
cy
p
re
ce
d
e
n
ce
direct-context(n)
direct-dependent(n)
indirect potential 
dependencies
equivalence class of n
direct-context(direct-dependent(n))
model 
change n
ncircle
Figure 53: Different sets of affected elements to be regarded while updating
a precedence graph
Finally, regarding the runtime complexity of updating a precedence
graph, we know that paths can be at most of length k, where k de-
notes the maximum rule size of all rules. Therefore, updating a prece-
dence graph has a O((ncircle)k) complexity.
10.3 formal properties
In this section, we prove that our algorithm retains all formal proper-
ties introduced by [Sch95, SK08] (cf. Sect. 4.3).
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Theorem 2
Algorithm 2 is correct, complete and efficient for any local complete TGG
and any corresponding graph triple that is forward precedence preserving
(Def. 28).
Proof
Correctness:
Lines (2)–(12) of the algorithm only invert previous rule applications.
The order of rule applications is directed by the precedence graph
(Def. 25), which represents potential dependencies between nodes,
i.e., a node x is a dependency of another node y, which may be trans-
formed by applying a rule that matches x as context. These are poten-
tial dependencies as actual rule applications may select other nodes
instead of x. Nevertheless, y potentially depends on x. The algorithm
traverses all dependencies of every deleted/added node and applies
the inverse of the rule used in a previous transformation. Demand-
ing precedence preserving graph triples (Def. 28) guarantees that PGS
is sufficient to correctly revoke forward rules in a valid order. If an
element on the target side is deleted by applying an inverse forward
rule,5 which is still in use as context for another element in the tar-
get graph, we know that the forward precedence preserving property
is violated. This also guarantees that deleting elements via building
a pushout complement (Def. 26) is always possible and cannot be
blocked due to “dangling” edges. In combination with bookkeeping
of previously used matches, it is guaranteed (Def. 13) that the re-
sulting triple is in the same state as it was before transforming the
untransformed node.
It directly follows that if the triple G was consistent, the remaining in-
tegrated part of G remains consistent. Since untransform inverts
rule applications of a previous transformation, we know that the
graph triple after line (12) is a correct intermediate graph triple pro-
duced by the batch transformation algorithm. As shown in Sect. 7.2,
the precedence-driven TGG batch algorithm is correct, so Algorithm 2
is also correct. If the application of forward or inverse forward rules
fails, the algorithm returns an appropriate exception (e.g., the model
change caused schema incompliance). 
Completeness:
The correctness proof shows that the incremental update produces
a triple via a sequence of rule applications that the batch algorithm
could have chosen for a forward transformation of G ′S. In cases where
the input violates restrictions of the algorithm (e.g., the requirement
for local complete TGGs), an appropriate exception will be returned.
5 Note that an appropriate bookkeeping data structure knows which rule has been
applied.
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Completeness arguments from Sect. 7.2 for the batch algorithm can,
hence, be transferred to this algorithm. 
Efficiency:
Efficiency is influenced mainly by the cost of (i) untransforming de-
pendent elements of a deleted or added node (lines (2)–(4) and (10)–
(12)), (ii) updating the precedence graph and the graph triple itself
(lines (5) and (6)), and (iii) transforming all untransformed elements
via our precedence-driven TGG batch algorithm (line (13)). The num-
ber of deleted/added nodes (|∆−|+ |∆+|) and their dependencies is
denoted by ntransl, .= (i.e., all elements with a (transitive) precedence of
l or .=) as depicted in Fig. 54.
Figure 54: Regarded sets of nodes during a synchronization run (without
updating PGS)
In procedure untransform, a recursive depth-first search on the
precedence graph PGS is invoked starting at a certain node. Depth-
first search has a worst-case complexity of O((ntransl, .= )
k). If the al-
gorithm encounters an already untransformed element on line (18),
we know for sure that all subsequent elements are already untrans-
formed and, therefore, can safely terminate recursion. Independent
of the position of the changed element, untransform traverses each
dependent element exactly once. Finally, applying the inverse opera-
tional rule (line (25)) is (at most) of the same complexity as the appro-
priate previous rule application since the rule and match are already
known (due to the bookkeeping when a rule is applied). Considering
phases (i) and (ii), we know that ntransl, .= elements are untransformed,
and that every element is treated exactly once.
Updating GS on line (5) (respectively line (6)) involves deleting (in-
serting) |∆−| (|∆+|) elements m ∈ ∆−(∆+) and involves updating
a number of adjacent nodes (degree(m)) for each m. We assume
that actions such as deleting or adding elements in graphs as well
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as type and existence checking can be performed in constant steps,
i.e. O(1) Thus, the complexity of updating GS on line (5) and (6)
can be estimated with O(|∆S|), as ∆S contains all nodes and edges
that have been changed and, therefore, need to be revised. Addition-
ally, updating PGS has a complexity of O((ncircle)k) (cf. Sect. 10.2).
Finally, transforming the rest of the prepared graph (line (13)) has
O((ntransl, .= + direct-context(n
trans
l, .= ))
k) complexity (cf. proof efficiency
of Theorem 1): Only added elements, their dependencies, and the
dependencies of removed elements have been untransformed, ntransl, .=
refers only to these elements, and not to all elements in GS. Thus,
as argued in Sect. 10.2 the additional effort of updating the prece-
dence graph has a complexity of O((ncircle)k). This set only adds
direct context elements of all changes and transitively dependent el-
ements as all direct dependent and equivalent elements are already
included in ntransl, .= . Therefore the algorithm is polynomial in the num-
ber of changes, their dependencies and their context elements (nδ =
|∆−| + |∆+| + ntransl, .= + direct-context(n
trans
l, .= ) + ncircle) and not in the
size of the graph triple: nδ 6 n. 
Remark: In practice, a complete synchronization algorithm would
also have to update the precedence graph of the target domain PGT .
This, of course, induces additional runtime costs that have a simi-
lar complexity compared to the costs for updating PGS. Nevertheless,
w.l.o.g. this combined complexity remains still in the same complex-
ity class as the complexity does not change if the size of the regarded
set is changed.
Again, as TGGs are symmetric [HEO+11], all arguments can be trans-
ferred analogously to backward transformations.
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E VA L U AT I O N O F T H E I N C R E M E N TA L
A L G O R I T H M
In Part iii, we presented Algorithm 2 that uses the results of the static
precedence analysis and the extended operational rule derivation to
solve the task of incrementally updating graph triples and, therefore,
of propagating changes between integrated graphs. Overall, this ap-
proach has the following benefits:
• Formal properties: As the algorithm fulfills all formal properties,
it can not only consistently update precedence preserving graph
triples of a local complete TGG, but also handle non-functional
TGGs and still guarantee that correct graph triples are produced.
• Efficiency: Additionally, this algorithm has also a polynomial
runtime complexity. This means that the algorithm performs a
change propagation in relation the number of changed and af-
fected elements and not to the number of elements in the graph
in general.
• Early cycle detection: Compared to context-driven algorithms
such as the Klar algorithm (cf. Sect. 4.6), detecting (potential) cy-
cles along context elements can only be achieved when an ac-
tual cycle has been encountered. For example this may occur
at the end of a costly transformation process. In contrast, the
precedence-driven algorithm is able to determine (potential) con-
text cycles in advance only by analyzing the precedence graph
PG.
• Less memory consumption: The precedence-driven batch algo-
rithm (cf. phase (iii) of Algorithm 2) runs iteratively, and, there-
fore, saves memory resources. In contrast to context-driven algo-
rithms, which use recursion, this is a clear benefit.
• Feasibility: Finally, it remains unclear if it is feasible to build
an incremental algorithm on a context-driven basis while retain-
ing all formal properties. With precedence-driven TGGs we defi-
nitely achieved this task.
In summary, the result of this part is that the hypothesis of this
thesis (i.e, model synchronization can be achieved efficiently in com-
bination with guaranteed formal properties) has been shown to be
correct. From a formal point of view, the goals of this thesis have
been fulfilled.
Discussing the drawbacks of this approach, the additional model
difference recognition phase to determine ∆S may introduce addi-
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tional effort to the complete process. This is not true for the reason
that in the default case it is to be expected that only a subgraph or,
even better, single elements are affected by a model change. Hence,
the effort of employing an additional model difference recognition
phase is out ruled by the fact that only a subgraph has to be pro-
cessed.
Nevertheless, the presented algorithm is by no means complete, as
it is not fully implemented yet and still leaves room for further im-
provements. Compared to the algorithm of [KLKS10], NACs are still
missing. For Algorithm 1, this feature can probably be added with-
out problems (cf. Chap. 8). But even in the incremental case, where
the synchronization process may delete elements in the output do-
main, it seems to be without a risk to introduce NACs to precedence
TGGs: The deletion of elements can never introduce new NAC viola-
tions. As NACs demand that certain elements must not exist, deleting
elements can only fulfill more NACs but not less. Thus, regarding el-
ements that will remain as they are after a model synchronization it
seems to be guaranteed that their actual transformation is still correct
(but additional transformation variants could now be available).
As future work, determining affected elements more precisely com-
pared to potentially affected elements will be one task. Recently, the
algorithm processes affected elements as soon as a potential depen-
dency has been detected. Adding and removing elements does not
necessarily result in the need for untransforming other elements. This
is only true for cases where elements, actually used as context, have
been removed or in cases where additions result in unsatisfied dan-
gling edge conditions. It remains to reliably identify such cases to
further decrease the number of elements that have to be processed.
Furthermore, it can be argued that it would be helpful to distin-
guish between cases where the addition of edges together with a new
node requires a retransformation of the already transformed node
due to the dangling edge condition and such cases where a retrans-
formation is only necessary to allow for the choice of now available
rule application options (and could therefore be avoided). Neverthe-
less, the integrated graph triple in the latter case would still be con-
sistently integrated if the retransformation is skipped. Similar argu-
ments may hold for the deletion of an edge. Again, the result would
be an improved efficiency and an extended preservation of informa-
tion.
Finally, another drawback is the requirement to keep track of the
applied rules in order to know which inverse rule has to be selected
whenever a node has to be untransformed. It has to be researched
whether it is possible to determine the inverse rule on the fly by just
considering the recent elements. In cases of functional TGGs this is
obviously possible. Considering that non-functionality is a desired
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feature, we have to discuss other possible ways to select inverse rules
appropriately. One approach could be to require that all TGG rules
that are applicable to untransform a certain element delete exactly
the same elements in the opposite domain. Unfortunately, this may
be a too strong restriction. Another possibility could be to apply ad-
ditional dangling edge checks and prohibit each inverse rule applica-
tion that leads to dangling edges.

Part IV
E X T E N S I O N S F O R P R E C E D E N C E T G G S
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In the following chapters, we will present three extensions that will
(i) improve the runtime efficiency and information preserving ca-
pabilities of our batch and incremental algorithms by adjusting
our precedence analysis in Chap. 12 such that we reduce the num-
ber of regarded paths in the precedence function PFS.
(ii) extend expressiveness in Chap. 13 by allowing for rules with
cross-domain dependencies. This will be achieved by employ-
ing a static rule dependency analysis which gives the control al-
gorithms the opportunity to select an appropriate node even in
cases where context dependencies only occurred in the output
domain.
(iii) provide a static analysis technique in Chap. 14 to highlight po-
tential specification problems already at compile-time. This al-
lows for checking at compile-time if precedence cycles are pos-
sible in correctly typed graphs or not.
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P R E C E D E N C E A N A LY S I S W I T H PAT H F I LT E R I N G
In the basic precedence analysis, rules have been analyzed according
to the relevant node creation patterns (cf. Def. 18). For each represen-
tation of such a pattern within a TGG rule, an appropriate entry is
added to the precedence function (cf. Def. 20). This unfiltered process
may induce at runtime efficiency problems and information loss and,
even worse, cause unprocessable models.
The following sections present the problems with a running exam-
ple and present an improved precedence analysis to overcome these.
12.1 inappropriate dependencies due to indirect paths
Whenever a TGG rule defines an indirect path between two types,
all instances of this path have to be regarded at runtime to build the
precedence graph. Regarding runtime efficiency, only shortest paths
or direct connections should be regarded if available.
Example
Consider a TGG with a set of rules. In our case it is sufficient to focus
on two rules, and, furthermore, analyze the source domain part only
(cf. Fig. 55).
d:Division
s:splitInto ++
++
c:Company
Rule (a)
d:Division
s:splitInto
e:Employee
w:worksAt ++ ++
e
m
:e
m
p
lo
ys
+
+
c:Company
Rule (b)
Figure 55: Source domain parts of the exemplary TGG rules that induce a
direct and indirect path between Employee and Division
The following entries for the precedence function PFS are retrieved
according to the standard definitions of Chap. 6. For Rule (a):
• PFS(Company · splitInto+ · Division) = l
For Rule (b):
• PFS(Company · splitInto+ · Division · worksAt− · Employee) = l
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• PFS(Company · employs+ · Employee) = l
• PFS(Division · worksAt− · Employee) = l
• PFS(Division · splitInto− · Company · employs+ · Employee) = l
So far, no problems arise from this situation. Unfortunately, in some
cases the long paths in PFS may lead to an inefficient and informa-
tion threatening behavior of the incremental algorithm. Consider the
source domain model depicted in Fig. 56.
d1:Division
s1:splitInto
e1:Employee
w1:worksAt
e
m
1
:e
m
p
lo
ys
comp:Company
d2:Division
s2:splitInto
e1:Employee
w2:worksAt
e
m
2 :e
m
p
lo
ys
Figure 56: Source domain model
When this model is used as input for the algorithms presented in
Parts ii and iii, the precedence graph PGS will be computed first
(depicted in Fig. 57).
d1:Division
e1:Employee
comp:Company
d2:Division
e1:Employee
Figure 57: Precedence graph PGS for the source domain model of Fig. 56
The problem that arises here is that both Employees e1 and e2 de-
pend on both Divisions d1 and d2. This happens due to the fact that
there exists a long path from d1 via comp to e2 and from d2 via comp
to e1. Hence, any Employee can be processed right after all Divisions
have been processed successfully but not earlier.
In the case of a batch transformation, this is not a problem as all
elements will still be processed even if it is an unnecessary restriction
that Employee e1 can only be processed after Division d2 has been
processed although the transformation of e1 will never use d2 as a
context element.
In the incremental case, the situation changes. Consider the model
has been transformed appropriately and a change occurs at d2. Al-
gorithm 2 (cf. Chap. 10) determines all dependent elements by uti-
lizing the precedence graph PGS. Hence, the algorithm will discover
that Employee e1 depends on d2 and, therefore, its previous transfor-
mation has to be revoked. This is definitely an unnecessary action
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which may again result in further rule revocations. As the number of
dependent elements influences the efficiency of the incremental algo-
rithm (cf. Theorem 2) the here presented situation may significantly
decrease efficiency. In addition, consider non-functional TGGs, where
certain heuristics or user input was utilized to decide which rule is
to be used to transform the Employee elements. As e1 does not really
depend on d2 it is unnecessary to revoke the transformation of e1
and, therefore, lose the additionally introduced information.
12.2 unprocessable models due to indirect paths
Even worse, compared to efficiency and information loss issues, the
same effect can lead to unprocessable models due to an apparent
cycle in the precedence graph.
Example
Consider the rule depicted in Fig. 58.
d1:Division
s1:splitInto
++
++
d2:Division
s2:splitInto
c:Company
sd:subDivision ++
Figure 58: Problematic rule introducing sub-divisions
The derived entries for the precedence function PFS would be as
follows:
• PFS(Division · subDivision+ · Division) = l
• PFS(Division · splitInto− · Company · splitInto+ ·
Division) = l
• PFS(Company · splitInto+ · Division) = l
• PFS(Company · splitInto+ · Division · subDivision+ ·
Division) = l
Again, the precedence function induces no problematic or erroneous
entries, but in combination with certain models, the derived prece-
dence graph PGS cannot be used to process this model as input.
Consider the model depicted in Fig. 59. Analyzing this model and
deriving the precedence graph PGS (depicted in Fig. 60) encounters a
precedence cycle in PGS.
The cycle is a result of the fact that when building the precedence
graph PGS all paths according to the precompiled precedence function
PFS are searched in the input model. In this case, an instance of type
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si1:splitInto
d2:Division
si2:splitInto
comp:Company
sd1:subDivision
d1:Division
Figure 59: Source domain model
comp:Company
d2:Divisiond1:Division
Figure 60: Precedence graph PGS for the source domain model of Fig. 59
path (Division ·splitInto− ·Company ·splitInto+ ·Division) can be
found either starting from Division d1 and ending at d2 or vice versa.
Hence, two edges are added to the precedence graph PGS that express
both Divisions depend on each other, which is definitely wrong.
12.3 path filtering
In order to cope with these issues, it seems to be a suitable way to
restrict the actual paths which are stored within the precedence func-
tion. The idea is that it is sufficient for each TGG rule to regard only
one relevant path according to Def. 18 between two nodes even if
more paths are available. If more than one path exist between the
same pair of nodes, such a path selection should regard the follow-
ing requirements:
• avoid precedence conflicts within the precedence function PFS
• avoid building cyclic precedence graphs PGS
• consider only such paths that are cheap to evaluate at runtime
Possible heuristics to achieve this seem to be to (i) regard shortest
paths only and to (ii) prefer composition and aggregation edges over
their contents.1.
In the following, we will focus on (i) to show that such an improve-
ment is possible. Therefore, we will restrict the consideration of paths
1 Until now, we have not dealt with typed graphs that support composition and ag-
gregation edges. This graph property will be introduced in Chap. 14.
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in a TGG rule in such a way that whenever a direct path exists (i.e.,
a path that traverses one edge only) between two elements that fit to
one of the relevant patterns of Def. 18, all other paths in the same rule
between these two elements can be neglected. If no such direct paths
exist, it is still sufficient to consider only the shortest path.
Theorem 3 (Path Filtering)
Given a TGG = (TG,R) together with its set of rules R. Regarding each
rule r ∈ R, it is sufficient to consider only the shortest path between each
pair of nodes with respect to the relevant patterns of Def. 18.
The computed precedence function maps only a subset of the orig-
inally mapped paths. Therefore, it has to be shown that these entries
are sufficient to compute appropriate precedence relations lS and
.
=S
for any given correct model GS (i.e., GS ∈ L(TGG)) and, hence, derive
an appropriate precedence graph PGS.
Proof
Considering the given TGG = (TG,R) all rules have to be processed
by the improved precedence analysis. Let us suppose by analyzing a
rule r ∈ R a path tp is ignored in favor of tp ′ as this is the shortest
path for a relevant pattern between the same two nodes.
At runtime, the algorithm shall transform a given graph triple, with
GS being its input. Consider rule r could be used at runtime to trans-
form node n ′ ∈ VGS where n ∈ VGS is required as context to process
n ′. Thus, assume there exists a path p with type(p) = tp between
nodes n and n ′ but there exists no path p ′ with type(p ′) = tp ′ (i.e.,
a precedence nl n ′ could be determined without but not with our
optimization). As path p ′ does not exist in GS we know that rule r
cannot be applied to transform n ′ as it is impossible for rule r to
match at n ′ and its surrounding elements. This directly leads to the
conclusion that either there exists another rule r ′ ∈ R such that node
n ′ can be processed or GS is not a valid input and, therefore, cannot
be processed with the provided TGG. 
Example
Consider the two (partial) TGG rules of Fig. 55. Nothing changes
when analyzing Rule (a), but for Rule (b) one entry will no longer be
regarded: The type path (Company · splitInto+ · Division · worksAt− ·
Employee) can be neglected because a shorter path exists between a
Company and an Employee: (Company · employs+ · Employee). The prece-
dence function PFS maps both paths onto the symbol l and, there-
fore, it is safe to ignore the longer path. In addition, PFS is no longer
defined for the even more problematic path between Division and
Employee via Company, as it is sufficient to regard the direct path
(Division · worksAt− · Employee).
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As a consequence, the computed precedence graph PGS for the
source domain model depicted in Fig. 56 will no longer contain the
problematic edges between d1 and e2 and d1 and e1 as paths between
Divisions and Employees via a Company are no longer considered.
d1:Division
e1:Employee
comp:Company
d2:Division
e1:Employee
Figure 61: Reduced precedence graph for the input model of Fig. 56 with
considering only shortest paths
Thus, in the case of the problematic TGG rule depicted in Fig. 58,
the optimization by Theorem 3 leads to an improved precedence
graph PGS for the source domain model of Fig. 59. The precedence
graph, depicted in Fig. 62, no longer contains a cycle between the
Divisions but only one dependency stating that Division d2 de-
pends on d1 as d2 is the subdivision of d1.
comp:Company
d2:Divisiond1:Division
Figure 62: Reduced precedence graph for the input model of Fig. 59 with
considering only shortest paths
12.4 congeneric path filtering
The optimization presented above solves three problems at once: (i)
efficiency is improved as less paths have to be considered at runtime
without loss of generality, (ii) user added information is preserved,
and (iii) the expressiveness of the presented approach is improved as
certain patterns no longer result in cyclic precedence graphs.
Nevertheless, selecting the shortest path only can still result in per-
formance and information loss issues: If paths between objects of the
same equivalence class in PGS are defined along objects of other equiv-
alence classes it can happen that (real) separate equivalence classes
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are merged together. Consequently, changes of (real) independent el-
ements causes additional processing overhead as all elements of an
equivalence class have to be processed in the incremental case.
To overcome this issue, we will see that it is sufficient to regard
such paths that are only compounded of create objects.
Example
Consider the source domain component of a TGG rule as depicted in
Fig. 63.
em:employs
++
++
d:Division
s:splitInto
w:worksFor
++
s:Secretary
dh:DivHead
h:has ++
++
++
++
c:Company
Figure 63: Source component of a TGG rule with two paths between each
pair of created elements
The TGG rule states that each Division of a Company is lead by a
DivisionHead (i.e., DivHead) who is supported by a Secretary. There-
fore, the precedence function PFS consists of the following entries:
• PFS(Company · splitInto+ · Division) = l
• PFS(Company · splitInto+ · Division · has+ · DivHead) = l
• PFS(Company · splitInto+· Division · has+· DivHead · worksFor−·
Secretary) = l
• PFS(Company · employs+ · Secretary) = l
• PFS(Company · employs+ · Secretary · worksFor+ · DivHead) = l
• PFS(Company · employs+ · Secretary · worksFor+ · DivHead · has− ·
Division) = l
• PFS(Division · has+ · DivHead) = .=
• PFS(Division · splitInto− · Company · employs+ · Secretary ·
worksFor+ · DivHead) = l
• PFS(Division · has+ · DivHead · worksFor− · Secretary) = .=
• PFS(Division ·splitInto− ·Company ·employs+ ·Secretary) = .=
• PFS(Secretary · worksFor+ · DivHead) = .=
• PFS(Secretary ·employs−·Company ·splitInto+·Division ·has+·
DivHead) =
.
=
So far, no problems arise from this setup.
Consider an appropriate source domain model that shall be pro-
cessed with a precedence-driven TGG algorithm (Fig. 64). For this
reason, the precedence graph PGS has to be computed and the equiv-
alence classes are determined: {comp} and {d1, dh1, s1, d2, dh2, s2}.
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em1:employs
d1:Division
s1:splitInto
w1:worksFor
s1:Secretary
dh1:DivHead
h1:has
comp:Company
em2:employs
d2:Division
s2:splitInto
w2:worksFor
s2:Secretary
dh2:DivHead
h2:has
Figure 64: Source domain model with two Divisions (each with a
Secretary and a DivHead)
The questions are (i) why are there two but not three equivalence
classes and (ii) is this a problem? Unfortunately, this leads to the
same efficiency and information loss problems as with long paths
compared to shortest paths: Whenever an incremental change of the
Divisions, Secretaries, or DivHeads has to be propagated, all other
remaining Divisions, Secretaries and DivHeads have to be untrans-
formed by applying the inverse forward rule of the TGG rule depicted
in Fig. 63. Hence, additional and unnecessary computation overhead
is induced, which also destroys previously introduced additional in-
formation regarding the selection of rules in cases of non-functional
TGGs.
The reason why all Divisions, DivHeads, and Secretaries have
been placed in one single equivalence class is that the create pat-
terns between Division and DivHead, Division and Secretary, and
DivHead and Secretary can be found for paths that include Company.
In practice such a path often exists between elements that should not
be processed together (e.g., d1 together with dh2).
Theorem 4 (Congeneric Path Filtering)
Given a TGG = (TG,R) together with its set of rules R. For each rule
r = (L,R), it is sufficient to consider congeneric paths between each pair
of created elements only (if such a path exists).
A congeneric path is a path between two nodes that lies completely in the
right hand side R \ L of r (i.e., consists of create nodes and edges only).
Proof
The same arguments as for Theorem 3 can be applied here. 
Example
Reconsidering the exemplary TGG rule of Fig. 63 the following entries
for PFS are retrieved if congeneric paths are preferred just as stated
in Theorem 4:
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• PFS(Company · splitInto+ · Division) = l
• PFS(Company · splitInto+ · Division · has+ · DivHead) = l
• PFS(Company ·splitInto+ ·Division ·has+ ·DivHead ·worksFor−·
Secretary) = l
• PFS(Company · employs+ · Secretary) = l
• PFS(Company · employs+ · Secretary · worksFor+ · DivHead) = l
• PFS(Company · employs+ · Secretary · worksFor+ · DivHead · has− ·
Division) = l
• PFS(Division · has+ · DivHead) = .=
• PFS(Division · has+ · DivHead · worksFor− · Secretary) = .=
• PFS(Secretary · worksFor+ · DivHead) = .=
All entries via Company have been ignored. Hence, considering the
input model of Fig. 64, the precedence graph will now consist of three
equivalence classes: {comp}, {d1, dh1, s1}, and {d2, dh2, s2}.
12.5 2-pass path filtering
The improvements presented in this chapter so far used the redun-
dancy of paths within a single rule in order to cope with erroneous
cycles in PGS and, furthermore, to enhance information preserving ca-
pabilities and efficiency at runtime. The latter motivation originates
from the knowledge that the costs of matching paths in models grow
polynomially with the length of a path to be matched: Finding all
matches for paths of length 1 (i.e., one edge has to be traversed) in
a model has runtime complexity O(n), where n is the number of ad-
jacent edges of the starting node. With each additional edge that has
to be traversed to match a path, the runtime complexity grows: The
worst-case complexity for evaluating paths of length k in a complete
graph is O(nk). For this reason, it is desired to traverse paths only as
short as possible.
In this section, we will see that TGG rules often provide the same
precedence information between two nodes that can be retrieved from
the precedence graph automatically due to its transitive character. As
a consequence, we will show that it is sufficient to ignore such paths
in the precedence function whose information can be reconstructed
from two or more shorter paths that are also regarded by the prece-
dence function.
Example
Consider the two TGG rules as depicted in Fig. 65 (source domain
parts only).
According to the definitions of the precedence analysis, the prece-
dence function PFS will contain the following entries:
• PFS(Company · splitInto+ · Division) = l
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d:Division
s:splitInto ++
++
c:Company
Rule (a)
s:splitInto
e:Employee
em:employs ++
++
c:Company
d:Division
Rule (b)
Figure 65: Source domain parts of exemplary TGG rules
• PFS(Division · employs+ · Employee) = l
• PFS(Company · splitInto+ · Division · employs+ · Employee) = l
When using this precedence function to build a precedence graph PGS
for a given source domain model an edge will be added between a
Company and each of its Employees. Although this is not false but re-
dundant as each Division depends on its Company and each Employee
depends on its Division (i.e., appropriate edges are contained in PGS).
In practice, when using the precedence graph PGS for determining
an appropriate traversal order, such dependencies do not have to be
recognized: In order to process an Employee its Division and Company
have to be processed first. To process its Division, again, the Company
has to be processed first. Hence, the dependency information is re-
dundant and, therefore, can be safely ignored. This can be achieved
via filtering redundant paths in a second iteration with an already
pre-compiled precedence function PFS. This process is denoted as 2-
pass path filtering.
Theorem 5 (2-Pass Path Filtering)
Given a TGG = (TG,R) together with its appropriate set of rules R. Re-
garding all entries of the same kind (i.e., l or .=) in the derived precedence
function PFS, those entries can be safely removed in a second iteration that
are a sequential composition of two or more other entries.
Proof
Relations lS and
.
=
∗
S are transitive. Therefore, it is sufficient to con-
sider only such paths that cannot be composed from other paths.
Such composed paths do not add any information that cannot be de-
termined by transitively computing precedences between nodes. 
Example
Considering the exemplary set of rules from Fig. 65, the last entry
(i.e., Company · splitInto+ · Division · employs+ · Employee) in PFS is
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a composition of the first two entries. As described above, this entry
can be ignored and, hence, no such path instance has to be searched
in any concrete input model.
12.6 automorphisms in tgg rules
Altogether, these optimizations allow for a more efficient and infor-
mation preserving model transformation with precedence TGGs. This
should significantly improve the applicability of the approaches pre-
sented in this thesis.
Nevertheless, neither optimized precedence TGGs nor the context-
driven approach is capable of handling TGG specifications that con-
tain rules with automorphisms. This sections is intended to draw at-
tention to this fact but will not provide a solution.
Consider a rule such as depicted in Fig. 66(a). Such a rule contains
a symmetric context-pattern where the mirrored parts are not con-
nected directly (cf. Fig. 66(a)).
t1:toB
b:B
t2:toB ++
++
b:B
a:A
(a) Problematic rule fragment
t1:toB
b:B
t2:toB ++
++
b:B
a:A
t3:bToB ++
(b) Unproblematic rule frag-
ment
Figure 66: Problematic and unproblematic rule fragments for context- and
precedence-driven TGG algorithms
Such a pattern states that an instance of type B depends on an-
other instance of type B. Unfortunately, when processing a model
with two instances of type B it is impossible to determine which ele-
ment should be processed first. In the context-driven case, every in-
stance of B demands that all other instances of B (connected to the
same instance of type A) have to be processed first. This directly leads
to a transformation cycle and the algorithm exits (cf. Sect. 4.6) with
an exception. In the precedence-driven case, an instance of the type
path (B · toB− · A · toB+ · B) can be found between any pair of instances
of B and, therefore, a precedence cycle is introduced in PGS as soon as
two or more instances of B are connected to the same instance of A.
Informally, a TGG rule r = (L,R) contains a problematic pattern if
an automorphism h : R→ R exists such that: e ∈ L and h(e) ∈ R \ L.
Luckily, we know that as soon as a direct connection between b1
and b2 exists in the TGG rule (cf. Fig. 66(b)), the problem vanishes for
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both algorithmic approaches:2 In the context-driven case, the opposite
(already processed) instance of any B is now uniquely identifiable (up
to isomorphism). In the precedence-driven case, it is guaranteed in
combination with the improved path considerations of Sect. 12.3 that
appropriate instances of B are only found by searching for instances
of path (B · bToB+ · B). Therefore, precedence cycles in this context can
no longer occur for any input model GS that is a schema-compliant
regarding the TGG (i.e., GS ∈ projS(L(TGG))).
Finally, it is possible to statically check whether such a problematic
pattern has been specified. Hence, users that specified a TGG can be
provided with sophisticated feedback about threatening TGG rules.
2 Note that if mirrored (direct) edges are introduced to the TGG rule the problem still
exists.
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In this chapter, a rule dependency analysis is presented that partially
solves the problem of cross-domain context dependencies caused by
context elements in the domain under construction. As having such
dependencies in a TGG means that this TGG is not locally complete
(cf. Sect. 4.6), providing a solution to this issue improves the expres-
siveness.
Example
Consider the rule specifications of our running example in Chap. 3
(repeated in Fig. 67) and the input graph depicted in Fig. 68.
c:Company
ceo:CEO
h:has
it:ITc2i:C2I
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
Rule (a)
c:Company
a:Admin
h:has
w:worksFor
r:Router
n:Network
c:containso:owns
r:routes
c2i:C2I
a2r:A2R++ ++
++
++++
++
++
++
++
++
ceo:CEO
it:IT
Rule (b)
c:Company
e:Employee
h:has
e:employs
it:IT
p:PC
c:contains
h:hasPC
c2i:C2I
e2p:E2P
++
++
++ ++
++
++
++
ceo:CEO n:Network
Rule (c)
c:Company
e:Employee
h:has
e:employs
it:IT
l:Laptop
c:contains
h:hasLaptop
c2i:C2I
e2l:E2L
++
++
++ ++
++
++
++
ceo:CEO n:Network
Rule (d)
Figure 67: Set of not local complete TGG Rules for the integration
es:Company
andy:CEO
ingo:Admin
marius:Employeetony:Employee
has1:has
worksFor1:worksFor
employs2:employsemploys1:employs
Figure 68: Input graph GS
Algorithm 1 sorts the nodes according to the precedence function
PFS and determines, after transforming nodes es and andy, the set
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readyNodes = {ingo, tony, marius}. If the algorithm randomly de-
cides to transform node ingo first everything will be fine. Unfortu-
nately, if the algorithm picks one of the nodes tony or marius first,
the checks for applicability succeed (i.e., DEC holds as well as both
nodes are locally transformable (cf. Sect. 4.6)), but the actual transfor-
mation will fail as no appropriate context element of type Network
will be found in the target domain. Hence, the decision which node
should be transformed next was not correct based on a local consider-
ation only and, therefore, the local completeness criterion is violated
by this TGG.
In order to cope with this issue, different approaches are possible:
• Compute precedence functions for both source and target do-
mains and check statically whether these functions induce con-
tradictory precedences between related elements.
• Compute a global precedence function that considers not only
source or target domains but all domains at once. Precedences
that are induced just by a single domain are automatically trans-
ferred to all other domains as well.
• Besides precedences, a property named parallel/sequential indepen-
dence [EEPT06, MKR06, MvdSD06] can be statically used to sort
rules (and not elements).
To extend the class of TGGs that can be handled by Algorithm 1, an
additional analysis based on the concept of parallel/sequential indepen-
dence [EEPT06, MKR06, MvdSD06] will be introduced in this chapter
and, finally, the batch algorithm will be extended appropriately.
13.1 rule dependency relation
To handle cross-domain context dependencies, we use the concept
of parallel/sequential independence [EEPT06, MKR06, MvdSD06] to
statically determine which rules depend on other rules. The intuition
is that a rule r2 depends on another rule r1, if r1 creates elements that
r2 requires as context. In other words, the post-condition (right-hand
side of rule r1) is at least partially a pre-condition of rule r2 (left-hand
side) [MKR06].
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Definition 29 (Rule Dependency Relation lR)
Rule r2 = (L2,R2), r2 is sequentially dependent on rule r1 = (L1,R1) iff
a graph D and morphisms f,h exist, such that there exists no morphism g
as depicted below, i.e., at least one element required by r2 (an element in
L2), is created by r1 (this element is in R1 but not in L1).
L1
R1
L2
R2
D
g h
f


The precedence relation lR ⊆ R×R is defined for a given TGG as follows:
r1 lR r2 ⇔ r2 is sequentially dependent on r1.
In practice, lR can be statically calculated by determining all possible
intersections of R1 and L2. If at least one element in an intersection is
not in L1 then r2 is sequentially dependent on r1 (i.e., r1 lR r2).
Example
For the running example, all combinations between the rules of the
TGG have to be analyzed. Starting with Rule (a) and Rule (b) (cf.
Fig. 67), the intersection between the right-hand side of Rule (a) (i.e.,
Ra) and the left-hand side of Rule (b) (i.e., Lb) is computed and de-
picted in Fig. 69.
c:Company
ceo:CEO
h:has
it:ITc2i:C2I ba LR
aL 
Figure 69: Intersection between Ra and Lb
According to Def. 29, two rules are sequentially dependent if the in-
tersection has at least one element that is not in the left-hand sides of
both rules. As Ra ∩ Lb 6⊆ La it is concluded that Rule (a)lR Rule (b).
Next, the dependency between Rules (a) and (c) is considered. The
intersection (cf. Fig. 70) is not empty, while the left-hand side La of
Rule (a) is empty.
As Ra ∩ Lc 6⊆ La it is concluded that Rule (a)lR Rule (c).
A similar result is retrieved for the dependency between Rules (a)
and (d). The corresponding intersection (depicted in Fig. 71)) contains
again the left-hand side Ld as a whole.
As Ra ∩ Ld 6⊆ La it is concluded that Rule (a)lR Rule (d).
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c:Company
ceo:CEO
h:has
it:ITc2i:C2I ca LR
aL 
Figure 70: Intersection between Ra and Lc
c:Company
ceo:CEO
h:has
it:ITc2i:C2I da LR
aL 
Figure 71: Intersection between Ra and Ld
Next, the dependency relationship between Rule (b) and Rule (a) is
analyzed. As the intersection Rb ∩ La = ∅, obviously no element exist
in the intersection which are not in La. Therefore, no entry is added
to relation lR.
To determine the relationship between Rule (b) and Rule (c), the
intersection of Rb and Lc is computed according to Fig. 72.
c:Company
ceo:CEO
h:has
it:ITc2i:C2I
 cb LR
bL
n:Network
Figure 72: Intersection between Rb and Lc
As the element n : Network is not part of the left-hand side Lb of
Rule (b), the entry Rule (b)lR Rule (c) is added.
Considering the relationship between Rules (b) and (d) a similar
intersection is retrieved (cf. Fig. 73).
c:Company
ceo:CEO
h:has
it:ITc2i:C2I
 db LR
bL
n:Network
Figure 73: Intersection between Rb and Ld
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Again, as Lb does not contain element n : Network, it is concluded
that Rule (b)lR Rule (d).
For the rest of the possible entries in relation lR the following
intersections have to be computed: Rc ∩ La, Rc ∩ Lb, Rc ∩ Ld, Rd ∩ La,
Rd ∩ Lb, and Rd ∩ Lc. As all intersections are empty no additional
dependencies can be determined.
Regarding additionally the potential self-dependencies, the inter-
sections Ra ∩ La, Rb ∩ Lb, Rc ∩ Lc, and Rd ∩ Lc are calculated. In all
cases the intersections are equal to the left-hand side of the corre-
sponding rule and, hence, no additional dependencies can be deter-
mined.
Altogether, for the TGG rules of this example (Fig. 67), the follow-
ing pairs of rules constitute lR:
Rule (a)lR Rule (b), Rule (a)lR Rule (c), Rule (a)lR Rule (d),
Rule (b)lR Rule (c), and Rule (b)lR Rule (d).
13.2 the extended control algorithm
Algorithm 1 (cf. Chap. 7) will be extended with an additional state for
determining the appropriate node transformation order based upon
relation lR. Therefore, all nodes that are ready for transformation
are sorted according to the relation lR. This additional step either
optimizes the partial order such that all nodes can be transformed
appropriately or does no harm, meaning that in case where no opti-
mization can be applied the algorithm acts as if the relation lR was
not utilized.1
Algorithm 1 of Chap. 7 has been extended with a command on line (5).
Here, the set readyNodes is sorted according to the partially ordered
relation lR, i.e., the rules that can be used to transform nodes in rea-
dyNodes are determined, sorted according to lR and reflected in rea-
dyNodes. This could be achieved by assigning an integer to each rule
according to the partial order of lR and then selecting the largest
number of all rules that translate n ∈ readyNodes for n. If it is not pos-
sible to sort readyNodes due to cycles in lR, this additional analysis
supplies no further information and readyNodes remains unchanged.
The rest of the algorithm remains as presented in Chap. 7.
Example
To demonstrate the extended algorithm, we apply the same forward
1 In cases of cycles an appropriate heuristics could be to break the cycle arbitrarily and
try to transform the graph. As the cycle already induces problems with the TGG (i.e.,
all elements in readyNodes should be processable regardless of their relative order), it
cannot be guaranteed that the transformation succeeds with or without this sorting.
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Algorithm 3 Precedence TGG Batch Algorithm
1: procedure transform(GS,lR,PFS)
2: PGS ← buildPrecedenceGraph(GS,PFS)
3: while (PGS contains equivalence classes) do
4: readyNodes← all nodes in equiv. classes in PGS
without incoming edges
5: readyNodes← sort readyNodes using lR
6: select first node n from readyNodes
7: transformedNodes← chooseAndApplyRule(n)
8: if transformedNodes 6= ∅ then
9: PGS ← remove all nodes in transformedNodes from PGS
10: else if transformedNodes = ∅ then
11: terminate with exception
12: end if
13: end while
14: return GS ← GC → GT
15: end procedure
transformation for the source graph of our example triple depicted
in Fig. 33. Given as input the source graph GS, the rule dependency
relation lR (depicted as a graph in Fig. 74(b)), and the precedence
function PFS (cf. example for Def. 20). On line (2), the precedence
graph PGS for GS, depicted in Fig. 74(a), is built. PGS is acyclic, hence
the transformation can continue.
es:Company andy:CEO
ingo:Admin marius:Employeetony:Employee
(a)
Rule (a)
Rule (b)
Rule (c)
Rule (d)
(b)
Figure 74: PGS for the input graph (left) and relation lR for all rules (a)–(d)
(right)
On line (4), the set readyNodes is calculated, consisting in this case of
the nodes as and andy from a single equivalence class of PGS. On line
(5), only Rule (a) can be used to transform both nodes and, therefore,
the sorting is trivial. On line (6) es or andy is chosen randomly, and in
either case, the only candidate rule is Rule (a) (Fig. 21), which can be
directly applied on line (7). Again in either case, transformedNodes con-
tains both nodes as Rule (a) transforms es and andy simultaneously.
PGS is updated on line (9) to consist of three unconnected equivalence
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classes ingo, tony, and marius. In the second iteration through the
while-loop, readyNodes contains all these three elements and will be
sorted according to lR on line (5). This time, the sorting reveals that
ingo must be transformed before tony and marius as Rules (c) and (d)
both require a Network as context in the target domain, which can
only be created by applying Rule (b) first, i.e., Rule (b)lR Rule (c),
Rule (b) lR Rule (d) (Fig. 74(b)). The algorithm select the first el-
ement in readyNodes on line (6), which is ingo. Applying Rule (b)
(line (7)) puts ingo in transformedNodes, PGS is updated on line (9) to
now contain only tony and marius. In the third iteration, readyNodes
contains tony and marius, and no sorting is needed as Rules (c) and
(d) do not depend on each other. On line (6) tony could be randomly
selected first and (arbitrarily or via user input) Rule (c) could be cho-
sen to be applied on line (7). After updating PGS only marius remains
untransformed. Similar to the penultimate iteration, Rule (d) could be
selected and applied this time. Updating PGS on line (9) empties the
precedence graph, which terminates the while-loop on line (3). The
created graph triple depicted in Fig. 33 is returned on line (14).
13.3 formal properties
In this section, we prove that our algorithm retains all formal proper-
ties introduced by [Sch95, SK08] (cf. Sect. 4.3).
Theorem 6 Algorithm 3 is correct, complete and efficient for any local
complete TGG.
Proof
Correctness:
Regarding the proof of correctness, the same arguments hold for the
extended algorithm as for Algorithm 1. 
Completeness:
In addition to the proof for completeness for Algorithm 1, further ar-
guments have to be incorporated:
Consider the algorithm with the additional relation lR and, there-
fore, the capability of handling specifications with cross-domain con-
text dependencies as in our running example. We have shown in
Sect. 4 that the algorithm presented in [KLKS10] cannot cope with
such specifications as they violate the local completeness criterion.
We can, hence, conclude that Algorithm 3 is more expressive than the
previous context-driven algorithm as it can handle certain TGGs that
are not local complete. We leave the precise categorization of this new
class of TGGs to future work. 
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Efficiency:
For efficiency considerations the additional line (5) has to be taken
into account. Sorting a finite set of nodes can be achieved with al-
gorithms such as merge sort or heap sort in O(n log(n)), where n
is the number of elements in the set. In the worst-case, this set (i.e.,
readyNodes) contains all nodes of the graph. We assume that retriev-
ing the rules that may transform a certain node is constant (i.e., O(1)).
Hence, sorting readyNodes has an O(n log(n)) complexity. As this
additional effort clearly does not extend the complexity O(nk), the
overall complexity remains the same but of course an additional over-
head has been introduced. 
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In this chapter, a third extension of precedence TGGs will be pre-
sented that employs an additional static analysis. As we have seen in
Parts ii and iii, precedence cycles (i.e., a cyclic precedence graph) in
models which are passed to the algorithm as input cannot be handled.
Hence, the algorithms exit with an appropriate exception before actu-
ally starting the transformation process. From a user point of view, it
seems to be a natural requirement to know if a TGG specification is
potentially unsafe. Unsafe in this regard stands for the potential to ac-
tually process models with precedence cycles that cannot be handled
by the algorithms.
As a consequence, the contribution of this chapter is a static anal-
ysis on the type level, which analyzes a given TGG at compile-time
and determines if precedence cycles may occur in schema-compliant
graphs at runtime. We are focused only on schema-compliant graphs,
and not on the larger set of correctly typed graphs and, therefore,
provide a reliable means for potential threats.
Furthermore, this approach is based upon additional categories of
edge types: inheritance, composition, and aggregation edges. Hence,
this chapter will bring the basic formulation of type graphs of Chap. 3
to a more expressive level, where abstract node types, inheritance
between node types, and containment relations are available.
14.1 extended type graphs and typed graphs
In order to apply the desired analysis, the concept of type and typed
graphs has to be extended with additional features. Type graphs with
inheritance and graph morphisms are defined according to the com-
mon notation presented in [EEPT06]. In addition, the work of Bier-
mann et al. [BET08] served as an inspiration for the definition of
graphs with composition and aggregation relationships.
According to standard UML semantics [OMG11], the following def-
inition introduces abstract types, inheritance between types, aggrega-
tion and composition.
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Definition 30 (Extended Type Graphs)
ET = (TG,AVTG ,NETG , IETG ,CETG ,AETG) is an extended type graph
consisting of a standard type graph TG = (VTG,ETG, sTG, tTG) (cf.
Def. 2) such that
• VTG denotes a set of node types
• ETG a set of edge types and sTG, tTG the source and target functions
• a set AVTG ⊆ VTG of abstract node types
• a set NETG ⊆ ETG of normal edge types
• a set IETG ⊆ ETG of inheritance edge types, where (∀i ∈ IETG : s(i)
is subtype ∧ t(i) is supertype)
• a set CETG ⊆ ETG of composition edge types, where (∀c ∈ CETG :
s(c) is container ∧ t(c) is content)
• a set AETG ⊆ ETG of aggregationa edge types, where (∀a ∈ AETG :
s(a) is container ∧ t(a) is content)
Since edge types can be of four different kinds we define
NETG , IETG ,CETG ,AETG as pairwise disjunct and NETG =
ETG \ {IETG
⋃
CETG
⋃
AETG}.
For each node type nt ∈ VTG the inheritance clan is defined by
clanI(nt) = {nt1 ∈ VTG | ∃ sequence nt1,nt2, . . . ,ntk = nt ∈
VTG ∧ 1 6 i < k : ∃ et ∈ IETG such that s(et) = nti ∧ t(et) =
nti+1}
⋃
{nt} ⊆ VTG. The inheritance clan of a node type nt denotes
a set of node types that are (transitively) all subtypes of nt including the
type itself, i.e., nt ∈ clanI(nt).
a We distinguish between composition and aggregation in order to allow for more so-
phisticated differentiation between two popular kinds of part-whole relationships.
Example
Considering our running example, we extend the metamodel (i.e.,
type graph) of the source domain with additional semantics. The ex-
tended type graph is depicted in Fig. 75: The edge between Company
and Division has been adjusted from a standard edge type to com-
position (filled diamond end). This states according to standard UML
semantics [OMG11] that a Division may never have two or more
Company elements (single parent element), a Civision may never con-
tain itself (directly or transitively), and the deletion of the parental el-
ement also results in the deletion of all children elements. In addition,
the edge between Company and CEO has been changed to aggregation
(empty diamond end) in order to express that a CEO is contained in a
Company but CEOs do not stop existing as soon as a Company vanishes.
Additionally, a Division employs Employees, which are abstract
(italic type name) meaning that in a concrete instance each Employee
is either a Consultant or an Admin. Hence, both types Consultant and
Admin inherit from Employee. Finally, Divisions may be organized in
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Company
Division
Employee
CEO
consistsOf
employs
has
Consultant Admin
organizedIn
Figure 75: Extended type graph of the source domain
an arbitrary number of sub-Divisions as induced by the reflexive
edge at Division.
Next, we define typed graphs with containment, i.e., graphs that
comply to an extended type graph. Since we differentiate in extended
type graphs between different edge kinds, typed graphs have to be
defined with composition and aggregation relations as well.
Definition 31 (Typed Graph with Containment)
Given an extended type graph ET (cf. Def. 30) and a graph G. G is typed
over ET via a clan morphism [EEPT06] type : G → ET iff ∀e ∈ E :
typeE(e) /∈ IETG ∧ typeV(s(e)) ∈ clanI(sT (typeE(e))) ∧ typeV(t(e)) ∈
clanI(tT (typeE(e))).
Containment can be realized via composition or aggregation. Therefore, a
graph with containment owns a distinguished set of composition edges
C = {e ∈ E | typeE(e) ∈ CETG} ⊆ E and a distinguished set of aggre-
gation edges A = {e ∈ E | typeE(e) ∈ AETG} ⊆ E. Containment edges
(i.e., composition and aggregation edges) induce the binary relation directly-
contained: directly-contained = {(x,y) ∈ V × V | ∃ e ∈ A⋃C :
(s(e) = x ∧ t(e) = y)}.
Thus, relation contains denotes the transitive closure of relation
directly-contained. Furthermore, all containment edges must fulfill the
following property:1
(1) Containment cycles are prohibited. Formally, ∀x ∈ V : (x, x) /∈
contains.
Additionally, composition edges must fulfill the following property:
(2) Each content can have at most one container. Formally, e1, e2 ∈ C :
t(e1) = t(e2)⇒ e1 = e2.
Furthermore, we require that:
(3) Abstract types cannot be instantiated. Formally, ∀n ∈ V : typeV(n) /∈
AVTG .
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(4) Inheritance edges cannot be instantiated. Formally, ∀e ∈ E :
typeE(e) /∈ IETG (no inheritance edges).
Example
Extending our running example, the following five TGG rules have to
be considered.
c:Company
ceo:CEO
h:has++
++
++
Rule (a)
d:Division
c:consistsOf++
++
c:Company
Rule (b)
d2:Division
o:organizedIn++
++
d1:Division
Rule (c)
a:Admin
em:employs++
++
d:Division
Rule (d)
a:Admin
em1:employs
++
c:Consultant
em2:employs
++
d:Division
Rule (e)
Figure 76: Extended set of TGG rules (source domain only)
Figure 76 depicts the source domain component of the five rules.
Deriving the precedence function from these rules for the source do-
main, the following entries comprise PFS:
From Rule (a): Company · has+ · CEO and CEO · has− · Company.
From Rule (b): Company · consistsOf+ · Division
From Rule (c): Division · organizedIn+ · Division
From Rule (d): Division · employs+ · Admin
From Rule (e): Division ·employs+·Consultant and Admin ·employs−·
Division · employs+ · Consultant
Note that using inheritance in type graphs introduces new con-
straints on rules and their applications. From now on rules are also
applicable to matches where instances of subclasses of actually re-
ferred elements are found. This means that context elements of a rule
(i.e., nodes in L) are identifiable with instances of subtypes when ap-
plying a rule, while create elements (i.e., nodes in R \ L) have to be
of exactly this type. The latter is especially important for derived op-
erational rules (cf. Def. 13) where create elements are now treated as
context elements but have to be exactly of the specified type and not
of a subtype. Otherwise, the control algorithm may accept a larger
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class of models that are correctly typed, but actually not producible
with the set of rules.
As a consequence, derived precedence information in the prece-
dence function PFS needs to be processed for subclasses as well. This
can be achieved by deriving all combinations of type paths explicitly
and adding them to the precedence function PFS. Thus, all definitions
from Chap. 6 do not have to be changed. Only the process of build-
ing the precedence function PFS has to take the additional inheritance
information into account.
Consider for example a TGG rule that expresses a context relation-
ship between types A and B via edge toB pointing from A to B (i.e.,
an instance of A is required to process an instance of B). Hence, the
precedence function PFS contains an entry PFS(A · toB+ · B) = l.
Furthermore, applying this rule may also accept instances of all sub-
classes of A, which is reflected by additional entries in PFS such that
PFS(A
′ · toB+ · B) = l. Also in cases the metamodel specified also
subclasses for B, the TGG rule would always only create an instance
of B. Consequently, derived operational rules must only process in-
stances of B but not instances of any subclass of B.
14.2 precedence relations on the type level
Analogously to relation lS for a typed graph, we define two other re-
lations lcETS and lETS , which use a previously computed precedence
function PFS for a given TGG to determine the precedences on the
type level.
The first relation is used to collect precedence information only for
containment structures, while the second relation is used to collect all
precedence information. Both relations are necessary to differentiate
in a further step between cycles that are caused only by containment
edges (safe) and cycles that are caused by arbitrary edges (unsafe).
Definition 32 (Relation lcETS on homogenous contains paths)
Given PFS, the precedence function for a given TGG, and an extended
source domain type graph ETS. The precedence relation lcETS ⊆ VETS ×
VETS for the source domain is defined as follows: nlcETS n
′ if there exists
a type path tp ∈ TPathsS (cf. Def. 19) between nodes n and n ′ such that
PFS(tp) = l ∧ ∀ e ∈ tp : e ∈ CEETS ∪AEETS . Such a path is called
homogenous as it traverses containment edges only.
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Definition 33 (Relation lETS on mixed paths)
Given PFS, the precedence function for a given TGG, and an extended
source domain type graph ETS. The precedence relation lETS ⊆ VETS ×
VETS for the source domain is defined as follows: nlETS n ′ if there exists
a type path tp ∈ TPathsS (cf. Def. 19) between nodes n and n ′ such
that PFS(tp) = l and it exists no entry nlcETS n
′. Such a path is called
mixed as it traverses edges regardless of their types (i.e., either composition,
aggregation or normal).
These relations subsume all inherently existing precedence infor-
mation from the set of rules on the type level.
Example
Regarding our running example (cf. type graph of Fig. 75), relation
lcETS consists of the tuple Companyl
c
ETS
Division.
Thus, relation lETS consists of the following tuples
• DivisionlETS Division
• DivisionlETS Admin
• DivisionlETS Consultant
• AdminlETS Consultant
Furthermore, we define an equivalence relation to partition the
node types for the analysis.
Definition 34 (Relation
.
=ETS)
Given PFS, the precedence function for a given TGG, and an extended
source domain type source graph ETS. The symmetric relation
.
=ETS⊆
VETS × VETS for the source domain is defined as follows: n .=ETS n ′ if
there exists a type path tp ∈ TPathsS between nodes n and n ′ such that
PFS(tp) =
.
=.
Definition 35 (Equivalence Relation
.
=
∗
ETS
)
The equivalence relation .=∗ETS is the transitive and reflexive closure of the
symmetric relation .=ETS .
Example
For our example (Fig. 75), the following equivalence classes consti-
tute .=∗ETS : {Company, CEO}, {Division}, {Admin}, {Consultant}.
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Restriction: Containment hierarchies can only be built in a top-down
manner (cf. Fig. 77) without reducing expressiveness. Top-down in
this regard means that either containers have to be already trans-
formed and, therefore, are used as context to append contents, or
are created together by the same rule.
c1:Container
c2:Containee
++
++
++
c1:Container
c2:Containee
++
++
++
c2:Containee
++
++
c2:Containee
++
++
c1:Container c1:Container
(a) Allowed TGG rule fragments (source or target domain)
c1:Container
c2:Containee
++
++
c1:Container
c2:Containee
++
++
(b) Disallowed TGG rule fragments
(source or target domain)
Figure 77: Allowed and disallowed rule fragments for building a contain-
ment hierarchy
This is necessary as containment edges should be reliably ignored
for statically analyzing TGG specification.
Definition 36 (Type Precedence Graph PGETS)
The type precedence graph PGETS for a given source type graph ETS is a
graph constructed as follows:
(i) The equivalence relation .=∗ETS is used to partition VETS into equiva-
lence classes EQ1, . . . , EQn which serve as the nodes of PGS, i.e., VPGETS :=
{EQ1, . . . , EQn}.
(ii) The edges in PGS are defined as follows: EPGETS := {e | s(e) =
EQi, t(e) = EQj : ∃ ni ∈ EQi,nj ∈ EQj with (ni lcETS nj)∨ (ni lETS
nj)}.
Remark: PGETS defines a partial order over equivalence classes. This
is a direct consequence of Def. 36.
Example
Consider the type graph ETS, depicted in Fig. 75. The type precedence
graph is depicted in Fig. 78 with equivalence classes in dashed lines.
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Company CEO
Division
Consultant
Admin
Figure 78: Type precedence graph PGETS
14.3 analyzing the tgg specification
In order to use relations lETS and lcETS for static analysis purposes,
we show that there is a special connection between the precedence
graphs on the type and on the instance level. The idea is to show that
if the precedences between types have only containment cycles (i.e.,
PGETS is acyclic for all mixed paths), we know that all instance graphs
will never have any visiting order cycles and, hence, any precedence
graph PGS will be acyclic.
The motivation behind this is that whenever cyclic precedences on
a type level exist, it cannot be guaranteed that actual model transfor-
mation processes may never be blocked due to cyclic dependencies.2
For this reason, this static analysis helps users to specify only those
TGGs that do not have such cycles at all and, hence, an actual model
transformation of a correct will never be blocked due to cyclic depen-
dencies.
For a given precedence function PFS without specification errors
(i.e., no entry is mapped to ··) and type graph ETS the following
theorem states the desired aspect.
Theorem 7
The precedence graph PGS is acyclic for any graph GS typed over ETS, if
the precedence graph on the type level PGETS is acyclic for mixed paths of
normal and containment edges.
Proof
Consider a graph GS and a type graph ETS, where GS is typed over
ETS (i.e., GS → ETS). Informally, we show that when PGS is cyclic
2 This is true for context-driven transformation concepts as well as for the here pre-
sented precedence-driven transformation concept.
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then PGETS is also cyclic. By proving this, we indirectly show that
a precedence graph with containment cycles on the type level only
guarantees that all precedence graphs on the instance level are acyclic.
Furthermore, consider we computed a cyclic precedence graph PGS
for graph GS. PGS has a cycle of arbitrary length starting and ending
at the equivalence class of node n. As PGS contains only such edges
that denote a path p in GS whose type path tp exists in TPathsS (cf.
Def. 25), we conclude that the type of every edge in the denoted path
in PGS is also part of a path on type level in PGETS .
PGETS either consists of edges denoting homogeneous containment
paths (i.e., homogeneous aggregation, composition or mixed aggrega-
tion and composition paths) or of edges denoting mixed paths. As a
consequence, it is obvious that cycles along mixed edges in PGETS re-
flect only such cycles that may really occur in graphs. This is true for
two reasons: (1) Aggregation and composition cycles are prohibited
on the instance level (cf. Def. 31) and (2) by restricting rules to build
containment hierarchies in a top-down manner only, it is assured that
every containment cycle complies to a precedence cycle.
Consequently, the assumed precedence cycle in PGS consists of at least
one edge e of edge type et ∈ NETG , which implies that the precedence
graph on the type level PGETS also contains a mixed cyclic path. Oth-
erwise, GS is not correctly typed over ETS (cf. Def. 31).
This directly leads to the fact that a sequence in PGETS from and to nt
exists with nt ∈ clanI(typeV(n))
And the conclusion is that if no such sequence exists in PGETS it is
guaranteed that no cyclic sequence in PGS exists either. 
Example
Regarding the running example, a self-reflexive cycle exists at the
type Division. This is because in Rule (c) (cf. Fig. 76) a Division is
attached to an already existing Division. In practice, the type graph
allows for cyclic organization of Divisions and, hence, accepts such
cycles as input models. Unfortunately, the precedence-driven algo-
rithms (cf. Chap. 7 and 10) reject such an input model as its prece-
dence graph PGS would be cyclic. But context-driven algorithms such
as [KLKS10] (cf. Sect. 4.6) can neither cope with such a cyclic depen-
dency: context elements have to be transformed first and, therefore,
the algorithm terminates with an exception. The solution would be
either to eliminate Rule (c) and, therefore, reduce the size of the pro-
cessable models (decrease the expressiveness) or to adjust the type of
the edge from and to type Division to aggregation or composition.3
Having done this, the type precedence graph PGETS has only a cycle
3 Of course, users may also ignore such a warning if they are sure that no cyclic model
will ever be passed to the algorithm.
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of homogenous containment edges, and, therefore, guarantees that
no cycle may exist on the instance level.
14.4 comparison with critical pair analysis
Static analysis and quality assurance of integration specifications are
still an open issue. Recently, static analysis for TGG specifications
is considered in [EEHP09, HEGO10, EHGB12]. Static analysis based
upon precedence relations, as presented here, derives the needed de-
pendency relationships between node types based on the inspection
of occurrences of the regarded types in all TGG rules.
Critical pair analysis (CPA), on the other hand, is applied to spec-
ifications and computes dependency relationships between pairs of
rules based on the occurrences of all types of graph elements in the
regarded rules [EGLT11] and, therefore, accordingly may result in
a translation dead-end. Transformation algorithms such as [BTS00]
use CPA to postpone critical rule applications in order to reduce the
depth of potentially necessary backtracking. This idea significantly
improves the efficiency of translation algorithms based on backtrack-
ing.
Our work is complementary to this approach since CPA does not
consider ways to compute a reasonable translation order with an ap-
propriate starting point, while static analyses based on precedence re-
lations do not regard potential rule application errors. Thus, the here
presented static analysis and CPA complement each other and may
be used for rather different purposes: static analysis based on prece-
dence relations allows one to reduce the set of processable nodes,
whereas CPA allows one to reduce the set of potentially applicable
rules. For this reason, static analysis based on precedence relations
can be used to efficiently identify such a translation order and, thus,
it improves efficiency even more.
In addition, critical pair analysis reveals pairs of rules that may
translate a node with (at least) two rules. Our TGG approach over-
comes this problem as long as the competing rules are applied to
the same elements [KLKS10] (cf. Sect. 4.6), which means that the pre-
sented TGG approach allows for non-functional rule specifications,
which cannot be handled by CPA.
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E VA L U AT I O N O F T H E E X T E N S I O N S F O R
P R E C E D E N C E T G G S
In this part, three extensions for precedence TGGs have been pre-
sented. With a sophisticated path filtering approach (cf. Chap 12), a
rule dependency analysis (cf. Chap. 13), and a precedence analysis
on the type level (cf. Chap. 14) we achieved the following:
• Improved efficiency and information preservation: By consid-
ering a reduced number of paths at runtime, we improved the
efficiency and information preserving capabilities of the batch
and incremental algorithm.
• Improved expressiveness (i): In addition, considering a reduced
number of paths provably enhances the expressiveness of prece-
dence TGGs.
• Improved expressiveness (ii): Thus, expressiveness could be ex-
tended even further by employing an additional relation on rules
that allows for selecting an appropriate element in cases where
more than one element is available.
• Improved static analysis: Finally, with an extended precedence
analysis on the type level, we presented a way to test TGG speci-
fications for potential precedence cycles.
An interesting question for future work is, how path filtering can be
used to avoid cycles on a (type) graph level or conflicts between path
mappings in the precedence functions. Therefore, we have to inves-
tigate if path filtering should prefer longer paths instead of shorter
paths in some situations to avoid precedence conflicts and/or cy-
cles, without compromising the guaranteed formal properties of the
precedence-driven algorithms.
Regarding the rule dependency analysis, we have to admit that
this approach cannot solve all local completeness problems. As soon
as attributes and other constraints come into play, which introduce
additional constraints to the matching process, new sources for local
completeness conflicts arise. Since checking for DEC (cf. Sect. 4.6) as
well as our relation lR relies on type information only, conflicts be-
tween attribute values cannot be considered. From a practical point
of view, it would probably too much effort to implement both, rule
dependency and precedence analyses. Therefore, presenting the rule
dependency analysis was intended to show that other techniques also
exist that cope with dependencies.

Part V
I M P L E M E N TAT I O N
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The following chapters present implementation details regarding dif-
ferent aspects of a TGG implementation. In Chap. 16, we start with a
brief introduction to our tool eMoflon and the graph transformation
approach of Story Driven Modeling (SDM) as this is used to specify
the TGG transformation algorithm as well as the TGG rule derivation
process.
In a second step (cf. Chap. 17), we discuss how the context-driven
TGG control algorithm of [KLKS10] has been implemented and how
it performs. Finally, we discuss in Chap. 18 how the TGG rule to oper-
ational rule derivation process according to Def. 13 has been realized.
Both components have been implemented by using SDM (and a small
portion of hand-written code).
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I N T R O D U C T I O N T O e M o f l o n
The whole implementation has been realized with the meta-CASE
tool eMoflon.1 eMoflon has been developed by the Real-Time Systems
Lab at the Technische Universität Darmstadt since the beginning of
2011 [ALPS11, ALS12]. The tool is conceptually based upon its pre-
decessor MOFLON [AKRS06, KKS07, AKK+08, KRS09] but uses a
different technological foundation:
• Instead of MOF a subset named Ecore is supported only. This
allowed for an efficient integration into the de-facto standard de-
velopment environment Eclipse.
• Furthermore, as a user interface, an addin for the Enterprise Ar-
chitect (EA) offered by Sparx Systems has been programmed,
which enables users to comfortably define metamodels, graph
transformations and TGGs in a well-tested and mature modeling
tool.
The overall architecture and design decisions have been discussed
in [ALPS11]. Fig. 79 depicts the basic components of eMoflon and
their relationships.
The upper part denotes the graphical user interface provided by
the EA addin. The lower left part shows how metamodels and other
specifications are processed with different code generators and com-
pilers. Finally, the lower right part mentions some components pro-
vided on top of the compiled Java code. Such components include a
supporting framework for user assistance (e.g., logging and wizards)
or a frontend for running TGG integrations.
16.1 story driven modeling
The meta-CASE tool eMoflon uses three different metamodeling tech-
nologies: (i) It is possible to specify Ecore metamodels to establish
domain-specific languages (i.e., their static semantics). (ii) Unidirec-
tional graph transformations can be used to specify the behavior of
elements by means of method implementations (i.e., their dynamic
semantics). (iii) Bidirectional graph transformation (i.e., TGGs) can
be used to specify an integration between different metamodels. All
these components are further used as a source for generating Java
1 eMoflon can be downloaded from www.emoflon.org together with an extensive tu-
torial and exemplary application data.
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Class Diagrams
(CD)
Graph Transformations
 (SDMs)
Triple Graph Grammars
(TGGs)
Export/Import for EMOF (Ecore)
eMoflon Frontend (Enterprise Architect)
XMI
TGG
XMI
CD + SDM
eMoflon IDE (Set of Eclipse Plugins) 
Core UI
CD
EMF
TGG
EMF
SDM
EMF
Fujaba
CodeGen2
(EMF Templates)
EMF
CodeGen
TGG
Compiler
EMF2Fujaba
Compiler
Co
de
 M
er
ge
r
CD
Fujaba
SDM
Fujaba
java
Model Browser
Integrator
Wizards
Help/Logging
Data 
Rep
EA
Model Loader
SDM
EMF
.java
.java
Figure 79: System overview of eMoflon [ALPS11]
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code in order to actually execute the specification. In the following,
we will have a closer look at specifying the behavior as this has been
used to define large parts of eMoflon itself. This concept is referenced
as bootstrapping.
eMoflon uses the approach of Story Driven Modeling (SDM), which
is a composition of declarative graph transformations and imperative
control flow definitions [FNTZ00, vDRH+11]. It is, therefore, possi-
ble to define the behavior of a method via expressing model mod-
ifications with standard graph transformation rules as presented in
Chap. 3 and additionally embed these rules in control flow elements
which support statements, loops and conditions. Figure 80 depicts
such a control flow.
Bo x::toS tring  (help er: L earni ngBo xUtil): ESt ring
Fo rAllPa rtitio ns
 
 
 
thi s: Box
pa rtition : Partition
Fo rAllCa rds
 
 
 pa rtition : Partition
card: Ca rd
pri ntCard
 
 
 
he lper.g etStringRe p()
[En d]
[Ea ch T ime]
[En d]
+ca rdCo ntain er
+ca rd
[Ea ch T ime]
+b ox
+co ntain edPartitio n
Figure 80: SDM control flow specification with loops
The method entry on top is depicted by a filled black circle. From
this element, an edge goes to a double black-bordered box, which
denotes a for-loop. This loop iterates over all partitions of a given
box. For each iteration, another for-loop is started iterating over all
cards of a partition. The empty box printCard denotes an omitted
graph transformation which is not displayed to improve readability.
Having iterated over all partitions, the method terminates with the
bordered black dot in the upper right quarter of Fig. 80.
Another control flow component is depicted in Fig. 81. Here, a
method starts checking if the attribute back of a card object has been
set to the value of guessed. If this is not the case, the control flow
follows the edge annotated with Failure. If the values are equal, the
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control flow follows the edge annotated with Success and triggers
the next condition checking.
Pa rtition ::che ck (ca rd: Card, guessed: EStrin g): EBoole an
CheckIfGuessIsCorrect
 
 
 
card: Ca rd
back==guessed
pe nalize Card
 
 
 
pro mote Card
 
 
 
fal se
tru e
IsFastCard?
 
 
 fastCard: FastCard :=
card
pro mote FastCard
 
 
 
[Success]
[Fa ilure ]
[Success]
[Fa ilure ]
Figure 81: SDM control flow specification with conditions
So far, no actual model transformation rule has been presented.
Hence, Fig. 82 depicts a rule that moves a FastCard from a Partition
to another Partition and, therefore, denotes an actual model trans-
formation.
this: Partition
fastcard: FastCard
box: Box
lastPartition:
Partitionnext: Partition
+card
<<create>>
+cardContainer +cardContainer
<<destroy>>
+card
+next
+box
+containedPartition
+box
+containedPartition
Figure 82: SDM model transformation pattern
The rule expects the objects fastcard and this, which denotes the
Partition in which this method is executed, to be already found
(thick bordered). The objects box and lastPartition are searched.
The crossed-out object to the left represents a so-called Negative Ap-
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plication Condition (NAC). Such a NAC is used to state that a certain
condition must not hold in order to apply the overall rule. There-
fore, if all elements are found, two changes are applied to the model:
(i) A new connection between lastPartition and fastcard is estab-
lished (green edge with «create» markup). (ii) An existing connec-
tion between this and fastcard will be removed (red edge with
«destroy» markup). Furthermore, it is possible to create and delete
objects and to adjust attribute values (not shown here).
16.2 the added value of graph transformations
Graph transformation has been a research topic for a long time. For
about 30 to 40 years, graph transformation approaches have been
developed and improved. Typically, two arguments are used to em-
phasize the benefits of graph transformation: (i) The level of abstrac-
tion is considerably higher than compared to a standard general pur-
pose programming language implementation and (ii) due to a graph-
ical representation, these specifications are easy to read and under-
stand [BWW11].
Nevertheless, it seems that graph transformations are rarely used
in real-world application scenarios. The question why this is the case
has been researched by Buchmann et al. [BWW11] exemplary on a ba-
sis of two large programs, implemented with graph transformations
(in both cases SDM was used). They discovered that graph transfor-
mation in large projects are often used to express small (trivial) model
modifications in highly procedural processes. Together with concise
metrics, they deduced that model transformation seems to be more
or less standard Java programming on a higher-level only.
In the following discussions, we will use these metrics to check
whether our implementation is also programming on higher-level or
if we were able to actually use graph transformations.
Of course, these findings are sobering. But from our point of view,
the use of graph transformation to implement eMoflon was the right
choice for the following reasons:
• Structural and behavioral specifications can be reviewed and ed-
ited in one place. Typically, users have to edit class diagrams
(structural specifications) independently from behavioral speci-
fications (i.e., source code). With our approach, we are able to
significantly reduce the number of program switches and, hence,
increase productivity.
• The whole model-driven specification is a good documentation.
Regardless of technical details, the documentation can be under-
stood and this documentation focuses on relevant aspects only.
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• Introducing new aspects to existing models (either structural or
behavioral) can be achieved easily as our user interface in EA
supports the reuse of existing elements.
• Using graph transformation demands for a certain amount of dis-
cipline. Methods have to be concisely structured and data struc-
tures must be set up appropriately. These imperatives increase
the quality of the resulting code artifacts because common con-
cepts are used frequently and, therefore, improve understand-
ability and maintainability.
Altogether, graph transformation seems to be the right choice for
implementing complex data manipulation programs as long as these
data structures have a graph-like structure. Of course it is neces-
sary to provide engineers with fall-back solutions to embed hand-
written code for such cases where graph transformations can hardly
be used (e.g., establishing a connection to a database). Nevertheless,
if you have the opportunity (as we had) to use graphs as basic data
structures it is definitely possible to intensively and productively use
graph transformations for implementing large projects. And finally,
we will see in our bootstrap chapter (cf. Chap. 18) that the criticism,
model transformations are used for almost trivial (i.e., small) patterns
only, is not true for all application scenarios.
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T G G C O N T R O L A L G O R I T H M
In this chapter, the implementation with model transformations of the
context-driven control algorithm of [KLKS10] is presented. This algo-
rithm, as presented in Sect. 4.6, operates in different phases. To regard
readability and space consumption we selected three major steps in
the algorithm to highlight how the implementation with SDM of the
algorithm looks like: (i) The overall transformation process is started,
which invokes a transformation on each untransformed node in the
input model. (ii) Processing each untransformed element recursively
transforms all potentially required context nodes. (iii) When all con-
text elements have been processed, a rule to transform the regarded
node has to be selected and applied.
17.1 sdm specification
Step (i): The algorithm of [KLKS10] supports batch model transfor-
mations. The basic idea of this algorithm is to process an input model
in a context-driven manner. Therefore, the overall process of the algo-
rithm starts randomly selecting one node of the input model and
transforms this node via calling method translate(element). Fig-
ure 83 depicts this process. Here, after an initialization phase, where
basic preconditions are checked, a for-loop iterates over all untrans-
formed elements.1 The algorithm itself is represented by a Translator
instance that maintains two sets of elements: a set of processed nodes
and a set of unprocessed nodes. The crossed-out connection between
this and element denotes that the for-loop only iterates over ele-
ments that are not in the set of processed nodes. Every time such an
element is encountered, method translate(element) is called. The
for-loop iterates once over all unprocessed nodes. This is sufficient as
the algorithm recursively calls translate(element) for every element
that is supposed to be processed in order to translate the recent node.
Step (ii): The actual transformation process takes place in method
translate(EObject), depicted in Fig. 84. After checking certain pa-
rameters, a set of candidate rules is retrieved. This set denotes all
rules that are on a type level applicable to the element given as an
argument to this method. Unfortunately, this does not yet guarantee
1 Note that in the algorithm implementation the term “translate” was chosen instead
of “transform”. We decided not to adjust the SDM specification but to use these
terms synonymously in this chapter.
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for all untranslated nodes
this: Translator
element: EObject
init
translate element
this.translate(element)
check configurator
create default
configurator
error handling
this.errorHandling()
[End]
[Each Time]
+unprocessedNodes
+processedNodes
[Success]
[ Failure]
Figure 83: The outer transformation loop of the TGG control algorithm
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that the node is actually processable by this rule. Hence, further ac-
tions have to be applied (i.e., match completion, DEC check, context
element transformation). Especially the context element transforma-
tion is interesting as it denotes the starting point of the recursive
transformation process.
could at least one core
match be found?
... translate context elements
does DEC hold?
add opposite edges
helper.addOppositeEdges(match)
protocol
protocol
protocol
check DEC
this.checkDEC(candidateProtocol,element,match)
add to appropriate rules
for all candidates
prepare
appropriateRules
protocol
for each core match ...
process context node
this.translate(contextElement)
protocol
is node processed?
this.isNodeProcessed(contextElement)
check if a toBeTranslatedElement is already
processed
this.isToBeTranslatedElementProcessed(match)
[Success]
[Failure]
[Success]
[End]
[Each Time]
[Failure]
[Each Time]
[Failure]
[Failure]
[Success] [Each Time]
[End]
[Success]
[End]
Figure 84: Transformation process of a single model element with recursive
context transformation
Step (iii): When all context elements have been transformed, method
collectAppropriateRules() (depicted in Fig. 85) is invoked, where
the current element shall be transformed. This method works with the
set of previously determined candidate rules. Each time, the method
tries to complete the match not only in the input but also output do-
main and correspondence domain. If such a match could be found,
the control algorithm checks whether (negative) application condi-
tions and constraints are fulfilled and if this is the case, the rule is
actually applied. If this is not the case, the algorithm checks whether
another match exists that can be used, or if another rule is applicable
to to this element.
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update opposite root
this.updateOppositeRoot(performRuleResult)
if rule is applicable, apply
determine candidate rules
update collection
this.updateProcessedSets(performRuleResult)
update correspondence root
this.updateCorrespondenceRoot(performRuleResult)
prepare forbid cycle
protocolprotocol
for each appropriate rule ...
collect  appropriate  rules 
is there at least one appropriate rule?
handle error
this.handleNoAppropriateRulesError(element)
create perform operation successful for protocol
this.fillProtocol(performRuleResult,performOperationSuccessful)
protocol
for each match ...
protocol
[End]
[End]
[Each Time]
[End]
[Success]
[Failure][Each Time]
[Success]
[Failure]
[Success]
[Failure]
Figure 85: Collecting appropriate rules and applying a rule to a model ele-
ment
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If one rule could be applied, all corresponding sets have to be up-
dated and the algorithm may safely quit this transformation step. The
outer loop (cf. Fig. 83) now carries on selecting unprocessed nodes
and repeats the transformation process from (i).
17.2 runtime evaluation
Benchmarking model transformations has already been subject of
publications such as [VSV05, GK07]. Typically one or more exem-
plary scenarios are selected to measure the runtime complexity of the
transformation approach compared to the size of the input model.
This exactly is what we are going to do in this section as well. Please
note that our small benchmark is by no means complete or claims to
be a representative of practical TGGs. This benchmark is intended to
provide us with a feeling of how model transformations with TGGs
perform.
The TGG which was used in this benchmark consists of four TGG
rules depicted in Fig. 86 and an appropriate type graph triple (not
depicted).
c:Company
ceo:CEO
h:has
it:ITc2i:C2I
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
Rule (a)
c:Company
a:Admin
h:has
w:worksFor
r:Router
n:Network
c:containso:owns
r:routes
c2i:C2I
a2r:A2R++ ++
++
++++
++
++
++
++
++
ceo:CEO
it:IT
Rule (b)
c:Company
e:Employee
h:has
em:employs
it:IT
p:PC
h:hasPC
c2i:C2I
e2p:E2P
++
++
++ ++
++
++
++
ceo:CEO
w:worksFor
r:Router
n:Network
c:containso:owns
r:routes
a2r:A2R
s:supports
++
a:Admin
Rule (c)
c:Company
e:Employee
h:has
em:employs
it:IT
l:Laptop
h:hasLaptop
c2i:C2I
e2l:E2L
++
++ ++
++
++
++
ceo:CEO
w:worksFor
r:Router
n:Network
c:containso:owns
r:routes
a2r:A2R
++ s:supports
++
a:Admin
Rule (d)
Figure 86: Set of TGG Rules used for the evaluation of the TGG control
algorithm
These four rules build up an integrated company and IT struc-
ture simultaneously. Rule (a) creates the root elements of the mod-
els (a Company with a CEO and a corresponding IT), while Rule (b)
appends additional elements (an Admin and a corresponding Router
with the controlled Network). Rules (c) and (d) extend the models
with an Employee, who can choose a PC or a Laptop. Rules (c) and (d)
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denote the non-functional part of our TGG specification as here dif-
ferent rules are applicable to the same element.
In the following we will discuss how the previously described im-
plementation of the context-driven TGG approach behaves in combi-
nation with the rules depicted above. The expected result is that the
runtime grows polynomially with nk as an upper bound. All perfor-
mance tests have been applied on randomly created input Company
models of a specific size. This random model generation process and
the actual benchmark were achieved by using the model benchmark-
ing framework of [HLG+12]. The algorithm was tested in a black-box
manner: The input model is passed to the algorithm, which initial-
izes helper data structures and wrappers, and then applies the actual
model transformation. Hence, this initialization time is also part of
our measured times. All tests have been repeated for 20 times with
each input model on a Dual-Core Pentium E6750@2.66GHz with 8GB
of RAM. The 64bit virtual machine used was configured with 2GB of
heap space. Figure 87 depicts the retrieved results.
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Figure 87: Measured vs. worst-case runtime complexity of integrating in-
stances of the running example with different model sizes
The depicted measured values represent the median runtime of 20
test runs per model size (except for 10,000 and 11,000 elements as
these model sizes caused a memory out of bounds exception as de-
scribed below). We selected the median as it is more robust regarding
extreme values. Nevertheless, these values are still covered by the in-
terval around each data point.
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The graph depicts next to the measured runtime values a curve of
the expected worst-case complexity. As our TGG rules (cf. Fig. 86)
specify patterns where at most three elements have to be matched,
the expected worst-case complexity is denoted by O(n3). This curve
was scaled by multiplying 10−9 to fit into the same scale with the
measured results without compromising its characteristics.
Regarding Fig. 87 we can clearly see that the measured results are
all equal or below the expected worst-case complexity. As a conclu-
sion, we can clearly say that the implementation behaves as expected.
At least this is true until a cumulative number of about 180,000 el-
ements have been loaded into memory in total. As we repeated our
benchmark 20 times for each model size, this effect did not appear un-
til we reached the model with 10,000 elements. Benchmark runs 1 to
18 could be performed within about 180 seconds, while runs 19 and
20 run with a duration of about 1,000 seconds (note that the model
didn’t change!). A similar behavior could be observed for benchmarks
with a model of size 11,000. This time, the runtime explosion already
happened after 16 runs. Runs 1 to 16 could be accomplished within
about 360 seconds, while runs 17 to 20 required from 1,000 to 2,000
seconds. Obviously, some memory leak has been discovered which
forces the virtual machine to run the garbage collector. This definitely
needs further investigation. Finally, a benchmark run with 20,000 el-
ements emphasized this finding, as the runtime explosion could be
determined already after 9 runs.
17.3 evaluation of our implementation
The algorithm implemented in our tool eMoflon has been formally de-
veloped and proven first and was implemented afterwards. This con-
sequent use of formalisms helped us understanding the algorithm.
Furthermore, the use of graph transformations increased the level
of documentation massively (compared to the preceding algorithm
implementation) as now, for the very first time, documentation and
implementation have been achieved in one step. Typical agile devel-
opment practices such as pair programming (or in this case “pair
modeling”) additionally helped to improve efficiency and quality of
the developed product.
The following Figs. 88 and 89 compare our TGG control algorithm
implementation with two exemplary programs of [BWW11]. These
two exemplary implementations are a version control system (left-
hand side) and the implementation of a code generator for SDM
specifications named Codegen2 [GSR05] (center). Figure 88 provides
values regarding the size of the modeled programs considering prop-
erties such as the number of packages, classes and the overall number
of variables in SDMs.
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Model element Specification #1 Specification #2 TGG algorithm
Number of Packages 68 18 20
Total number of Classes 175 162 121
Number of abstract Classes 18 28 13
Number of Interfaces 32 10 0
Total number of Attributes 177 181 81
Total number of Methods 650 443 45
Number of Generalizations 220 247 69
Number of Associations 148 166 180
Number of Story Diagrams 540 339 13
Number of Story Patterns 988 850 94
Total number of Objects 1688 1997 260
Number of Negative Objects 42 22 3
Number of Set Objects 25 9 0
Total number of Links 725 1121 168
Total number of Paths 13 7 0
Number of Statement Activities 264 64 22
Number of Collab Calls 1183 711 0
Number of ForEach Activities 27 88 23
Figure 88: Comparison of general values of exemplary SDM implementa-
tions according to [BWW11] and of our algorithm implementa-
tion
The most significant ratios are computed in Fig. 89.
Significant numbers Specification #1 Specification #2 TGG algorithm
Classes per Package 2.57 9.00 6.05
Attributes per Class 1.01 1.12 0.67
Methods per Class 3.71 2.73 0.37
Patterns per Story Diagram 1.83 2.51 7.23
Objects per Pattern 1.71 2.35 2.77
Links per Pattern 0.73 1.32 1.79
Statement Activities per Story D. 0.27 0.08 1.69
Collab Calls per Story Pattern 1.20 0.84 0.00
Collab Calls per Story Diagram 2.19 2.10 0.00
Figure 89: Comparison of computed ratios of exemplary SDM implementa-
tions according to [BWW11] and of our algorithm implementa-
tion
Considering the exemplary implementations, we can see that in av-
erage one attribute exists per class and each class has about three
methods. Regarding the complexity of modeled method implemen-
tations with SDM, we found that 1.83 and respectively, 2.51 patterns
exist in average per method. Furthermore, in each of these patterns
consists of 1.71, respectively 2.35 object variables and 0.73 / 1.32 link
variables. This means that these patterns are typically small and only
weakly interconnected (i.e., only few edges are used within the pat-
tern). Interesting values are the numbers of collab calls and statement
activities as they both denote a fallback solution for using Java inside
a model transformation. These values are indicators of how frequent
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Java code has been called and, therefore, only control flow has been
modeled.
Regarding our algorithm implementation the overall size of the
specification cannot be compared to the size of the exemplary projects
as the exemplary projects are built of more packages and classes
but interesting values can, nevertheless, be aggregated. Consider the
value for patterns per story diagram: 7.23. This value is more than
three-times higher than the values of the exemplary projects and rep-
resents the complexity of the control flow within method implemen-
tations. The number of objects per pattern is comparable to the other
implementations with about 2.76. Interesting to see is that the number
of links (i.e., edges) per pattern (1.79) is significantly higher, which
means that our specified patterns are more connected. Finally, con-
sider the values for statement activities and collab calls. As we do not
support collab calls in eMoflon, fallback solutions have to be modeled
via statement activities. Interpreting these values all overall, it seems
that using model transformation and SDM in special for modeling
the behavior of a control algorithm is a suitable approach. This is es-
pecially interesting if we reconsider the fact that SDM is intended to
be used to specify model transformations and not control algorithms
for model transformations.
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O P E R AT I O N A L R U L E D E R I VAT I O N
As explained previously, the main components of a TGG implementa-
tion are (i) a given TGG specification, (ii) a control algorithm and (iii)
a compiler for deriving operational rules (i.e., unidirectional model
transformations). This chapter describes how such operational rules
can be derived with model transformations as implemented in our
tool eMoflon.
18.1 sdm specification
The formal theory of deriving operational rules from TGG rules has
been discussed and expanded in Sect. 4.1 and Sect. 9.2. In the follow-
ing this process is presented for deriving a forward rule from a given
TGG rule.
The overall process is depicted in Fig. 90. Deriving operational
rules requires processing all specified TGG rules, which is achieved
by iterating over all TGG rules. The first loop produces rule specific
transformation actions which will be applied when a certain context
defined by the TGG rule has been successfully matched. The second
loop iterates over all object variables within the given TGG and gen-
erates variable specific operational rule parts. An object variable
(short OV) represents any element in a rule that represents a typed
element of a pattern to be matched (i.e., a node).
A restriction of the original publication of [KLKS10] was that only
one create element was allowed per domain and rule. Otherwise it
was unclear how to apply the same rule to transform different ele-
ments. Our solution to this issue was to derive a bunch of different
operational rules: one per create element per TGG rule. The benefit
is that each of these derived rules will apply the same action to the
graph triple, but starts the actual pattern matching process at differ-
ent elements. Once, the context has been matched successfully, the
rest of the operational rules, i.e., actually applying the model trans-
formation is identical. Hence, this starting element denotes the point
of variation regarding the different operational rules per TGG rule.
Considering again the method depicted in Fig. 90, the derivation
process checks whether a forward or backward transformation has
to be derived. If the OV under consideration is placed in the source
domain then a forward transformation has to be derived and vice
versa. At next, a so-called pattern for the DEC check is computed
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Figure 90: Overall compilation process of deriving operational rules from
TGG rules
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which is necessary discover dangling edges at runtime. If the OV does
not represent a created element in the TGG rule, the loop skips this
OV. Otherwise, an appropriate operational rule has to be derived.
Figure 91 depicts the actual deriving process. This process starts
with an initialization phase where technical details such as creating
eOperations, adding appropriate parameters and some more are per-
formed. Next, the correct entry node is set and afterwards the original
TGG rule is cloned. This is a sufficient intermediate step as now only
all created elements of one domain (e.g., the source domain if a for-
ward rule is derived) have to be set to context, which means they have
to be matched. Setting the entry node is necessary to define in the de-
rived operational rule which element is already found and, hence, the
starting point for the matching process of this rule.
create eOperations
clone rule as basis for operational rules
match required context
create operational rules
embed perform
util.embedSDMInEAnnotation(performActivity,performAnnotation)
embed isAppropriate
util.embedSDMInEAnnotation(isAppropriateActivity,isAppropriateAnnotation)
set entry node
Reset entry node
analyzepropagate parameters
prepare
add match as parameter
[Failure]
[Success]
[End]
Figure 91: Process of parsing each TGG rule
The process of creating the perform operation is depicted in Fig. 92.
Here, a loop iterates over all OVs of a previously cloned rule. When-
ever an OV of the input domain is encountered, this OV has to be stored
as an required element. Additionally, if this OV was set to create, this
has to be adjusted to context. Next, a further loop iterates over all
link variables (LVs), which denote variables eReferences within
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TGG rules. Here, basically the same has to happen: whenever a cre-
ated LV is placed in the input domain this has to be adjusted to match
as context. Thus, additional patterns and nodes are created within the
derived operational rule, before the SDM structure is completed.
prepare
create helpers
iterate through ovs
rule: TGGRule
ov:
TGGObjectVariable
check if created
handle binding expressions
bindingExpressionHelper.handleBindingExpression(entryPoint,direction,thisOV,rule,ov)
check if ov in input domain
iterate through link variables
trg:
TGGObjectVariable
rule: TGGRule src:
TGGObjectVariable
tgglinkvariable:
TGGLinkVariable
check if lv in
input domain
create "find context"
story pattern
create "perform
transformation" statement
node
bind context pattern content as parameter to method call
stroyPatternHelper.bindTGGRulePatternToMethodCallAsParameter(findContextStoryPattern,methodCallExpression)
complete SDM flow structure
change attribute assignments
this.transformAssignmentToConstraint(ov)
create required
match OV
change to context and
connect OV to required
match
connect OV to required match
match entry point
check if ov negative
delete NACs in input domain
stroyPatternHelper.deleteOVandIncidentLinks(ov)
check if negative
delete negative lv
change to context
remove binding expressions
[Success]
[End]
[Success]
[Failure]
[Success]
[Failure]
[Success]
[End]
[Each Time]
+objectVariable
+pattern
[Failure]
[Failure]
[Failure]
[End]
[Each Time]
+target
+incomingLink
+pattern
+li Variable
+source
+outgoingLink
[Success]
Figure 92: Process of building a concrete perform operation (i.e., a forward
or backward rule)
Figure 93 depicts the action of embedding all previously derived
parts of the operational rule into an overall method declaration. Here,
the various parts of the operational rule are appended via story
nodes to a story activity. Activity edges are created between these
story nodes to denote the control flow.
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activitiy: Activity
start: StartNode
startOutgoing: ActivityEdge
prepareReturnValue: StoryNode
prepareReturnValue.name:="preparereturnvalue"
prepareReturnValueStoryPattern:
StoryPattern
prepareReturnValueOutgoing: ActivityEdge
findContext: StoryNode
name:="findcontext"
forEach:=true
findContextStoryPattern: TGGRule
findContextEachTime: ActivityEdge
guard:=util.EACH_TIME()
performTransformationStatementNode:
StatementNode
performSuccess: ActivityEdge
guard:=util.SUCCESS()
stop: StopNode
ruleResultOVprepareReturnValue:
ObjectVariable
objectVariableExpression2:
ObjectVariableExpression
performFailedEdge:
ActivityEdge
guard:=util.FAILURE()
stopFindContext: StopNode
findContextEnd:
ActivityEdge
guard:=util.END()
objectVariableExpression:
ObjectVariableExpression
+target
+incoming
+ownedActivityEdge +owningActivity
+incoming
+target
+ownedActivityNode
+owningActivity
+returnValue
+incoming
+target
+ownedActivityEdge
+owningActivity
+object
+target
+incoming
+ownedActivityNode
+owningActivity
+returnValue
+ownedActivityEdge
+owningActivity
+outgoing
+source
+object
+ownedActivityNode
+owningActivity
+source
+outgoing
+outgoing
+source
+ownedActivityEdge +owningActivity
+storyPattern +storyNode
+target
+incoming
+ownedActivityNode +owningActivity
+source
+outgoing
+ownedActivityEdge +owningActivity
+outgoing
+source
+storyPattern +storyNode
+ownedActivityNode +owningActivity
+ownedActivityEdge +owningActivity
+incoming
+target
+ownedActivityNode +owningActivity
+source
+outgoing
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>> <<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
Figure 93: Model transformation to assemble a complete operational rule
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Note that the whole compilation process does not produce any line
of code but only story activities. These activities denote unidirec-
tional operational rules as described in Def. 13 and are further used
by a code generation engine to produce Java code.
Example
Consider the TGG rule of our running example, depicted in Fig. 94
(i.e., Rule (a)). This rule states that an Admin will be employed and,
therefore, assigned to a Router and a Network for maintenance pur-
poses.
<<create>>
router: Router
it: IT
<<create>>
network: Network
comp: Company
ceo: CEO
<<create>>
admin: Admin
companyToIT:
CompanyToIT
<<create>>
adminToRouter:
AdminToRouter
+target
+source
+target+source
+admin
+admin
+worksFor
+ceo
+net
+router
+it
+network
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
<<create>>
Figure 94: Exemplary Rule (b) (cf. Fig. 86) as specified in eMoflon (integrates
an Admin and a Router object)
Therefore, the derived operational rule for forward transforming a
given Admin object has to be able to search for the appropriate match,
i.e., check whether the given Admin object is connected to a CEO and
a Company and, furthermore, if the latter is also connected via a cor-
respondence link to an IT object. Such a rule is depicted in Fig. 95.
The important point is that various possible matches may exist that
fulfil the requirements and, therefore, the operational rule has to ap-
ply the actual model transformation to one of those matches. For this
reason, a loop iterates over all possible matches. Whenever an appro-
priate match is found, the model transformation depicted in Fig. 96
is called. As soon as this method succeeded once, the rule application
exits as the unprocessed Admin object has now been transformed.
The actual model transformation which modifies the correspon-
dence and target domain is depicted in Fig. 96. Here, appropriate
Router and Network objects are created and connected to the Admin
object of the source domain.
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Figure 95: Excerpt of the derived operational forward rule searching for all
potential matches
Figure 96: Excerpt of the derived operational forward rule applying an ac-
tual model change to the target domain
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18.2 evaluation of our implementation
To evaluate our approach from a quantitative point of view, we con-
sider again the contribution of Buchmann et al. [BWW11] and com-
pare also this implementation with the two exemplary implementa-
tions of their publication (cf. Figs. 97 and 98).
Model element Specification #1 Specification #2 TGG compiler
Number of Packages 68 18 23
Total number of Classes 175 162 131
Number of abstract Classes 18 28 13
Number of Interfaces 32 10 0
Total number of Attributes 177 181 81
Total number of Methods 650 443 59
Number of Generalizations 220 247 59
Number of Associations 148 166 189
Number of Story Diagrams 540 339 27
Number of Story Patterns 988 850 187
Total number of Objects 1688 1997 739
Number of Negative Objects 42 22 0
Number of Set Objects 25 9 0
Total number of Links 725 1121 611
Total number of Paths 13 7 0
Number of Statement Activities 264 64 35
Number of Collab Calls 1183 711 0
Number of ForEach Activities 27 88 35
Figure 97: Comparison of general values of exemplary SDM implementa-
tions according to [BWW11] and of our compiler implementation
The most significant ratios are computed in Fig. 89.
Significant numbers Specification #1 Specification #2 TGG compiler
Classes per Package 2.57 9.00 5.70
Attributes per Class 1.01 1.12 0.62
Methods per Class 3.71 2.73 0.45
Patterns per Story Diagram 1.83 2.51 6.93
Objects per Pattern 1.71 2.35 3.95
Links per Pattern 0.73 1.32 3.27
Statement Activities 0.27 0.08 1.30
Collab Calls per Story Pattern 1.20 0.84 0.00
Collab Calls per Story Diagram 2.19 2.10 0.00
Figure 98: Comparison of computed ratios of exemplary SDM implementa-
tions according to [BWW11] and of our compiler implementation
Analyzing the data of these tables, we see that the graph transfor-
mation implementation of our compilation process consists of more
than one hundred classes and nearly sixty methods.1 Thus, each meth-
od implementation consists of 6.93 patterns in average, which reflects
1 The TGG metamodel and supplementary data structures are also regarded by these
numbers (influences number of packages, classes, attributes, etc.). Nevertheless, the
values regarding graph transformations are not distorted as these additional data
structures did not contain additional graph transformations.
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the size of the control flow. Furthermore, each pattern consists of
about 3.95 object variables and 3.27 link variables. Hence, the here
implemented patterns exceed the size of the exemplary model trans-
formation and denote, therefore, more complex patterns.
From a qualitative point of view, deriving operational rules with
model transformations denotes a (semi-)bootstrap, which shows that
model transformations are an appropriate technique to cope with
such compilation processes. As a bootstrap is the technique of build-
ing a product by using the product itself, this implementation is a
semi-bootstrap only for the reason that we did not use TGGs to de-
rive operational rules. Considering our scenario, two reasons lead to
this decision: (i) It is not a requirement to realize the operational rule
derivation via bidirectional transformations; (ii) It remains unclear if
TGGs are a applicable technique in such a scenario. As some technical
details and intermediate data structures have to be used throughout
the transformation, it was necessary to represent these elements in the
transformation also. Such technical elements often have no semantic
equivalent in the opposite domain and, hence, it is hard to build an
appropriate bidirectional rule specification.
As future work, we identified two major areas where extensions
and improvements are necessary:
• Regarding our incremental model synchronization approach, it
is necessary to derive also inverse forward and backward rules
from a given TGG rule. This can be achieved similarly compared
to the derivation process described in this chapter. Nevertheless,
new questions may arise regarding the uniqueness of the ele-
ments that shall be removed. Deleting elements in the opposite
domain (e.g., the target domain in case of a forward transforma-
tion) can be compared to processing the same elements in the
opposite domain as input. In the latter case, problems are caused
when two rules are applicable to a common subset only. Hence,
as future work not only the derivation process has to be extended
but also the control algorithm will have to check whether two or
more inverse rules are applicable at the same elements and, there-
fore, test if dangling edge conditions are fulfilled in either case.
For this reason it may be necessary to pass additional informa-
tion to the operational rule or allow for user input.
• Another open issue is that the derivation process suffers from
high memory and time consumption. Deriving a set of opera-
tional rules takes from a few seconds up to minutes regarding the
size of the TGG. Profiling showed that internally, large collections
are implemented with the generic Ecore data structure EList and,
therefore, claim most of the actual runtime with adding elements
to those lists and/or updating the lists after changes. A promis-
ing idea is to exchange the underlying data structure with a more
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efficient data structure one. Such a data structure may, for ex-
ample, cache frequently retrieved elements or may be balanced
to allow for equal access times regardless which element has to
be retrieved. Another possibility could be to reduce the number
of derived operational rules. As discussed previously, we derive
one operational rule for each create element. This is necessary as
the context-driven control algorithm selects randomly an element
to be processed and, therefore, needs to know which rule can
be applied. For this reason, numerous operational rules have to
be created. In contrast, our precedence-driven control algorithm
utilizes a precedence graph for determining the traversal order.
Within this precedence graph, equivalence classes denote a set of
nodes that can be processed together (cf. Chap. 6). An optimized
approach could determine specific nodes that act as a represen-
tative. With these representatives, the control algorithm is still
able to determine appropriate rules which will definitely process
all other elements in the equivalence class. The results will be
less operational rules to compile and, hence, an improved compi-
lation runtime performance and secondly an improved runtime
performance as (probably) only these representative nodes have
to be regarded when building and maintaining the precedence
graph.
Part VI
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The aim of this thesis was to develop an approach for bidirectional
model synchronization. Therefore, the hypothesis reads as follows:
Hypothesis
The aim of this thesis is to show that incremental model synchro-
nization can be achieved with TGGs efficiently, while retaining
as much information as possible. Furthermore, this solution has
to be efficient and to guarantee the formal properties introduced
in [Sch95, SK08].
To achieve this, the following was contributed:
1. We proposed a so-called precedence analysis in Chap. 6, which
builds the fundament of efficient and information preserving
model synchronization. With this static analysis, it is possible to
(i) analyze a TGG specification statically to detect specification
errors and (ii) utilize statically retrieved information to define a
partial order of a model at runtime.
2. We developed in Chap. 7 a novel batch transformation algo-
rithm, which uses information from the precedence analysis to
determine an appropriate and efficient traversal order through
the input model. We proved that this algorithm complies with
the required formal properties and is efficient as its runtime
complexity scales polynomially with the size of the model.
3. We discussed formal aspects of propagating deletions in Chap. 9
and extended the TGG theory with a formal concept of deriving
rules that delete elements (i.e., inverse rules). Such inverse rules
are necessary to revoke the effects of previous rule applications.
4. The incremental model synchronization algorithm that uses all
the previously introduced concepts was presented in Chap. 10.
The algorithm operates in three phases: (i) propagate deletions
(ii) prepare affected elements of additions, and (iii) transform
all unprocessed model elements. Again, this algorithm complies
to all formal properties and its polynomial runtime complex-
ity scales provably with the number of model changes and af-
fected elements. Thus, the control algorithm retains as much
information as possible.
5. In Chaps. 12–14 improvements of our approach provably guar-
antee to (i) reduce the number of elements to be processed dur-
ing a model synchronization and, therefore, improve efficiency
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and retain even more information, (ii) extend expressiveness of
TGGs, and (iii) provide static checks for potential specification
errors.
Additionally, in Chaps. 17 and 18 we reviewed implementation de-
tails of the currently implemented TGG approach that has been ex-
tended by this thesis. By applying metrics for model transformations
and evaluating the runtime complexity of the control algorithm, we
showed empirically that the theory of TGGs in combination with our
implementation is capable of complex model transformation tasks.
From a theoretical point of view, all challenges described in Chap. 1
have been solved: (i) As our approach is based upon TGGs, consistent
specifications of bidirectional graph transformations are guaranteed.
(ii) Our approach provably complies to important formal properties
and (iii) scales polynomially with the number of changes and affected
elements and, therefore, is efficient. (iv) The incremental algorithm
determines the set of changes and their dependent elements and,
therefore, preserves user added information in unaffected elements.
(v) As our algorithm supports non-functional sets of TGG rules and
allows for complex rules, it can be considered as expressive.
From a practical point of view, the approach could be employed
in a real-world scenario such as described in Chap. 2. Here, we col-
lected numerous requirements during our research cooperation with
Siemens in the domain of automation engineering. A fully-fledged
transformation approach should (i) be applicable in either direction
(bidirectional), (ii) perform efficiently, (iii) be traceable regarding its
results, (iv) be specified declaratively, (v) be applicable in batch mode
and (vi) incrementally while preserving information, (vii) support
concurrent model modifications, (viii) be validated and (ix) comply
with formal properties. What remains open for future work is to en-
able concurrent model modifications. As this requires to detect and
to cope with contradictions between individual changes, this was out-
of-scope for this thesis.
evaluation of the solution
Regarding current TGG approaches, the motivated requirements
are already met by some other implementations. Formal properties
are tackled by the research group of Hartmut Ehrig [EEHP09], effi-
ciency is a main feature of the implementation of the working group
of Holger Giese [GH09] and preserving user attached information is
achieved by the research group of Wilhelm Schäfer [GPR11]. Unfortu-
nately, none of these approaches combines all desired requirements
in one implementation. Especially extending TGG theory with addi-
tional features and prove that all formal properties are still met, is a
hard task to fulfill.
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For these reasons, we decided to develop a new TGG dialect, which
is efficient and information preserving but can also be systematically
verified for its compliance to formal properties. The challenge behind
efficiency and information preserving capabilities is to identify an
appropriate processing order for the applied changes and their af-
fected elements. Hence, model elements have to be ordered to avoid
multiple re-synchronization runs for the same elements for efficiency
reasons.
In this thesis, a novel TGG approach was developed which is capa-
ble of solving the described challenges: The basic idea is to analyze
the declarative TGG specification and to collect relevant information
from specific patterns in the TGG rules. Such information can fur-
ther be used at runtime to define a partial order of a given model
that shall be synchronized with an opposite model. As this partial
order denotes the dependency relationships between the model ele-
ments and, therefore, allows for determining which elements shall
precede others in the transformation sequence, we named this ap-
proach precedence-driven TGGs.
Furthermore, this partial order enables the incremental control al-
gorithm to determine an appropriate traversal order. The (batch and
incremental) algorithms presented in this thesis fulfill this task prov-
ably in polynomial runtime while retaining all formal properties. Al-
though an additional model difference recognition has to be applied
in advance of a synchronization, we were able to argue that this does
not significantly affect the runtime complexity. In contrast, relying
for example on traces of model changes, unnecessary and comple-
mentary synchronization actions may be applied that may introduce
additional overhead to the transformation process. In addition, the
runtime complexity depends on the number of elements that have to
be processed during a single synchronization run. The runtime com-
plexity of the incremental algorithm is, therefore, only influenced by
the number of changed and their dependent elements. We have been
able to show that our approach determines a considerable superset
of dependent elements which provably guarantees that all sufficient
elements are processed while trying to reduce this number as close
as possible to the number of actual necessary elements. Hence, the
formal properties guarantee that the algorithm produces only correct
models (or terminates with an appropriate exception) and is able to
handle all models as input which could have been created by the
algorithm (i.e., completeness).
A major goal was to preserve user information while synchroniz-
ing models. As we believe that TGGs should have a certain degree
of freedom regarding the produced models, we do not require func-
tional behavior which forces TGG developers to build specifications
that always produce the same output considering an input model. In
contrast, we allow users to specify TGGs that are capable of produc-
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ing a set of correct output models. While processing the input model,
the user has to either provide certain heuristics that the control algo-
rithm is able to decide which specific rule has to be applied, or the
user has to decide himself on-demand. In both cases, certain decisions
have been made that have to be retained while a synchronization is
performed. This has been achieved with precedence TGGs as well.
future work
Nevertheless, the approach presented in this thesis has some defi-
ciencies that have to be tackled in future contributions to complete
this approach: A minor open issue is the integration of edges as
first-class objects. Currently, only such rules are allowed in combina-
tion with our approach that create an edge together with an adjacent
node. Another restriction of expressiveness is that Negative Applica-
tion Conditions (NACs) for describing global constraints are not yet
supported. First thoughts in this direction showed that introducing
NACs can be achieved in a straight-forward manner as such NACs
do not influence the ordering of the input model. Nevertheless, we
have to prove that the use of NACs still guarantees all formal proper-
ties also in the case of incremental model synchronization.
Another current drawback is that only such model changes are sup-
ported that consist of additions and deletions only (i.e., element mod-
ifications are treated as a delete old and add new element sequence).
In reality, this is insufficient as elements could also be adjusted or
moved within the model. Such changes should also be efficiently
handled by our TGG implementation. Therefore, further operational
rules have to be derived which, for example, propagate an attribute
change to the opposite domain and apply such actions at the right
point in the synchronization control algorithm.
Finally, concurrent changes to models is another open issue. The
interesting aspect of this challenge is that indirectly each other con-
tradicting changes may influence each other and sophisticated propa-
gation strategies have to guarantee that the updated models are con-
sistent to each other.
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